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This research investigates the experiences of a group of parents whose children have 

speech and language impairment. A review of the existing literature revealed many 

problems facing parents who seek appropriate educational provision for their children. 

There appears to be a lack of a coherent and consistent system which automatically 

ensures appropriate provision without a great deal of effort on the part of parents. 

Fifteen sets of parents from three different Local Education Authorities, whose 

children are all in a residential special school, were interviewed. Analysis of the data 

from these interviews showed some themes emerging, and these were used to shape a 

questionnaire which was sent to fifty-three sets of parents. Analysis of this data 

revealed some instances of good practice, but for the majority of the parents, the 

process was problematic, time-consuming and stressful. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

fcfwcaf/oMaZ Mg/fAgr nor /?oweA/wZ fo/Mg 

^gqp/e fAmA: Ĵ â Aer, ĝ /wcar/oMa/ refearcA w a vg/y Aw/»(7/7 aW 

/Agr^rg ^//;67g procê ĵ , wA/cA MOMgfAg/gjj' Aaj' ô/Mg (ffj/fMcr 

ofA'aMfage^ over ̂ er̂ OMa/ AMoWed̂ e. (Borg and Gail 1989, p.l) 

The role of educational research has not always been fuUy understood. Rose (2002) 

suggests that teachers have, in the past, considered research as an activity which is 

removed 6om classroom practice. The impact upon teachers and pupils' learning 

was not well defined. The National Education Research Forum, (NERF), was 

established by the DfEE in 2000 to; 

...(^gve/qp a ybr g<;̂ wcafzoMa/ rgjgarcA, cffrgĉ OM, 

fAg q / zffwpporf /̂ ro/wô g /A" 

(Rose 2002, p.44). 

This government initiative enqihasises the important role which research can play in 

teaching and learning. Rose goes on to argue that teaching should become a 

research-based profession. He concludes by saying; 

7%g ZM ôrfcmcg q/"rg.ygwcAmg jpgcW ecfwcaf/oM grga^ Mow a.; 

Aaf gvgr 6ggM m fAg wg Agĝ m fo g/M^mcg a Morg 

mcZiwh'g g(fwca/7o» jya'̂ g/M, zf m/Z 6g g.yj'gMf/aZ wg /ooMzfor oW 

awa/y^g fAoĵ g appmacAgĵ  /Aaf m 6ec0ZMZMg z»org 

g^cfzvg Zgamgrĵ  aW ^gacAgfj'm <jleve/qpzzzg ĵ A-â ggzgj" fo g/iyz/rg 

/Aa/ a//̂ z{pz/,y rgggh'g /Ag/r ĝ Mca/zoMa/ gM/zf/g/Mg?7f. (p.47) 



The aim of educational research according to Gay (1996), is; 

...fAeybrma/, q/fAg fo f/ze 

q / e ( A / C ( 7 ^ 0 M a r / g j c p / a m , /?rg(fyĉ , (z/zaMpr 

gî McarzoMaẐ AeMOTMeMo. (p.6) 

He claims that educational research is the most diGGcuk type of research, dealing as 

it does with people, and their unpredictable behaviours, in the educational setting 

with all its variables. Thus, explaining, predicting and controlling situations is 

difficult. Of course, there are patterns of behaviour which can be observed and 

which can help to make some predictions. Gay suggests that there are four steps 

involved in the research process: 

Selection and definition of a problem The first stage involves the identification of an 

area of interest and the defining of a specific research problem 6om this. The 

problem needs to be refined into a manageable study. 

Execution of research procedures The data is collected in whichever way or ways is 

most appropriate. These are defined in the research design. 

Analvsis of datA There are a great variety of data analysis techniques. Again, the 

research design, coupled with the data collection methods will dictate the relevant 

analysis technique. 

Drawing and statins conclusions The conclusions Allow 6om the results of the 

data analysis and reflect the original research questions. 



Charles (1998) explains the research process as including the Allowing activities: 

' fAg maffgr aAoz/r wAzcA coMcern 

' j7ro6Ze/M z(poM wAfcA fAe re^earcA m// 

cen^g; 

" ^r/MwWmg refgarcA /Q^pofAgfgf coMcerMMg 

fAg ggM âZ ji7ro6Zg/M/ 

* Carrymg owf /̂ rocgcfMrgj Z:y wAzcA (fafa arg co//gcfg(^ 

j'W07/Manĵ g(̂  a/Kf aMa/yĵ gâ ; 

' fAg y?M(y;Mgf (jgfgr/M/Mg(f fAmwgA 

* Drorŵ mg rg/â gf̂  fo fAg ongf^aZ rg^garcA ^̂ gĵ ^mnj' 

orj^o^Agj-gf. (p.11) 

This research project is concerned with the experiences of parents who have 

children with Special Educational Needs, speciGcally speech and language 

diKculties. For these children their needs are very speciGc, and appropriate 

provision is not always straight-lbrward. There are a number of reasons for this, 

which include; problematic and time-consuming identiGcation of the diGBculties; the 

mult^licity of difGcuhies which children may exhibit; the 6ct that ^propriate 

provision may not be readily available; the large costs which often accon^any 

special educational provision; the fact that appropriate provision may be residential 

and this has in:^)lications 6 r AmUies. Because of the complex nature of the process 

of acquiring an appropriate provision 6 r their children, parents in this situation are 

typically more involved than parents for whom education is more straight-forward. 

Parents play a vital role in the education of their children, and this is being 

increasingly recognised. Schools have become increasingly open to parents and they 

are seen as a key part of the process of education. Recent initiatives have involved 

parents more and more. Things like home-school agreements, the emphasis on 

homework, guidelines on reporting to parents and increased parental choice have 

indicated the importance which the governments places on parental involvement. 



In the case of special education, parents have long been seen as important in their 

children's education. Wamock recognised the value of trying to include parents 

over twenty years ago, (DES 1978). The newly-introduced Special Educational 

Needs, (SEN), Code of Practice devotes a whole chapter to working with parents 

and has much to say about the importance of involving parents. 

The present research sprang ^om an involvement in the 5eld of special educational 

needs over the last fifteen years. The difficulties which a great many parents faced 

with the education system were noted. It became increasingly clear that these 

difSculties impact directly on their children and, to varying degrees, af&ct the 

quality of the education which their children receive. Some children suffer a period 

of inappropriate schooling while lengthy negotiations take place. For some children, 

their parents are so unhappy with the schooling that they remove them entirely until 

a more suitable school is found. The difficulties may be to do with stresses and 

strains &lt by the whole 6mily. The experiences of parents whose children have 

special educational needs is an important area to explore and Arms the focus of this 

research project. 

Using Charles' model as outlined above, the first two stages involve identi^ing the 

research area and clanging it into a proposal. The present research is concerned 

^vith parents of children with speech and language impairment, and aims to probe 

their experiences of the assessment process of their children's needs. It is 

specifically interested in parents' perceptions. 

In order to focus the proposal, it was necessary to oglore the field further. A 

review of the literature was carried out Ar the purpose of laying a 6)undation on 

which the research could be built. It was important to find out any relevant research 

which had already taken place. This could usefiiUy in&rm the shaping of this 

project. It would also avoid the pitfall of simply repeating existing work. 



As Borg and Gall (1989) e)q)lain; 

TTze fgiVgw fAe Zzferafwrg m re^earcA }'ow 

w/fA fAe /MeoMf gg/̂ Mg fo /Ag m yoz/r /7w/7CM/ar y?g/(/ 

UMfzZ }'ow /zizyg ZgarMgĉ  wAâ  ofAgrj' Am'g ̂ foMg w/zâ  

rg/Mamj' fo 6g (foMg m )/owr arga, ji/ow cawMOf (̂ gyg/qp a rgfgorcA 

/?r(yggf W/Z coM/rf6wfg fo y^rfAgnng ^oWgd^g m ŷowr /Fg/̂ /. 

(p. 116) 

Anderson (1990) also emphasises the importance of beginning research with a 

comprehensive literature search. He e^glains the Act that each research undertaking 

exists in relation to what has gone be6re and what wiU come after. Most research 

projects will teU only a small part of the story. When results are linked to findings 

&om other projects a bigger picture emerges. 

rg^garcA Mgvgr fatg j7Zacg m a vacz/w/M. 7/ 

6gg7M W/A o awo'/yfM fo j'gg wAaf ZM fAg 

parf/cz//ar y?gZ(f 6gg/7 rĝ gorcAĝ f 6^rg, (%pgf 

Aarvg âAgM ̂ /acg, wAgM fAey Aorvg 6ggM coWwcfg<^ Aow aW 6); 

M'Ao/M. fgâ garcA ^ a coqpgrarfvg ̂ g/cf 

rgfgarcAgrf arg o6/zgg(/ fo Awow Âgzr ẑg/̂ f oMcf ĵ rgWowf 

ygfgarcA. (Anderson 1990, p.45) 

The literature search gave a picture of the Sndings 6om a range of research projects 

in the field of parental involvement in special education. Whilst this can be 

Guminating, Delamont (2002) urges us not to overlook the gaps in the literature; 

ĉ oĝ  gxẑ /̂  M Âg Z/rgrâ wrg /May 6g ywj'r aj-

wAaf o/Agr rg^gorcAgrf /7m;g a/rgaa^ wrZ/fgw a6owA (p.21) 



The literature &U naturally into two parts. Some research had looked at the impact 

upon parents of the assessment process. This forms the basis of chapter two of this 

thesis. Other research was concerned with parents who had to resort to some kind 

of appeal against the process. A summary of this literature can be 5)und in chapter 

three. This review of the literature he^ed to 6ame the research questions for this 

project. 

Stage three of Charles' model involves reSning the proposal into a set of research 

questions. These were 6amed as Allows: 

What kind of support do parents receive, and from whom? 

Do parents receive relevant, and accessible, in&rmation 6om their LEA? 

What kind of relationship do parents have with the LEA pro6ssionals involved? 

How valuable is the statement of Special Educational Needs to parents? 

What are parents' perceptions of the pro6ssionals involved? 

Do parents feel that they are partners in the process of assessment of their 

children's needs? 

What are the factors leading parents to consider taking an LEA to an SEN 

tribunal? 

What is the emotional impact upon the parents and/or the family of the process 

of assessment of their children's needs? 

Charles suggests that the next stage of the research process is data collection. 

He outlines six procedures 6)r data coUectioiL is the process of making 



very brief written notes. is used when in&rmation cannot be measured 

but only observed as in the case of behaviours. It is a more compete process than 

notation. in the sense of data collection rather than data analysis, re&rs to 

the process of breaking down documents, procedures or behaviours to see how 

they relate to each other. re&rs to the process of eliciting responses in 

the form of opinions or Acts 6om participants. is used to obtain data 6om 

participants through written or oral examinations. The Snal procedure is 

Data is obtained by comparing the per&rmance of participants 

against an established scale. 

The present research is concerned with the views of parents. Questioning was 

perceived as the most relevant method of data collection. The tools used for 

questioning are interviews and questionnaires. The design of the project involved 

both questionnaires and interviews. It was felt that using both methods of data 

collection would enable data to be gathered 6om a wide sample, but would also 

ensure that the data was sufGciently rich. 

Because mrenVevi/f caM a 

(Drever 1995, p. 8) 

The population 5)r the present study was the parents of children at a special school 

on the Isle of Wight dealing with speech and language difSculties. Such schools are 

relatively rare with only a handhil of similar schools in the country. Because of the 

relative lack of provision for this type of special need. Local Education Authorities 

are often obliged to look 6 r placements outside their own county. Children are 

placed at the school by some 24 diSerent Local Education Authorities across the 

south of England. 



Parents of children at the school were approached and their co-operation to take 

part in the project was sought. All were A-ee to decline if they so wished. Only one 

parent indicated a desire not to be contacted. 

Five initial interviews with parents were conducted and these served as a pilot. A 

further fiAeen interviews were carried out with parents 6om three separate Local 

Education Authorities. The rationale behind this was that not only would it generate 

data about parental perceptions, it could also enable a comparison between the 

LEAs. 

AAer some initial analysis of the interview data, a questionnaire was piloted with 

parents of students in the school's Further Education unit. The results 6om these 

led to the conqiosition of a questionnaire which was distributed to the ffty-three 

sets of parents of children in the school. 

A full explanation of the methodology Arms the basis for chapter Aur. 

Once the data had been collected, it was subjected to various levels of analysis. 

Delamont (2002) enq)hasises the signiScance of this stage of the research process; 

(p.169) 

The final questionnaire consisted of seventeen closed questions and ten open 

questions. The Armer involved responses on a five-point scale, and analysis led to 

the identiGcation of themes and some direct comparisons. Graphs were produced to 

6ci]itate these comparisons. The open questions, by their very nature, led to more 

varied responses. Themes were again identiGed, but there was more interpretation 

of parental comments. Analysis of questionnaire data is presented in chapter 6ve. 



AMth the interviews, some degree of consistency was achieved by the use of an 

interview schedule. AH participants were asked the same set of questions, although 

there was some scope 6)r elaboration as appropriate. The responses were naturally 

broader than for the questionnaires, and the analysis reflects this. The richness of 

the data was conserved by condensing each interview into a mini case study in the 

Grst instance. Further analysis then led to the identiGcation of themes. This work is 

presented in chapter six. 

The results &om these stages of analysis were then used to draw some conclusions 

related to the research questions. The discussion and conclusions are presented in 

chapter seven. 



Chapter 2: Literature review - Assessment 

2.1 Introduction 

f aW are 6}' fAgfr q/̂  fAg 

pf̂ MocA: fAe 7P&7 fAe DE9 C/rcwZar 7/%j, ^ 

goo(^/fracffcg wAgM f/zey Agar q/ _ygr ff M ^w;fg c/ggr f/zg 

rgaZ gJcpgngMcg /or /̂ argMff m fgr/Mj- q/̂  fAg j'grvzcga' Âg}" rggg/vg 

rwg(y/MofcAgf. (Vaughan 1989, p.33) 

In many ways, this quote acts as a Gtting introduction to the area of this research. 

The provision of education 5)r children with special educational needs has had a 

chequered history. The complex nature of their needs, coupled with the fact that 

this oAen has m^or resource implications has meant that there have been diGBcuhies 

ensuring appropriate provision kr aU these children. There is no shortage of 

literature detailing the vital role which parents play in their children's education. 

More recently, parents have been much more involved as consumers, playing a very 

active part in shaping some aspects of the education provided by the state. For 

children who are able to beneGt 6om mainstream education, parents can be more or 

less involved, as they choose. For children who need something different, it would 

seem that the provision of this "alternative" curriculum may not be readily 

forthcoming for a number of reasons. Certainly parental involvement often plays a 

much greater part in the education provided for children with Special Educational 

Needs, (SEN), than 6)r their mainstream counterparts. The complex nature of their 

children's needs involves a lot of decision-making and parents have their part to 

play. 

This research focuses on the role which parents of children with SEN, (speciGcaUy 

speech and language impairment), fulGl, and examines their own perceptions of the 

whole process of providing appropriate education for their children. 
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Parents of children with Special Educational Needs often have a difScuh role to 

play. For many, there are trials and tribulations to be overcome, not just in terms of 

adjusting to the demands of their children, but in dealing with the pro6ssionals 

involved. This may be the frst time that these parents have had to deal with a range 

of pro&ssional people, and it can be confusing at the very least, and possibly quite 

daunting. Fumeaux (1988) cites a number of things which parents need in order to 

fulGl their role; 

M c/ear fAe /pargMfiy Am'g 

re/affve/y arg /gworef/ or .Br/e/Ty, fAey we 

a; 

* 77;e /or 

" /or /o 

' 7%e fo 6e fAaf fAey we regwckfZ aj Jo/MeoMe m 

/Ae/f r/gM aW /Ae q/ a cAzZcf. 

(p.41) 

Many of these things are practical things which are oglored in this research. It is 

concerning that Fumeaux suggests that these essential things are not always 

delivered. She goes on to note; 

(Zea/mg WfA fAe/w, oMowgA ex^e/weZ); q/fgM 

TTzere 6e a grea^ Zact q/̂  Ajy 

a// coMcez-Mefy fAe eacA ofAer (p.41) 

The Association For All Speech Impaired Children, (AFASIC), is a charitable 

organisation which aims to provide information and advice to pro&ssionals and 

parents of children with speech and language problems. In 1993, they carried out a 

11 



survey to look at parents' experiences of the services o%red to children with 

speech and language inq)airments. They received completed questionnaires 6om 

441 parents, and identiSed a number of m^or issues: 

' earlier diagnosis and help were needed; 

" parents expressed a desire to be taken seriously by pro6ssionals and to have 

their views valued; 

' communication was inadequate between pro6ssionals, and also between 

pro6ssionals and parents; 

' provision was 61t to be based on resources and not on need; 

* for many parents, the experience of obtaining provision was a struggle without 

which no appropriate help would be forthcoming. 

The report illustrates these Gndings with a number of telling quotes 6om parents; 

q/ fAg wg /zm'g .yggM Am'g wj .yenowj/y 

owr /z/Mg, 6^^ AfTvg gaz/:yg(̂  /Morg Aor/M wg 

arcc^rg(^ fAgir S'wcA ^gop/g 6g fac^g /̂ fAg)/ 

(/oM V fgg/M fo 6g agcowMfa6/g To OÂ owg. (p. 8) 

Jones & Swain (2001) 6und parents who had similar experiences. They questioned 

parents about their views of the Annual Review process. In many instances, parents 

felt that the pro6ssionals did not really understand the needs of their children. One 

parent is quoted thus; 

7yzw/ yggZ /Ag /Agrg vg/y Zz/̂ /g 

oz/r cAz/̂ ĝM. 7 rgor/̂ y /gg/ wM/zZ fAg)/ Awow owr cAf/d̂ gM, fAgy? 

fAg}; 'rg gomg fo /McAg fAg j:a/Mg ovgr ovgr agam / 

V AMow Aow fo ggf /AgTM fo rga/fjyg nggcf fo ĵ gn f̂ /ffwg 

WfA wAo arg z» fAg A770W. (p.62) 



The themes highlighted in these reports are recurring ones and are developed 

further in this literature revievy. In many v^ays they act as a starting point 6 r this 

research. 

2.2 Information from LEAs 

farr/MgrjAy ca/z worA: wAg/z /Aarg M a c/gar q/ 

q / wAfc/z m ẑ/rM OM fAe 

cZwzfy q/̂  goo(/ co/M/Mzmfcô oM /rawpareMf 

/)o/;cyg& (DfES 2001, p. 8) 

This re6rence 6om the new Special Educational Needs, (SEN), Code of Practice, 

which came into 6rce in January 2002, states quite clearly that it is essential 6 r 

LEAs to maintain good communication with parents, and that the clarity of that 

communication is paramount. They state that; 

.../7rq/gjfzoMaZî  jAowZff j7rocecfwrgj', 

are arware q/̂  Aow fo m 

wg gzvg» cfocw/Mgnfj fo 6g wgZZ 

7»gef7Mgy. (p. 17) 

Research carried out by the Centre for Studies on Integration in Education, (CSIE), 

and the Children's Legal Centre, (CLC), shows how high parents' expectations 

become once they are given even small amounts of in&rmation, but that parents 

generally 6e l very 6ustrated in their eSbrts to obtain information 6om LEAs. 

Vaughan (1989) looks at the information published by LEAs for parents, and points 

to the Allowing as indicative of the problem: 

* 89 percent of LEAs failed to mention the legal duty placed upon them to 

integrate children with disabilities or learning difScuities; 

13 



' 94 percent of LEAs 6iled to list parents' duties under the Act; 

' 66 percent of LEAs 6iled to tell parents of their legal right to be consulted, and 

to receive in&rmation; 

' 86 percent of LEAs 6iled to mention the concept of parent-pro&ssional 

partnership in the assessment and statementing process. 

He concludes by pointing out that a few LEAs were operating outside the law in 

relation to providing information to parents. When claims are being made that an 

education authority is neglecting its legal duties, this raises the question of how 

much impact the wishes of parents will have. The current research looks at the 

information v^ch parents receive 6om LEAs and asks speciGcally whether it is 

forthcoming in the Grst place, and whether or not it is accessible. It investigates 

Wiether the language used is too technical for most parents. Unlike Vaughan, this 

investigation looks at the parents' perspective. It will be sutgective, because 

questions will be asked of parents who are directly involved, which is the focus of 

this research. 

Kerr, Sutherland & AMlson (1994) asked parents about their experiences in the 

process of assessment of their child. They identiGed a number of key actions which 

the education authorities should do in order to make the process work best. Among 

them were: 

» make available clear and up-to-date in&rmation on their policies, procedures 

and resources in relation to special educational needs and on the roles of key 

practitioners, particularly the educational psychologist; 

» ensure that all correspondence and other materials are readily understood and 

accessible; 

" give ample notice of meetings, who is to be there, and ask parents if there is 

anyone they would like to be present; 

® provide parents with any key report on their child in sufficient time for the 

content to be absorbed beAre the meeting and to of&r them the opportunity to 

14 



add issues to the agenda; 

" provide parents with a record of decisions made at meetings and subsequent 

actions agreed as soon as possible after the meeting. 

Clearly, an overriding concern was to make sure that parents were kept well 

inA)rmed, but in a way that was accessible to them 

One issue to be considered here is the potential language barrier &r parents from 

ethnic minority groups. Warner (1999) conducted interviews with parents of 

Bangladeshi children in a special nursery. She highlighted the lack of appropriate 

inArmation in the Bengali; 

q/ fAg are a/z fW/cafzoM 

(p.222) 

The new Special Needs Code of Practice makes particular re6rence to minority 

groups and people vyith disability; 

qRprqpnafg ZaMgwoggj' vanefy w aZZ porgMff 

or Zgammg caw accgj'j' fAg (DfES 

2001, p. 18) 

A research project, (Wohendale 1997a), evaluated the impact and efkctiveness of 

the Parent Partnership Schemes. Wolfendale studied documents from a total of 67 

LEAs with respect to re&rences within them of the parental contribution to the 

statutory assessment process. She concluded that there has been a signiGcant trend 

towards parent-Mendly, parent-accessible written material 5)r Special Educational 

Needs. The research points out, however, that this stiU a long way short of 
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increasing parental empowerment which would be the aim of the Parent Partnership 

Schemes. Wolkndale concludes that although the material is of a better quality, 

there is wide variation between difkrent LEAs in terms of how easy it is to get hold 

of Some LEAs routinely send it to schools; in others it has to be actively sought. 

Peck (2002), in her work with parents of children with communication and 

language difBculties, e^glains how crucial it is that parents receive in5)rmation 6om 

the professionals; 

fargMrVcargrj: Mggc/ fAaf fAey are 

f/zaf fAe)/ caw A-ea/Wc m fAe/r 

/or (p.42) 

2.3 Technical language 

Receiving relevant information is one thing; being able to make sense of it is 

another. Although parents are often re6rred to as partners in the process, they are 

not always the Srst people considered when reports etc. are written. Pro6ssionals 

may be quite at home with speciSc terminology, but some parents can fnd it 

inaccessible. This can create barriers between the parents and the professionals and 

can be a source of tension. This is an important area to consider in examining 

parents' perspectives. Cranwell & Miller (1987) point out that reports submitted 

during statementing procedures have to provide information to three audiences, 

namely, LEA ofGcers, teachers and parents, and that; 

M Mof wwea.yoMaAZg fo rAerg mVZ on 

eg'wa/ (p.27) 

They suggest that it is parents who are most likely to suQer, and that the technical 

language which is problematic is often unavoidable. They go on to say that the 
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specialist terminology is oAen the most precise and concise available. This may well 

be the case, but it never-the-less may alienate one of the audiences Ar whom the 

report is intended. It might be feasible to have a translation of the more technical 

parts, perhaps even a glossary of key terms. An alternative version of the report 

aimed just at parents might also be a possibility, although this would have 

implications in terms of the amount of time involved. There is the danger that some 

parents might simply 6el patronised by a difkrent report. 

Hudson (1978) is not so sure that Cranwell & Miller's argument about unavoidable 

technical language holds true, claiming that educational psychologists are, 'YAe 

ggMgraforj' q/yargoM m fAg " He suggests that 

technical language is used even when simpler alternatives are possible. However, it 

is ing)ortant 5)r pro6ssionals to make sure that they do not talk down to parents. 

CranweH (1986) carried out a study exploring the degree of understanding by 

parents of specialist terminology used in statements. He found some 244 words and 

phrases in 67 reports and nineteen statements which were identiSed as problematic 

on more than one occasion. It is interesting to note that none of the parents in the 

sample asked 6)r explanations of any of the terms which they couldn't understand. 

Some ignored those parts, some used dictionaries for definitions and some resorted 

to guesswork. Could it be that these parents felt somewhat inadequate by their lack 

of understanding and did not have the conEdence to approach the professionals? 

In some ways, the problem is wider than is suggested by Cranwell & Miller. 

Professionals are all trained to a certain level and are all familiar with the terms 

used. They can be seen as a discrete group. Parents, on the other hand, are a very 

diverse group with a range of backgrounds. Some will have no understanding of 

this language while others may be quite 6miliar with it 5)r all sorts of reasons. One 

could argue that there are multiple audiences to be addressed. 
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Cranwell 6und that there were some parents who experienced a greater 

understanding of the terminology. In the main, these were parents whose children 

had received an early assessment, and thus they had been involved with the 

professionals for a relatively long time. This involvement seemed to count for more 

than social or educational background. 

2.4 Partnership 

co-qperaf/OM pare/iAy, awcf w 

acAzeve fAgfr (D&S 2001, p. 16) 

The government continues to recognise the role that parents play in education 6 r 

their children. The new SEN Code of Practice makes very clear the importance of 

partnership between agencies, (including parents), and devotes an entire chapter to 

ffbrtzMg m f a / Y n e r f f a r e M f f . The government states very clearly in the 

Code of Practice that, "a/Z jpgcZaZ ĝ Zz/caZZoMaZ 

should be treated as partners. " (p. 16) The Code goes on to explain that parents 

should be supported by the Local Education Authority in a number of areas, 

including, "AorvZ/zg accgff Zo Zŷ r/MaZZoM, afZwZcg anfZ (Zz/rZMg aâ â ĝ f/MgMf 

aM̂Z ygZaZgfZ 6ZgcZ.yZoM-/MaAZMg ̂ rocgĵ fgĵ  aAowf jpgcZaZ ĝ ZwcaZzonaZ /7rovZ.yZoM. " 

(p. 16) 

Partnership is a term which is becoming increasingly popular in the Geld of 

education, but it is one which seems to be misunderstood in many cases. Other 

terms have been used to describe similar relationships, but they all refer to some 

measure of co-operation or sharing. The message about partnership comes from the 

education authorities, but does it mean anything to parents? Since parents are the 

other halves of the partnership, it makes sense to find out what they understand by 

the term, and to what extent they feel it applies to their own situation. 
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The Plowden Report, (CAGE 1967), was perhaps the 5rst ofBcial report 

encouraging greater parental participation in children's education, but the Warnock 

Report, (DES 1978), was the one which Acused attention on Special Educational 

Needs, (SEN). This report called 6)r parents to be seen as 'equal partners' with the 

pro&ssionals, and warned that the whole purpose of the report would be 6ustrated 

if they were not. Many of the recommendations of the report became law in the 

1981 Education Act and parents' rights were given a high proSle. 

The idea of partnership as described by Wamock is one which has interested many 

researchers. The Warnock Report included a chapter entitled, "Parents as Partners" 

and recommended closer links between parents and professionals. However, it gave 

no strict definition of partnership and this has led to some debate about what is 

really meant. Calliste (1993) describes the confusion between the terms, 

'involvement', 'collaboration', 'participation' and 'partnership'. In reviewing the 

literature, Calliste concludes that there is a need 5)r cAanggj m /MOA-f 

" 

In supporting the idea of partnership, Wol&ndale (1992) suggests that there are 

&iur key principles: 

• - parents have limdamental rights to be involved in some educational 

decision-making; 

" - there should be equal status between parents and professionals; 

• Reciprocity - all involved stand to gain Irom a productive discourse on behalf of 

children; 

• Empowerment - parents should become more confident in working within the 

educational system. 

Wol&ndale seems in favour of a productive relationship, and if aU sides are in 

agreement it would indeed seem to be very beneGcial. She makes a particular case 

5)r the important role parents can play in assessment, arguing that parents are 
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assessing their children constantly in much of what they do. Parents their 

behaviour, their moods, their worries etc.; parents their children's reactions 

to people and events; parents their children to others; parents have the 

intimate knowledge which puts them in the best position to report upon their 

children's behaviour, (Wol&ndale 1993, p.l51). Certainly, parents have a unique 

and long-term understanding about their children, which would be invaluable to the 

professionals carrying out the assessment procedure. Whether they trust the 

professionals enough, or are confident enough to share the knowledge, is one thing. 

Whether they were given the opportunity is another. Of course, this does not 

necessarily mean that parents would be equal partners in the process, but at least 

they would feel that they were included in some meaningful way. 

Work with parents by Peck (2002) emphasises the importance of collaboration. The 

workshops which she runs, aim to help parents see the importance of their own role 

and to help them work with the professionals involved; 

/Ac/r cA/Za&'gM'f aW fAg 

fAaf fAĝ yg Aavg OM /garMmg AgAm'zowr. 

fargMfj/cwgr^ Ofg ZM o f/roMg jPOfzYzoM fo j'WRpo/'f fAg cA/M ^ 

pargMfVgargr.y aW coZZaAoraffvg/y, 

Âgzr ^oWgf^g q/ fAe cAfW m fg^Mgy, f/zM W / 6gM^r 

fAg gAyZ(/ aW /Ag/M m (p. 42) 

Sandow, Stafkrd & Stafkrd (1987) argue that there is no real evidence that all 

parents of children with special needs seek a partnersh^ with the pro&ssionals, and 

that only the most articulate ones appear to do so. They interviewed 64 parents of 

statemented children using a repertory grid technique and found that the concept of 

partnership was, "coMjp/gzfowj' //j- a ĵ-g/zcg " (p. 129). They 6und that the term 

was not used by any of the parents interviewed. It may be that some parents are 

confused, as are some professionals, by what exactly constitutes a partnership. It 
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may be that some parents send their children to school to be educated and that any 

problems arising are for the school to resolve. 

On the other hand, research by Law et al (2001) indicates that parents are generally 

keen to be actively involved in the education process. They Aund, however, that 

parents were oAen 6ced with, j'frz/ggZg " (p.l36). Much 

of this centred on difkrences between the agencies involved. Parents were happiest 

when the agencies were collaborating ef&ctively. 

As WoMendale (1989) puts it; 

w /"ayg/x (p. 107) 

It is interesting to note that Wamock revised her thoughts somewhat on the notion 

of partnership. Seven years after the publication of her Report, she had this to say; 

jf? oz/r 7P7& OM fAg q/̂ cAfWrgM apecW 

li/g a cAqpfer f ay Par/Merj' m wA/cA we 

wg f o r m /pargMfj' 

mMMOf 6e fAe q/" i/" /eacAerj' are fo 6e aj-

r̂q/e.yj'/oMaZ.y. Tif ^ a q/̂  co/ZaAomrmM, 
(Wamock 1985) 

Wamock seems to be moving away &om a position where parents have an equal 

say to one where parents have an important voice, but one that does not dominate 

the knowledge base of the pro6ssionals. The question arises of whether partnership 

and equality mean the same thing. Wamock seems to think that they do, but it may 

be possible to have a partnership which is rather more disproportionate. Different 
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partners could have di&rent roles to play. Even at the level of collaboration 

suggested by Wamock, there are problems. Lunt & Sheppard (1986) looked at the 

numbers of parents who submitted written advice in the assessment procedures 6 r 

their children and found that very few took this option. The literature seems to 

point to a lack of inArmation available to parents and a lack of conGdence for many 

parents. Culling5)rd (1985) says this of parents; 

caMMOf coTMTMgMf Of (p. 5) 

There are many strands to this: some parents may &el threatened by the 

professionals and the knowledge that they carry; some parents may simply not have 

received relevant information which could help them to understand what goes on. 

Lupton & Sheppard (2000) carried out an evaluation of a home-school support 

project. One of their findings suggested that parents found it difficult to join in with 

professional meetings; 

TTzg gvzcfgMCg j'wggg.yfj', Aowevgr, fAaf f/zey, [meetings], fo 

fAg ĵ rgjgMcg q / " p r q / g f f f o M a / j ' (p. 188) 

In addition to 6eling unconfident, parents can feel threatened by the whole 

assessment procedure. A survey which looked at the e}q)eriences of parents of 

children with special educational needs reported that parents oAen 61t that they and 

their households were being judged, rather than their children's needs. Single 

parents in particular 61t they were being discriminated against, (ACE 1989). 

Parents can also feel that their position is undermined by the professionals. Calliste 

(1993) gives an illustration of one parent's point of view; 
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More fAafz TMg a6ow^ /«}' own cAzZf̂  

or fAe)/ AMOW Ae^r ÂoM /we a6ow^ /ny oim cAzM Ẑ ery woM V acc^f 

wAaf 7 AfTve fo jqy. TTzaf 'j' wAarfpeĉ Ze /» awfAor/(y we ZzAe. (p.78) 

Norris & Closs (1999) carried out research into parent/teacher relationships in 

schools for children with medical conditions. They 6imd many parents who were 

satisGed with the way the school looked after their children. These parents tended 

to be the ones who experienced good communication with the school, and felt that 

the stafF took them seriously; 

w»6fgrj'̂ oo6f fAaf ^Ag/r worr/gĵ  aAowf AgaZ/A or gcfMcâ mMaZ ̂ rogrg^^ 

wgrg rg(7/, oW occ^^gfZ wfg(/ Âg Âg}" gm;g. 

(p.31) 

cr The other side of the story was the parents who felt that they were not bein 

listened to, or treated as equals; 

S'gvgmZ ârgM ĵ (Zgĵ cnAgcZ Aow 7Mg(f/caZ cnfgf or ma^rqpr/a^g 

ĵ cAoo/ rgjpoMfgj' fo a /Mgt/zcaZ »gg(/ rgfw/̂ g(Z m coA^zcf. (p.31) 

Norris and Closs conclude that there is the need for much initial training, and in-

service stafF development, to ensure that communication with parents is more 

successful They sum up; 

v46ovg a/Z f/zgrg wowZcZ ap!pgar fo 6g a »ggcZ b̂r fo (ZgvgZqp fAgfr 

ZM/̂ e/y)grĵ o»aZ jAzZZf, wf^Z m aZZ aapgg/j' q/" fAg/r /̂ rq/gfyy/oM ẑZ an̂ Z 

/7grjoMaZ ZZygj, aAj'oZzffgZy gĵ gMfZaZ x'AgM x'orAzMg WfA cZzzZcZrgM 

wZ/A jgrZoMiy wĝ ZZĉ /Z goWZ/ZoMf a/7(Z /Ag/r̂ /MfZZg& (p. 3 3) 
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Research by Carpenter (2000) has looked at the impact of children with disabilities 

on the 6mily. He suggests that the problem has been increasing over the last decade 

as medical advances have led to greater survival rates Air these children. He 

concludes with the following; 

TTze cAaZZeMgg e/zaA/g gmpowgr we we 

fo a/fgM WfA yamz/y fFiff/z a// fAe 

co7?̂ ê zMg OM m ĝrvzcg.y, coM fAgre 6g a 

6g fAe wordiy TMOf/zgr." "Tow cfonY M'Aaf zr 

/fte fo 6e fAe Zf/e wa.y 

(p. 142) 

An important point about partnership which needs to be borne in mind is that it is a 

reciprocal arrangement. It has been stressed many times that parents have an 

important part to play in the education of their children. In the same way that the 

LEA has to keep parents informed, parents need to be prepared to keep the 

pro6ssiona]s up to date wiA any events. The government recognises this two-way 

exchange; 

ĉAooZ.y co/M/MWMZcafe rggwZw/y mfA fAgfr 

ĵ cAooZ aW aZerf fAg/w /o coMcerMf //z6y Aorve fAg;r 

/ewMZMg or ̂ rovmoM. (DfES 2001, p. 18) 
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2.5 Resourcing 

Children with special educational needs often require specialist provision which can 

be very costly. Lunt & Sheppard (1986) point out; 

degree q / rea/ ^areMW m aAowf fAe/r 

cAzWreM 'j' jpecW e<̂ wca/zoMaZ Meê 6, fAe rej'owrcef /o 6e ^rovWe^/ 

aW /̂oceTMeMff fo 6e y/?̂ /e/MeMfe(f re/Mam ,̂ /o fAe /ea^r, 

var/aAZe. 

Allocation of resources is a common theme in the implementation of the Act. 

Davies & Davies (1985) have the fbUowing to say about it; 

(TAe 7P&7 /7W7porfj fo a /More cf/recf 

//Tvo/ve/weM^ //; /Ae j9roce<^«re ybr /Ae p/̂ zceweMf q/̂  fAe/r eAz/A&'eM, 

o;7eMmg cAoMMe/ĵ  ÂrowgA M'AfcA fA^ caM vozce fAefr 

coMcerM^ or ecAo fAezr Ji/Rpor^ /or fAe az/fAor/f); ae/fOM OM AeAar̂ ^ 

q/̂  Âe cA/Zd fAe car^/(y m'ozd[y com/Mz/̂ mg fAe ZocaZ 

az/fAorz(y or fAe goverM/Mewf ô a/zy fzgMz/zcaMf zMveffyweMf q/̂  

(̂/(fzfzoMa/ rej'oz/ree,y fo e/ẑ yẑ re fAe j'z/cee^f q/̂ zr;y ̂ o/zcy. (p. 117) 

They are clearly critical, suggesting in e&ct, that ^vithout any extra funding, the 

Act is laudable but doomed. Fletcher-Campbell (1996) states that; 

CoMfro/ZzMg fAe jpecW e(/z/cafzo» Aaj' 6eeo;?ze a crz/fcaZ 

/MOTzage/MeMf ẑ fzze ZM a j70/zrzca/-ee0M07?zzc cowfejcz" q/̂  coMcerw over 

/)z/A/zc ejig?ew/zfz/re. (p.6) 
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She illustrates her case with an example of one LEA which had an overspend on the 

statementing budget in 1992/93 of £154,000, projected to be £198,000 the 

knowing year. In another LEA the statementing budget had been consistently 

rising since 1983, and was financed largely by reductions in out-of-county 

placements. She quotes torn a review by HMI thus: 'ygwer fAaw 

/zove f/ze Meceffwy /br a/Zoccr/ZMg rejowrcef fo fcAook" (p.7). 

By their very nature, children with Special Educational Needs require more 

resources than their mainstream counterparts. This might be in terms of specialist 

equipment, training, extra adult input or even structural changes to the 

environment. If LEAs do not have the fimds to meet these resources, then their 

hands may be tied. 

Jones & Swain (2001) investigated the views of parents with regard to the 

production of the statement. They found that parents had a variety of experiences 

but that they were often troubled. Resources were 61t to be at the root of many of 

the problems; 

mrAer f/zoM Aemg a mgcAaMM/M /or gMAi/rmg fAezr 

c/zfZfi&'gM Mggdk were mef. (p. 62) 

The government itself realises that the success of the legislation is resource-

dependent. The House of Commons Education Committee published findings 

relating to the implementation of the 1993 Act which stated clearly that without 

extra fimding the Act was unlikely to have the impact it should. 

cw/TgMf fzTMg. 77;e (fe/wawdk aW expgcfar/fOMj' 

//zg 7PPJ are 6g aW 
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we f/ zĵ  fime _/br a /Mq/or reWew q/̂  

&0V orroMggTMgMfĵ  Of af^ocafec/ 6}' ^aroneff ffarMocA^ (fwmg fAe 

/̂ aĵ âgg q/ fAg 7PPJ yicf. (House of Commons Education 

Committee 1996) 

2.6 Assessment 

Gaining a conclusive assessment of their child's Special Educational Needs is not 

always a straight-forward process for parents. There can be any number of reasons 

5)r this, 6om the fact that the child's needs may be complex and hard to deSne, to 

the issue of costs. Looking at the problem globally, these issues might seem easy to 

understand, but 6)r each of the parents involved, it is just one case they are 

interested in and one which they are of course personally involved in. So much can 

be riding on the assessment process 6)r them. It may be simply an explanation of 

the nature of their child's diGBculties which can bring com&rt after a long period of 

uncertainty. It may be more about the hope of a "cure", or at least some 

appropriate help. In looking at parents' experiences, the current research explores 

the diG&rent aspects of the assessment process. One of the issues which is tied in 

here is the relationship between parents and the pro&ssionals involved. 

The issues of Amding and resourcing, apply not only to provision of an appropriate 

placement, but also to early diagnosis. One could argue that funding does not 

become a m^or issue until a special educational need has been identiGed and 

there6re early identiScation is potentially a very expensive business. Bastiani 

(1987) has carried out research into parents' experiences in gaining early 

assessment/identiGcation of need. He found that generally, parents were poorly-

inkrmed and did not Gnd out soon enough about the ^propriate actions they 

should be taking. In many cases, he &und that parents felt the pro6ssionals to be 

obstructive, or inadequate. He gives a number of examples; 
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ybw fAerg zj' j'OTMefAmg liT-OMg M'ẑ /z }'ou/' cA;Z(/ }'oz/ re foZef 

f^gre /f Mo/A/Mg woMg mf/? A//» af or//. 7%gM Mz/?g /woM/Zw /afgr̂ KOwr 

/J /»e»W(y AoM(//c<%pe(/. A'f o/Z îroMg. (p. 143) 

,^gr 6gmg f/zaf carc/z wp g/ven fz/Mg, A/rj 

J?od^er^ /gf fAzMgj n<̂ e WM̂Z f/ze »ofzce<^ fAaf ŷowMger ArofAer 

Ca/cAzMg A/ZM 7%gM j/zg Wg/z/ /O //zg g/zMZC ĝ/grZMZMĝ  /Aa/̂  

j'OAMgf/zZMgWajWOMg. (p. 142) 

/ A?zgTi' Tẑ ŷĝ f/zaf /̂zg, (Tzar 6&3wgAfg/)), V a Zozy 6a6y. 7 jfwZĝ Z 

fo _/zg/zf̂ o/M f/zgM omyardly fo fgg w/zaZ waf woMg wzfA Agr. (p. 142) 

Many parents seem to experience difSculties in gaining appropriate provision 6 r 

their children without having to go out and actively work for it or put up some kind 

o f "Sght". This idea of parents having to become very pro-active is a recurring one. 

There doesn't appear to be a natural process which automatically comes into 

operation once a problem is highlighted. Of course, each individual case is diGkrent 

and each authority is difkrent in its procedures and its priorities. However, it does 

seem apparent that a great deal of stress is generated by these inconsistencies. 

Sandow (1989) has the Allowing comment to make; 

TTzg Mgga^vg j^grc /̂zoM q/ f/zg coMWfzzzg ;9rq/g.yĵ zo/zaZ.y Ay 

M gjpggW^ worryzMg ybr fAoĵ g wAo /zm;e /zzô f ZÂ wgncg OM /Ag 

'.yfâ gTzzgTzfzMg' r̂ocgĵ â ..... TTzg /̂ arg/z/̂ ^ q/ cAzZofirgM x/Ao arg 

gjî grzgMCZMg j9ro6/g7Mf ZM fcAoo/. . .wzZ/ 6g gMco«mgg(f f/zg 

oZ(/-yaj'Azo?zg<̂  azẑ f (̂ zĵ crĝ fẑ ge/ vzgx; fAaf fAgrg z.y .yo/zzgfAzMg 

z/7/rz/ẑ zcaZ(y wong wz/A f/zgzr cAz/(̂ gM fAaf zf zf f/zgz/" 

_/az//A (p. 134) 
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2.7 Emotional issues 

The difBculties encountered by many parents have practical inq^lications, but also 

emotional ones. Parents can suGer a range of feelings, depending upon how 

complicated and how drawn out the process might be. In exploring the assessment 

process 6om the parents' point of view, these emotional issues would seem to be 

in^rtant in terms of getting a real picture of what it is like 6)r them. Despite the 

importance of this area, there does not seem to have been a great deal of research 

carried out. 

Holland (1996) has likened the diagnosis of special needs in a child to bereavement, 

as 6r as parents are concerned. Her argument rests on the deSnition of 

bereavement as a loss of some kind, and in the cases in point, the parents 

e^gerience the loss of a child as they once knew him/her. She describes a range of 

emotional components which are likely to occur and recur: shock, numbness, 

denial, depression, anxiety, guilt and aggression. The severity of the &elings 

depends upon a number of factors, not least of which wiH be the severity of the 

special need diagnosed. If the need is a very visible one, e.g. Down's Syndrome, 

then the parents are already going to be aware of the problem. I^ however, the 

problem is more hidden, (as with speech and language impairment), then it could 

come as a complete shock. The pro6ssionals need to be very sensitive in their 

dealings with parents if Holland's ideas give an accurate picture. She suggests that; 

are a/zaMgeff ybr wAg/? f/ze are Ae/fer fo 

oj'.yz/MfWg /Ae /May coMfiMwg fo ckMy fAg 

(p.25) 

Bruce & Schultz (2002) carried out a longitudinal research study, looking at 49 sets 

of parents of children with some Arm of intellectual disability. They identihed an 

on-going sense of grief in these parents which they termed 'yon-Gnite loss". This 
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grieving mani&sted itself in many ways, including shock and denial. One mother is 

quo%xiassaymg; 

7 Agore/ wAaf j'Ag 7 cow/af (fo w/fA &z/M Ao/Mc, / 

/ cowZcA? Y c/o awyfAmg a6owf / wawfec/ fo 6e Aowej'f fe// 

Agr, 7 couW/z Vy?r m M'owẐ f q^mg - M'Aa/ jorf 

TMOfAgf TwwZ(/ j'Ae fAmA: 7 wai'? 7^ fAe cW ff waf ea^zgr 

ĵ rgfgW. (p. 10) 

They explain that when parents have been given bad news 6om professionals, they 

come to fear what those pro6ssionals might say next; 

ffAgM Aorvg 6geM gxpo^gcf fo a q/ Mggafzvg 

zf zf ZogzcorZ /̂ Aof fAey/gw Ag/zzgywrfAgr /razz/Mafzfgcf Ay 

wAâ  a /prĉ ĵ yzoMaZ ĝrĵ ozz zMzgÂ  a6owf rAgzr cAzZ<7 zzz fAg 

/w ẑ/rg. TTzey Aavg /gamf fo /gar fAg ^ow/gd^g /̂ rq/gĵ ẑoMo/f, 

Anox'/g^^g wAzcA yLzYAg/" /Arga/g/z /Ag z/zfggrzry q/̂  ̂ Agzr cAzẐ i 

TTzzf accwzMzz/afzozz q/" fArgarfgzzzzzg zẑ rzMafzozz ̂ gĝ wgzzr/y rĝ wZf.; zzz 

<7zz m;oz<j<3/z/ rgjpo/zj'g Zy^wg/zAy. (p. 11) 

Peck (2002) has run workshops Ar parents of children with language and 

communication problems. She e^glains how diGBcuk it is 6 r parents to accept what 

the pro6ssionals are saying to them; 

Ozz occaĵ zoMĵ  j7Wg/zfVcargr.y zzzf̂  qpipgw r '̂gcf r̂q/gĵ j'zozzaZ 

qpzMzoM azz<7 (fg/^ fAg cAz/(̂ 'j (/zĵ cz/Zfzgf Azzf, wzfA fzzzzg, ay porf q/̂  

fAg /7rocg^j q/"cozzzzzzg fo fgrzzzj' wzfA fAg cAzZcf'.y (7z;$?czz/fzg.y, fAcy WZ 

cozzzg fo fAg /?rq/gĵ ẑozzaZ qpzzzzozz. (p.42) 

Research by Connor (1997) looked at the issues faced by parents in deciding 

between mainstream and specialist placement. He pointed to the high levels of 
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stress involved in the process and speciGcaUy highlighted LEA procrastination, 

excessive bureaucracy or unresponsiveness as m^or problems. The areas of 

concern included: having time 6om professionals to explain and discuss issues; 

having their worries taken seriously; having their questions answered; having their 

views included as a signiGcant part of the planning and decision-making. 

Research by Warner (1999) focused on the views of Bangladeshi parents on the 

schooling of their children with learning difficulties. She found that the emotional 

problems e)q)erienced by parents were not always understood by the teachers; 

/gacAery OM (p.222) 

Sandow, Stafkrd & Stafkrd (1987) describe parents' realisation that their child has 

special needs as a series of responses, thus: 

lien- child « 'TSloveky shock" where the parents realise that their expectations for thei 

are shattered; 

' "Realit)'̂  stress" where the parents realise that the child now represents an 

enormous increase in workload; 

' ''Value conflict" where the parents struggle with their own attitudes towards the 

idea of retardation in some 6mL (p. 14) 

Apart 6om the physical strain of the work involved in gaining help 5)r their child, it 

would seem that parents are also having to deal with these 6elings. The literature 

indicates that in many cases, parents are having to cope with the extra stresses 

associated with the conOicts they encounter with the LEA. The AFASIC study 

referred to earlier oSers many examples of parents' experiences; 
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/ Aqpg MO fo go f/zrowgA we ÂrowgA ô 

ggf /ze^ybr 02/r j'OM. (p.4) 

Agj' faAeM over fArgg }'ewj' ̂ o ggf a aW Aaj OM(y 

co/»e (zAowf ZMyfg//̂ 6emg fo/zMî  ow/ /More. (p. 8) 

Abbott, Morris & Ward (2001) investigated the experiences of children at 

residential schools in 6ur dif&rent authorities. They interviewed parents, children 

and pro6ssionals, as well as observing panel meetings where decisions about 

placements were being made. They 6und that many parents &lt that they were not 

getting the support they needed to enable their child to remain at home. A number 

of parents said that a 6ilure to meet their child's needs at school had caused such 

emotional distress that their behaviour became very difGcult to deal with. 

Bruce & Schultz (2002) re6r to the importance of good parent-pro6ssional 

communication to help ease some of the difBculties; 

f/zg wAgM recogM^e, we//, 

zAe g/Mô ofzoZ 

Werac^oMmfA/̂ areMAy. (p. 13) 

2.8 The child's perceptions 

In trying to understand the intact on the parents and the 6mily, it is important not 

to lose sight of the child himselMierseUi The child's own perceptions are beginning 

to be seen as important. The 1989 Children Act in particular places a lot of 

emphasis on the child's account. DES circular 22/89 recommended that the feelings 

and perceptions of the child should be taken into account and that the concept of 

partnersh^ should be extended to children and young people. This again raises the 

issue of what constitutes partnership. Using Wamock's perspective, it would hardly 
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be feasible to regard children as equal in terms of understanding what is necessary 

for their education. 

A recent study looked at 21 Local Education Authorities and how they make 

decisions about residential placements A)r children with Special Educational Needs. 

The researchers 6und that most education authorities were, a 

a fcAooZ waf " (Abbott, 

Morris & Ward 2000). They also reported that in two cases, education ofBcers 

wrongly stated that the Code of Practice ruled out the seeking of children's views. 

Armstrong, Galloway & Tomlinson (1993) claim that despite the recommendations, 

in practice, the child's contribution is often minimal. They carried out an 

observational study of the formal assessment of 29 children referred to the Schools 

Psychological Service because of emotional and behavioural diGSculties. Their 

results indicated that the children rarely believed that genuine attempts had been 

made to involve them in the assessment process, or even to encourage them to 

contribute. Many of the children were unaware how decisions had been reached. 

They all described feelings of anxiety at the idea of having some kind of assessment, 

and &lt that this meant that they had something wrong with them. Their anxieties 

were made worse by the lack of in&rmation given to them about the purpose and 

outcome of the psychological and medical interviews. One girl is quoted as saying; 

/ (foM Y fAmA; jAg ybwMcf woMg mg, fAa Mgygr 

/Mg. (p. 124) 

It is not diGGcult to imagine the anxiety that this kind of situation could cause. It 

seems that it is all too easy to overlook the very person for whom all the work is 

being done. Obviously, it depends upon the age of the child, but the evidence &om 

this research indicates that all children would beneA in some way 6om being 

included more in the process. 
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2.9 Support groups 

/Mwiy/ /MaAe a/ra'/ygg/MgMAy ybr /;a7Y77grj:A(p ĵ grv/ce& 

/f M gfjgMfza/ fAar are orware q/̂  fAg j?areMf 

jgnVce .90 fAaf fAgy A ôw wAgre fAay con o6^am fAg z/̂ r/waf/OM 

aW a(fy;cg fAey Meê y. f fAer^re ^areMfj', fcAoo/^ 

aW ofAerj aAoMf fAg arranggrngMfĵ  ybr fAg .ygrvfcg aW Aô ; rAg)/ 

mM a'ccĝ yĵ  /f. (DfES 2001, p. 19) 

The government places a lot of emphasis on supporting parents and keeping them 

well in&rmed. The above quote 60m the Code of Practice makes it very clear that 

LEAs have a duty to work with parents. They do not have to provide the parent 

partnership service themselves, but they must ensure that there is one in place. The 

bold emphasis in the text is as it appears in the Code. 

In certain Local Education Authorities, parents have 6)und these partnership 

services diScult to access. They have either been hard to locate or non-existent. 

The nature of the difGcukies that parents face in coping with the demands of 

children with special needs, and with securing appropriate support and advice, has 

meant that many parents have set up self-help groups. These groups are generally 

Armed by parents who have found their way through the system, and are designed 

to help parents who are new to it. This trend has meant that parents are beginning 

to become more conGdent and, in many instances, nxire vocal. Wol&ndale has done 

a lot of work in this Geld. As she puts it, Mow ybrcg 

fo 6g ygĝ oMĝ / mf/z." (Wolkndale 1992) 

Hornby (1988) describes a scheme which he caUs the, '̂ Parent to Parent Scheme". 

The intrinsic diOerence with this scheme is that it involves a training course for 

parents. He claims that it leads to use&l parent-professional partnerships, and that it 

encourages personal growth in parents. 
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Paige-Smith (1996) interviewed eight parents of children with special needs, all of 

whom had been involved in, or innovated, parent groups in England. She found that 

most parents 61t that it was important that LEAs consulted with them on their 

views, and that educational policies should be formed in consultation with them 

The parents considered that it was the job of the educational authority to provide 

what the child needs rather than f t the child into a pre-existing system The 

question of resourcing obviously has inq)lications here and parents were well aware 

of this. They found that resources were not readily available, and that they had to 

be persistent with their demands to the LEA to get the resources needed. Often 

they 61t that they were doing this by themselves. 

This is an interesting area, and the current research aims to explore where parents 

6)und support and help and what were the processes which helped them to manage 

in very stressful circumstances. 

2.10 Statementing 

In terms of the statementing process, the existing research showed that many 

parents 5)und it confiising, and this was one of the reasons they had set up, or 

consulted, a parents support group. The statement is seen by many parents as the 

solution to their problems in that it sets the special educational needs of their child 

in a legal h-amework. Thus, if the statement has the desired efkct it ought to be a 

great reHef to parents. If̂  on the other hand, the statement has little ef&ct on 

practice, this could come as a severe blow. Exploring this issue, thus has 

implications 6)r understanding some of the emotional issues. 

TiTzffgM OM Ajy Z&4& (Paige-

Smith 1996, p.325) 
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This highlights a situation where some LEAs are not meeting their legal 

responsibilities. In many cases it is a struggle for parents to secure an assessment 

leading to a statement, and then to Gad that this does not guarantee anything must 

be very 6ustrating to say the least. Once again, it would seem to be the parents who 

will put up a Gght Wio secure the provision required. One parent puts it like this; 

7b acA/gyg m area Aarre 

gve/y q/"fAe way. (Af ASIC 1993). 

The parents interviewed were all parents who had demonstrated a willingness to 

lobby at local government level, and an ability to take political action. This again 

highlights the fact that there are parents who are able and willing to go to great 

lengths to secure an appropriate education for their child. 

Research by Jones & Swain (2001) investigated the views of parents with regard to 

the Annual Review process. They sent questionnaires to two sets of parents in two 

dif&rent Local Education Authorities and concluded that we 

AoTT/g/'j' ro //yg //"aWa/70/7 m/o prac/fcg (p.63) The Endings showed 

that parents did not &el that the statement always had an intact in practice. They 

quote one parent as Allows; 

^ .yay, o/z wg/Z wg 'vg 

gof fAg/7 wAgM jyow (//j'j'gc/ /Ag q/" /Ag 

fOTMgfAfMg co7y^/gfg(y cfzĵ r̂gMA (p.62) 
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Chapter 3: Literature review - Appeals 

3.1 Introduction 

Tir M worfA woffMg fAa/, aZfAowg/z fg/Z fAg 

fAe <afecMoM fAaf 6eeM TMgf/e, /w/fA regor(/ /o 

eĉ wcâ fOMaZ ĵ rovzjfOMy, MO oMg waj o6Zzggcf fo ^e// fAg/M q/ fAg/r 

ngA/ q/" ag;y)ga/. Tif wow/ff Mof 6g a ^we jpfcfz/rg q/" wAof acfwa'/(y 

Aapy7gMg(̂  Aowgvgr, f/rg z/T r̂gj'.y/oM wcj- f/za-/ Âg v4c/ 

(/RpZ/gf̂  WfA _/»// vzgowr. jVbm7(7Z^ wof apprgg/afg^f /A(7/ 

6g/̂ gr m fAg mfgrgĵ ^̂ y q / a//, MOf Zgâ f fAg cA;Z(;̂  W/mg go-

qpgrâ /zoM j'gcwrg<̂  f orgMff wgrg ̂ ggwgMf(y wg/Z zf̂ r/Mg /̂ 

aMc/ cowW ĝf:̂  6wf Mô  ZAgfr ngA/; Jo fAg}; x̂ grg Mô  ar/M̂qyÂ  

go/7Jw//g(( (zW WMcA rgj'gMAMg/7/ wa^ q/fgM /g/f m coMfg^wg/zgg. 

(Fumeaux 1988, p.57) 

Parents who are not satisSed with the decisions made by the local authority are now 

able to take their case to ± e Special Educational Needs Tribunal. It is interesting to 

note that be6re the Tribunal was established, most appeals had fallen in favour of 

the LEA. This situation seems to be changing now with a system which is more 

sympathetic to the needs of parents and children. However, as of September 1995, 

the Tribunal had 1000 cases waiting to be heard, with a waiting list of about 6ur 

months. This indicates not only that the system seems to be inadequate, but also 

that a large group of parents are dissatisGed with decisions being made. 

This current research is directly concerned with parents' experiences of the whole 

process. Those parents who are unhappy with the arrangements now have an 

alternative avenue 6 r their con^laints. The appeals process and its implications are 

inqwrtant for understanding the experiences of parents. 
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A nimiber of children at St Catherine's School have been placed there as a result of 

the Tribunal A lot of other parents went through Tribunal proceedings when they 

were considering St Catherine's School for their child, but were unsuccessful. All of 

these parents had had a variety of experiences with the local educational authority 

and exploring these was important 6)r the research. 

3.2 Background 

Until the 1993 Education Act, special education was governed by the 1981 

Education Act. The 1981 Act introduced a definition of special educational needs 

which was somewhat convoluted, and according to the Audit Commission (1992) 

has given rise to problems of interpretation. Many LEAs were either unwilling or 

unable to tulGl their duties adequately. Wright (1997) thinks that many education 

o@cers resented the binding responsibilities 6om a central government which was 

determined to reduce the funding available and their control over it. The Audit 

Commission (1992) concluded that in one in six LEAs, the 1981 Act had either 

never been implemented or had collapsed altogether. Thus, there were numerous 

disputes between LEAs, pro6ssionals and parents, some of which have led to 

appeals being lodged. 

Before the 1993 Education Act, there were several types of appeal or complaint 

open to parents: 

a) If an LEA refused to assess a child, the parent could complain under the 

1944 Education Act that the LEA was acting unreasonably; 

b) If the LEA assessed a child and refiised to issue a statement, the parent 

could appeal under the 1981 Act to the Secretary of State; 

c) If the parent did not agree with the content of a statement, the parent could 

appeal iBrstly to a local panel set up by the LEA and then, if still not satisGed, to the 

Secretary of State. 
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The LEA panel was not independent as such, since most panel members were A-om 

the LEA. In addition, the LEA was not bound by the recommendations of the 

panel. On the surface, this would seem to be a 6r from satisfactory situation. If 

parents were in dispute with the LEA, they would be taking their case to an LEA 

panel Add that to the 6ct that even if they won their case, there was little incentive 

6)r the LEA to change its decision. It is not hard to see that only the most 

determined parents were willing, or able, to follow through this process. The Audit 

Commission (1992) reported; 

Zoca/ rare, aW Aarvg a m 

M M mcrgaffHg, 7 JO m 7PP7 wAe/? 

26,000 were 7/; q/̂  

fAg S'gcrgfaTy q/ Aafg /buW m q/̂  ZE/4& TTzg 

AghfggM j'cc aW Mmg OM orveragg fo co/MpZgfg, 

aga/w/ /Ag Agfwgg/? w/ig fwg/vg o;% 

m;gragg. 7%g D ârr/MgM^ .y a/m M ybr f̂gcmoM;; fo 6g 

rgacAg(/ M fAgr^rg o/w g%cgg(/mg fAg 

/argg/ /z/wgf ybr /Ag /̂ rocgf& (p. 22) 

Con^are this Sgure of 150 appeals in 1991 with the waiting list of 1000 cases in 

1995 and it can be seen that either parents have become more dissatis5ed, or more 

vocal, or both. Either way, it is indicative of an unwillingness to settle 6 r less than 

they regard as the right education 6 r their children. The other interesting thing 

about these fndings is the amount of time taken for the appeals. With only "a 

handM" of appeals to deal with, the process was still taking a long time, (between 

six and twelve months). During this time the child is possibly not receiving adequate 

education, with emotional implications 6)r the parents and Amily. Considering the 

increase in appeals under the Tribunal system, the 6ct that the waiting time had not 

increased, and indeed had been cut to Aur months is encouraging. 
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Goacher (1988) points out that the low incidence of appeals was not necessarily an 

indication of widespread satis6ction with the outcomes of the assessment process, 

but more to do with the con^lex, (and quite threatening), nature of the appeal 

process. The process was clearly a lengthy one, and the proportion 611ing 

&vourably 6)r the LEA seems high. 

Evans (1998) reports that parents became increasingly Giistrated and disillusioned 

with the appeals procedure during the 1980s, and they resorted more often to 

seeking redress through the courts. She quotes some high-proGle court judgments 

to illustrate the case. 

The appeals committees were stafkd by teams of county councillors A\iio made 

to the LEA, and as such, these could be ignored. Hence, the 

second option of appealing directly to the Secretary of State. Ranghun 1995 states 

that; 

TTzg/r (the councillors) way a/jo 

were 

(p.89) 

Gascoigne (1995) states that; 

//Me or aw/ 
fo worAr (p. 143) 

She quotes the Allowing exang)le &om a mother of a boy with Down's Syndrome; 

/ waj go /o 7 /Aa/ w / mzf 

aftzMg ybr JOM '[y /"/gAf /or /More fAaw feM fAaf 

/ r/zM gMowgA mfAow/ Aavmg To com/nff more fz/Mg, 

energy a e 
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Bowers (1994) describes similar experiences 6 r parents. He cites the case of a 

parent who had been through every stage of appeal right as 6r as the High Court, 

yet the most stressAil and unpleasant experience by 6r was that of the LEA appeals 

panel. Penny Piatt of the parents' group Network 81 suggested that appeals were 

just the t ^ of the iceberg and that resource-led provisioning by LEAs had led to a 

breakdown in relationships between parents and LEA ofBcers. She explained bow 

telephone help lines received calls 6om parents describing; /act q/" 

co/M/MWM/cafzoM, rmf/ eve/7 " (source: Bowers 1994^ p. 9) 

The appeals process was a very time-consuming business, (and there6re by 

implication, a very e]q)ensive business). Gascoigne 1995 claims that shortly beAre 

the Tribunal came into being, taking an appeal to the Secretary of State was taking 

anything up to two years. This is a huge amount of time 6om anyone's education, 

but for somebody who is arguably not receiving the ^propriate education, it could 

be very serious indeed. 

3.3 The Special Educational Needs Tribunal 

Evans (1998) argues that a more "consumerist" approach to education, which was 

reflected in tl^ Education ReArm Act 1988, was one of the 6ctors leading to 

change. The production of Parent's Charters also highlighted a change in attitude 

towards parents. A consultation document, /o 

fAe (DfE 1992), proposed a number of changes to the system which were 

designed to give new rights to parents. From this came the Education Act 1993 

which established the Code of Practice and introduced the Special Educational 

Needs Tribunal 

Wright (1994) was very critical of the previous appeals process, likening the LEA 

panel to a "kangaroo court", and he welcomed the introduction of the Tribunal. He 

saw it as an important step in ensuring that LEAs took their responsibilities 

serious^; 
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/ Ag/zfvg fAaf /Ag M?// /Matg /Morg rAw? # 

6eeM m f/ze _̂/br Z&4f fo ;MaAe jpgcW gcfwcâ oM (fecwmAM 

OM /Ag AajM q/rgj^owcgj râ Aer fAa/z zwffW /̂waZ cA/Z^gn 'j' Mggdiy. 

(p. 10) 

The Tribunal has been established as the independent body to which parents can 

appeal against decisions taken by LEAs. The main changes with the Tribunal are its 

independent status, the 6ct that the decisions are legally binding, the investigative 

powers of the Tribunal allowing witnesses and documents to be subpoenaed, the 

possibility of LEAs being ordered to pay costs and the more straight-6rward one 

stage process. These changes are very significant and give the whole appeal process 

a completely difkrent standing. The changes ought to have given parents more 

confidence in the system, and the statistics of the number of appeals being lodged 

certainly seems to indicate this. 

Cumbria had only 29 appeals in the first ten years of the 1981 Act, but 27 appeals in 

the first year of the Tribunal Harrow averaged five appeals a month under the 1981 

Act, but de6nded thirteen a month during 1995. Sufklk had eleven appeals in 

eleven years of the old system, but had about twenty in the first year of the Tribunal 

(source: Wright 1996a). According to Bowers (1994) the DfE were anticipating 

between 700 and 1000 tribunal cases in the first year. The actual demand was 

somewhat higher: in 1994/95, there were 1170 cases registered; in 1995/96 this 

rose to 1622; and in 1996/97 there were 2051 cases. This represents an increase in 

demand of 39 percent after the first year and then a fiirther increase of 26 percent 

after the second year. The Special Educational Needs Tribunal Annual Report 

ofkrs the Allowing explanation 6 r the increase; 
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rij-g may reWf a Wffer fAg TrfAwMarâ  roZe, 

ÔTM a greafer (f/fforz^c/zoM i,oca/ E f̂wcafioM ^MfAonfy 

(Z&4̂  decmow or yro/M a coMrmwmg ̂ rg^fwre on /Ae rĝ oz/rcgj" 

(Tvof/aAZeybr /waAzMg/̂ rovmoM m area, (see Evans 1998, p.l) 

These %ures give an indication of the extent of parental dissatis6ction, but show 

only the cases where parents do reach that Gnal stage. The Independent Panel 6 r 

Special Education Advice, (IPSEA), o&rs help and advice, including legal advice 

and a 6ee representation service, to parents. They currently receive approximately 

3500 telephone calls a year 6om parents, (Wright 1997). Not all parents will be 

aware of this service, so the number of parents experiencing lustrations regarding 

their children's special education is likely to be greater. 

Research carried out by IPSEA in 1992 and in 1995 showed that Wien parents did 

contact the service Ibr help, one in gve of them had already withdrawn their 

children 6om school because of disputes over provision, (Wolkndale 1997b). Thus, 

the 3500 annual calls represent some 700 children out of school One can only 

guess at the total number of children af&cted. 

Cost has been mentioned akeady as an inqwrtant consideration for parents. Wright 

(1996a) quotes a 5gure of f2000 5)r parents to go through the Tribunal 

proceedings. He explains that very few authorities made adequate Amding available 

in the budget when the Tribunal was frst introduced because they worked on the 

basis that &w parents had appealed in the past. This doesn't sit com&rtably with 

the fact that the government were predicting a significant rise in demand when the 

Tribunal was set up. LEAs are now having to fund more, and better provision than 

they had budgeted for. Wright is 6irly critical of LEAs in terms of their attitude 

towards their legal responsibilities and makes the Sallowing observation; 
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az&uf Zrg /YgPAdTy /Vze /aozMf TfAwvY? fAe i307«%»:w3/ 

jfre77W(%%y affexMpff Zry ZJE/ic A? anwof̂ fAezr zAwfy %% Aoty A) imMzef Abe 

jgaacwzZ (%/wc6H%of%27 fzeeabr q/̂ <sAfAdreM wwYZ (%%# i&ben? yMCvne fA/ni 

G%18) 

The Tribunal of&rs a S-amework which aims to tighten up the loopholes and make 

LEAs more accountable. Gravell (1997) regards the Tribunal as having improved 

things 6 r parents to some extent, but &els that things are still loaded in 6vour of 

LEAs largely because parents remain unaware of their rights under the law. He has 

experienced the Tribunal process as a parent and argues that it has great 

possibilities. However, he is quick to point out that even as an educated and 

articulate parent who 61t he had prepared things in advance, with much 

pro&ssional advice, he still regarded it as the most stressAil thing he had been 

through. He argues that parents need to be able to manage a lot of paperwork and 

understand the legal aspects fully be&re having a fair chance. 

As with the system prior to the 1993 Education Act, parents are still able to appeal 

to the Secretary of State, or to the Ombudsman, or take the case to Judicial 

Review. Judicial Review is used where the local education authority may have acted 

illegally. Denman and Lunt (1993) describe an increasing trend in this country 6 r 

parents to resort to a Judicial Review, particularly in the case of Special 

Educational Needs. 

Research increasingly indicates that despite the tighter regulations, not all LEAs are 

fuIGlling their legal obligations. A recent report by IPSEA (1999) states that; Varge 

q / c A z / c f r g M are rgcg/vmg fAe /o wA/cA f/zey are 

ZegaZ(y (p.2). The very nature of this organisation means that they deal 

with a lot of dissatisEed parents which possib^ deSnes the way they view things, 

but never-the-less their conclusions have to be considered carefully. The report 

highlights a number of cases which have resulted in legal action, and shown the 

LEA to be at fault. 
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Wright (1996b) quotes evidence 6om the voluntary sector to identity a number of 

problems thus: LEAs refusing to obey Tribunal judgements; LEAs refusing to be 

speciGc in statements about the provision children should receive; LEAs denying 

that speech therapy can be an educational need; LEAs intimidating pro&ssional 

witnesses who agree to appear at Tribunals 6 r parents; parents being unable to 

appeal against Tribunal judgements because of the "legal aid trap". 

A particular case reported by Gravell (1998) describes the lengthy procedure 

endured by one by set of parents. The LEA had ejected cost-cutting exercises 

which had put the child's placement in jeopardy. The Tribunal ruled that the LEA 

had acted unlawfully, stating; 

are zmaA/e fo occqpf cAg 

fAe Zevg/ M a TMaffgr /or fAe fcAooZ fo 

Tif fo (fgfg/TMme ancf 

/acfor m our Wew m /Ag Z&4 'f rAe 

The Tribunal made it clear that the law is not there to be interpreted by LEAs 

according to their resource availability, but that it is very speciSc in terms of 

assessing and providing 6 r the needs of children. However, the point was made 

that Tribunals do not create legal precedents and so the decision af&cted the one 

child. These particular parents had another child whose case was 6}Uowing a similar 

course to Joshua's. They did not 6el able to go through the whole process again 

and so took the LEA to court successMly. Despite all this, the LEA st0 did not 

comp^ totally with the Tribunal order. The parents were still requesting speech 

therapy which the LEA had been ordered to provide. It seems that even the 

Tribunal procedure does not guarantee that needs will be met. 
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It has been noted already that many parents might Gnd the whole Tribunal process 

much too daunting. Wright (1996b) notes a tendency 6)r the Tribunal to be used 

more readily by articulate parents. He quotes 6om the British Psychological 

Society, thus; 

M jPref/ommaMf mage w Ay voca/ arfzcw/afe 

Aavg af/recf ejipgngmcg q/" o/Agr 

pweMff wAo, e»cowage/MeM(, are /oo waAy q/̂  f/ze 

yb/7Ma/f(y q/̂ fAe 7r;6wMa/ proce /̂wre fo wawf fo zwe zf. (p.24) 

This issue is highlighted in recent research by NFER (1998). The high volume of 

appeals is seen as an indication that there are severe problems, but the researchers 

believe that the LEAs which have a low incidence of appeals may also have issues 

to address. 

Ab/ /e&y/ q/" /Agjg Aow /gj-j 

ewaA/gf/ /o /More acfh'e )̂/ m //ze /Maafg 

fAefr f e(/wcaf70M. (p.3) 

This research goes on to Aow that parents are getting more say in how their 

children with special needs are educated, but on the negative side, pressures have 

arisen between parents and LEAs. Thistleton sees it as inevitable that conflict will 

be a consequence of the process. As she puts it; 

/f M Mah'g q/" gffAgr fzcfe fo fAmA: a an /WepeWewf 

wZ'/frofzoM fgrvzcg. (1997, p.l 1) 

Stresses and inordinate amounts of time involved are quoted as common problems 

6)r both sides involved. For LEAs, resource allocation is a m^or concern. The 

research points out that; 
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TrzAwMaZ ore o» fWh'Wwa/j', fAey MOf 

M077Ma//y fate mfo accoMMf fAg m<̂ er /"ejpoMfy6;/;fy q/̂  fAe ZjE/4 fo 

^rovzafe^or a///̂ wp/Zf. (NFER 1998, p.2) 

This, they claim leads to questions about value 6 r money. In particular, e^gensive 

residential placements can use up an unduly large proportion of available funds. 

The amount of time involved in the process is highlighted in the study by Thistleton 

(1997). She points out that the average waiting time 6>r a hearing is Gve months, 

and that this is bound to lead to stresses all round. Apart 6om the 6ct of the 

stresses involved, she also raises the question of what happens to the child during 

this time. Since the parents are in dispute with the LEA, they are often unwilling to 

send their child to the school which they see as inappropriate. 

The issue of empowerment 6 r parents is brought into question by Thistleton 

(1997). In more than half the cases heard at tribunals, the LEA decision is upheld. 

Thus, parents have less than a 50 percent chance of winning. In addition, aknost as 

many cases are withdrawn by parents be&rehand as go to tribunal This could be 

6)r a variety of reasons; Thistleton seems to be suggesting that it is flirther evidence 

of parents 6eling that their views are not prevailing. Of course, it could just as 

easily be because LEAs give in to parent's wishes rather than go through the costly 

Tribunal process. 

Carol Beardmore of the Down's Syndrome Association supports parents in their 

struggles with LEAs. She believes that the Tribunal decisions are losing their 

impact. She says; 
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/'vg fAz/YegM j/garĵ  Merer AMOnvi a/^fAmg 

/%A]g zf. / /eeZ fo fo/Ty ybr Grow?? /MeM OMiaf }VO/MgM we 

co/M//7g fo /Mgg/ZMgy a/7^ Az/Tf/zTzg m/o feary 6gcaw.yg fAey 've /?W 

e»oz/gA - f/oM Y Awow wAerg fo fwr» fo. farg/zff we foW(y 

(/Me/?;powe/'e(/. 7%ey wa»f pwA/ze j'ervaM̂ â  aMgf are 

(ak/Mora/ffeA^ (Gravell 1998) 

Simmons (1997) argues that the Tribunal has given more power to parents, but at 

the same time, it has created a new set of needs. She believes that evidence and 

representation are now problem areas within the new system. The Tribunal is 

interested in the child's needs at the present time and thus it requires evidence of 

the most up-to-date kind. LEAs have immediate access to this kind of in&rmation. 

Simmons points out that LEAs have been known to send their pro&ssionals into 

school the day be6re a hearing. In addition she quotes 6om evidence of LEAs 

exerting pressure on pro6ssionals resulting in them being reluctant to give evidence 

on behalf of parents. For parents, it is not so easy to collect relevant data, and 

independent assessments could be prohibitively e^gensive. 

In terms of the bearings themselves, Simmons calls them; "mfzmzdlafmg aW 

expeneneef ' (p.37). There is no Legal Aid 6 r representation at hearings 

and the average cost of the services of a solicitor is quoted as f1000. For many 

parents, this is going to be another Enancial hurdle. Simmons also suggests that 

representation by a solicitor may not be helpful in producing the required outcome 

because the hearing becomes much more legalistic. 

As with all changes to a system, the Special Needs Tribunal has its supporters and 

its detractors. It has certainly made an important difkrence 6 r many parents and 

their children, but as with the previous system, it is mainly the parents who are 

educated enough to understand the system and follow the process through. With 

special education being such an expensive area, it is perhaps unlikely that any m^or 

change will be ef&cted until there is a significant change in funding policy. 
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Chapter 4: Methodology 

4.1 Introduction 

m gf/wcafioM fj" a (/zfCfpZmĝ / fo gwgjTzoM^ 

or Wvg /7roWe/Mf fAroMgA f/ze co/Zecf/oM a/7(/ awafyĵ ff q/ /?rma7g/ 

ybr fAe T̂z/zpô g q/̂  (fgfcr^^OM, gap/aMafzoM, geMgrgZ/faf/oM 

oW/̂ rĝ fzcfzoM. (Anderson 1990, p.4) 

This research project was designed to look at parents' experiences in terms of the 

assessment of their children's Special Educational Needs. SpeciGcally, it was 

designed to explore their perceptions of the support available to them, the 

information they received and the nature of their relationship with the LEA. It 

aimed to fnd out what they 61t about the statement, about the pro6ssionals 

involved and about the idea of partnership. It was also concerned with the Special 

Educational Needs tribunal for those parents who had approached it. Finally, it 

aimed to probe the emotional impact of the whole process. 

The starting point in terms of designing the project was to answer some basic 

questions as suggested by Patton (1987); 

" Who is the in&rmation 6)r? 

' Who will use the findings? 

* What kinds of in&rmation are needed? 

* How is the in&rmation to be used? 

" What resources are available? (p. 8) 

The research sprang initially 6om a personal interest, but like all projects it evolved 

and changed as the relevant literature in the Geld was reviewed. The research was 

&lt to be concerned with an area which has received some attention, but has not 

been explored fully. It was 61t to be of interest to a wider audience than just the 

researcher, - ideally all pro6ssionals and parents involved in the Geld of Special 
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Educational Needs. Whether or not people agree with the idea of a partnership, 

there is certainly a working relationship involved at some level, and identifying 

stresses vyithin that relationship would seem to be of beneGt to all concerned. 

The information which was needed was as much frst-hand data as possible. The 

two methods of data collection which seemed appropriate were interviews and 

questionnaires. Drever (1995) compares the two techniques and highlights Aur 

considerations when deciding between them. The first point is that interviews give 

high quality data. The researcher is in control and can deal with any ambiguities or 

misunderstandings as they arise. By contrast, he considers questionnaires to be 

inflexible and beyond the control of the researcher once they are in the post. He 

adds; fzever Zearw owyfAmgjyow efW/? Y oj'A:/" (p. 3) 

Drever's second point is that interviews take a lot of time. Apart Aom the actual 

time 6)r the interview, there is preparation time, travelling time and possibly some 

time for social chat. He considers twenty interviews to be a m^or undertaking, 

whilst 100 questionnaires would be small-scale. The point is also made that 

doubling the number of questionnaires would not double the work load. 

According to Drever, the processing of interviews is a time-consuming task. 

Transcripts can take a long time with tapes needing to be played over and over. 

From the transcripts there may not be any obvious route into the analysis. It may 

require reading and re-reading of the data to try to make sense of it. With 

questionnaires, the data can often be trans6rred into a grid with a clear schedule of 

nun^rical analysis. Drever makes the point that although interviews take time to 

analyse, this process is rewarding as the researcher becomes very familiar with the 

data and exercises judgement in summarising it. 
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The last point which Drever makes is about the skills involved in interviewing. 

Teachers spend a lot of time in the classroom asking questions, but interviewing is 

something more than that. He suggests; 

Mof a coMverfg/ioM. zj aryoTTmaZ gMcouMfgr, a 

aW are myare (p.4) 

The data required Ar this project, needed to be as in depth, but also as broad as 

possible, taking into account views 6om as many people as 6asible. A 

questionnaire seemed to be the best tool for ensuring breadth, whilst interviews 

would provide the depth. It was 61t that interviews would be useful 6)r identi^dng 

some of the issues in the Grst instance. Face-to-6ce meetings would allow 5)r 

greater e)q)loration of the ideas as they emerged. One draw-back with interviews is 

the amount of data that can realistically be collected in a limited time scale. 

Questionnaires have the advantage of reaching a much wider audience, but are 

limited in terms of being fxed in the data being requested. There is also the issue of 

ensuring that the questionnaires are responded to. The ideal solution seemed to be a 

series of initial interviews to gain a good grasp of the key points, Allowed up by a 

questionnaire to increase the yield of data. 

Resources, in terms of time and fimds, were an important consideration. With one 

self-Ainded researcher working part-time on the project, it had to be designed 

carefiilly to make it manageable within the time 6ame. Several blocks of time had 

to be allocated &r the interviews, many of which were at some considerable 

distance 6om the researcher's home area. The questionnaires were easier to 6t in to 

the part-time schedule. Patton (1987) is quick to point out that there are no hard 

and 6st rules Ar a research design; 

Ay fAe peqpZg (p.9) 
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Borg and Gall (1989) consider that there are Aur types of research knowledge. 

involves a process of observation and recording of events or 

phenomena. It aims to build a picture of the way things are. Many new discoveries 

have arisen because of painstaking descriptions of particular things, for example 

stars and stellar events. 

involves using a body of knowledge to make inkrmed decisions about 

future events. In a sense, this takes the descriptive research a stage further, making 

use of the observations made. Collecting data about test results in schools can lead 

to predictions about future per6rmance. 

The third type of research described by Borg and GaU is f/nprovg/MgMf which 

concerns interventions that improve student learning or some related outcome. 

They also describe this type of research as developing knowledge which can control 

a phenomenon. 

is the last type of research in their model and involves making theories 

to account 6)r the observations. Borg and GaU regard this as the most important of 

the 6)ur, subsuming the other three. In some ways they have a point, as explanation 

is the culmination of the other types of research, and has a very practical use. A 

theory about why some students learn in a particular way allows an efkctive 

programme of teaching to be developed. However, explanation can not exist in 

isolation. Theories can only be developed, and certainly only proved with any 

degree of certainty, when a body of knowledge has been collected. Explanatoiy 

research builds on descriptive research. 

The present research is largely descriptive. It aims to collect data about parental 

perceptions as they are now. It is not concerned with predicting or improving, 

although it would be possible to make some inkrmed statements about possible 

improvements 6om the parental perspective. It would certainly be possible to 

outline some predictions which could Arm the basis of further research. 
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Explanation would require more data to conGrm or otherwise the ideas which could 

be developed. 

Anderson (1990) describes 6)ur levels of educational research, namely 

and or fAeorefzcor/, (p. 7). Descriptive research 

tries to answer the question, Aerg? " (Historical), or the question, 

M Aere? " (Contemporary). Explanatory research looks 6 r the 

causes of events or phenomena. It is concerned with e^glaining whatever has been 

observed, but not broadening out &om there. The third level, generalisation, aims to 

locate the observed results in the wider context, e.g. ybr f/zM 

fcAooZ /or a fcAooZ? " The theoretical level of 

research tries to discover the underlying principles which are at work. This study 

was largely concerned with identi^ing what was happening or what had previously 

happened, and was thus primarily within the Srst, descriptive, level The discussion 

does look at possible causes 6)r some of the themes, and the issue of generalisation 

is discussed, so the second and third levels also come into it. 

Wolfendale (1999) makes some interesting points about the nature of research 

carried out with parents. She considers that parents should be considered as more 

than just contributors in the project; they should be thought of as partners. There 

are 6ur key principles highlighted 6 r consideration: 

Rights/entitlement Parents should fully know their rights and be kept in&rmed 

throughout. They should have access to as much inkrmation as possible and be 6ee 

to withdraw whenever. 

Equality Wol&ndale 6els that both parties should be partners in the research, 

"...gacA ArmgZMg " 

(p. 167) 
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Reciprocity Each person involved should be contributing and sharing in&rmation, 

expertise and responsibility 6)r actions and decisions, bearing in mind that the 

researcher should be ultimately responsible for the project. 

Empowerment Parents are regarded as more than passive subjects of the research. 

They have a right to express their views and to influence the research process. 

4.2 Qualitative and quantitative research 

/jr rgjpofMzve fo fAe foWzfy Mof fAe 

q/" aw o^'ecf, /f M reipoMfh'e fo fAaf wA/cA 

refgarcA M ^recZwf̂ . (Peshkin 1994, p.273) 

Traditionally, research has been seen as either qualitative or quantitative and the 

methods and strategies employed &11 within one or other. Peshkin sees the two as 

quite distinct. He seems to be suggesting that qualitative research is more dynamic 

in the way that it depends on the interplay between researcher and researched. He 

sees quantitative research as much more fxed and rigid in its approach. 

Gay (1996) sees the diG&rence largely in terms of whether the data involved is 

numerical, (quantitative), or not, and whether the setting is natural, (qualitative), or 

not. He defnes qualitative research in the Allowing terms; 
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//zvoZvej 6&zfa coZZeĉ oM, /Aaf M 

co/Zeĉ OM q/̂  exfewfrwe (&7/a OM vw/aAZef over OM exfemakf/ 

jpeno /̂ q/̂  fz/Mg, m a Mâ wraZ/f̂ c j'g/̂ Mg....wAgrg fAgy MafwraZZy 

orcw, aj occw; /70/ /« /-aygwrAgr-roM/roZZê  

emvroM/MgM/a' wwZer refgwcAgr-coMfroZZeaf co7%fZf/o/w, 6K M Âe co^g 

Ŵ A QrwaMf/faffve ĵ fWzg& (p.208) 

Qualitative methods are regarded as those allowing the researcher to study selected 

cases in some depth and detail. They produce a wealth of detailed data about a 

small number of people. They produce descriptive detail and quotations, and do not 

try to A people's e]q)eriences into standardised pre-determined categories. 

Quantitative methods measure the reactions of a large number of people to a limited 

set of questions, allowing for comparison and statistical analysis, (Patton 1987). 

According to Atkinson, Delamont & Hammersley (1993) qualitative research in 

education developed in Britain in the late 1960s and early 1970s as a direct 

consequence of the e^gansion of the university sector at a time when people were 

beginning to question traditional approaches in education. They suggest that there 

was a reaction amongst scholars against more quantitative approaches, and that 

they became more interested in looking at schools and education in general 6om 

the point of view of the participants. 

If there are indeed two distinct approaches with their own associated methods, then 

the design of this research would seem to be 6amed more within the qualitative 

paradigm, although there would seem to be elements of the two. This research 

project was concerned with the experiences of a discrete group of parents. It aimed 

to gather in-depth in&rmation 6om these parents, certainly collecting descriptive 

detail and quotations &om as part of the process. There was also, however, an 

attempt to broaden this out with a wider group of parents. 
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Cohen and Manion (1989) discuss the relative strengths of qualitative and 

quantitative methods at length. They quote Burrell and Morgan in summing up the 

two thus; 

fgarcA ybr MMfverW Zmtw wA/cA goverM fAe fga/zfy 

M 6emg 

/7» rgfewcA/ fAe empAafW m exfre/Me fo 6e 

wpoM fAe â /gMĝ zoM wWerj'̂ aWmg q/̂  wAaf w wMzgwg 

arM6/ pw/zcM/ar A) /Ae /W/WrarAg/" //?ar;7 w g f a ' W 

WMzverW. (p. 8) 

This study was very much concerned with exploring the ogeriences of selected 

individuals. The size of the study, and the limitations as discussed, made it difBcult 

to draw broad generalisations. However, within the selected Geld of study some 

pointers could be hinted at. 

Bogdan and Biklen (1992) describe 6ve Matures of qualitative research: 

» it has the natural setting as its data source; 

" it is descriptive; 

* it is concerned with process rather than simply outcomes; 

' it has no pre-conceived hypotheses, rather theory emerges; 

» it is interested in participant perspectives, (p.29) 

These points Gt well with the research project. The study was centred within 

diG&rent 6mily groups, it was interested in the descriptive views of the participants 

and revolved around discovering issues rather than trying to prove a point. There 

was no hypothesis to be tested, only a desire to understand the situations as they 

existed. As Bogdan and Biklen point out; 
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rAe coMcepf ay w 

WMf/gfA/oô / m fAg coM/e%/ q/̂  a// w/zo wfe ;A 7f 7M«Zf̂ /g rgaZẑ ygĵ  

rafAgr fAa» a j'mg/g rea/((y Âaf coMcerm fAg g'waZ/faffve rejearcAer. 

(p.42) 

The research was centred around the experiences of parents, and aimed to Snd out 

their perceptions about various issues. As they suggest, there are many diGkrent 

e)q)eriences which people will have had and they will all be diSerent, (multiple 

realities). This does not mean, however, that one should not search 5)r patterns to 

link di%rent people's experiences together. 

Recently, the idea that the qualitative and quantitative approaches are two distinct 

and opposed ways of studying the social world has been challenged. Scott (1996) 

suggests that; 

fwo TMg/Aodk Mof Ag/oMg WfAm fi^arafg rgfgarcA 

aW /Awf ra?) Z'g /Ag .ya/we 

fm'gĵ /fgafzoM. (p. 59) 

Scott uses an extensive argument put forward by Hammersley to back up this idea. 

The key points can be summarised thus: 

* qualitative research uses terms which relate to number; 

* accuracy may not necessarily be best expressed numerically; 

* valid data can be collected in artiGcial settings rather than just the natural 

setting; 

" participant observers do alter the natural setting to some extent; 

' qualitative researchers do not 6cus on meaning to the exclusion of behaviour; 

» ethnography sometimes involves the testing of previously 6)rmulated 

hypotheses; 

« inductive and deductive elements are involved in aU types of data analysis. 
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The present research collected data about experiences which, in the Srst instance, 

were not numerical. However, as the ideas and themes emerged, it was essential to 

quanti^ it in order to give it context. If a theme emerged from one interview, it was 

important to know if it was an isolated e)q)erience, or whether it was more general 

If so, how many parents had the same experience? Interviews were used to collect 

in-depth data. The nature of this data was descriptive rather that numerical The 

analysis involved breaking this down into themes which might be similar, but not 

exactly identical between interviewees. Questionnaires were then used to collect 

data 6om a much wider audience. The Airmat of the questionnaire meant that the 

data was much more concise and much more tightly related to speciGc issues under 

investigation. This data leant itself much more easily to numerical analysis. 

Percentages of parents who had similar views could yield interesting patterns. Thus, 

it would seem to be more in line with Scott's ideas of having elements of both 

quantitative and qualitative research. 

As interviews and questionnaires were the key methods of data collection it is 

relevant to look at how these are usually located. Questionnaires are traditionally 

placed within a quantitative setting. Scott (1996) argues that the items in a 

questionnaire may be located along three continua: Actual/opinion, open/closed and 

structured/unstructured. Thus, the questions may be closed, 6ctual and pre-set, 

aimed at collecting very speciGc answers. On the other hand, they may be open-

ended, allow the respondent to set the agenda and be primarily about the 

perspectives of the respondent. Looked at in this way, the questionnaire could be 

seen to embrace elements of both qualitative and quantitative approaches. 

Likewise with interviews, they are traditionally placed in the qualitative paradigm. 

They can be unstructured, and used to collect a range of opinions and views, the 

actual nature of the data collected depending very much on the dynamics of the 

interview. On the other hand, they can be highly structured and used to collect very 

speciGc Actual data of a quantitative nature, so as with questionnaires, there would 

seem to be elements of both approaches with interviews. 
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For the current research, a semi-structured approach fek to be the most 

appropriate. A strict set of questions was required to pose to all parents to ensure 

that a similar range of data could be e^gected. However, in a face-to-6ce situation, 

there is valuable scope 5)r expanding upon some of the responses in order to gain 

depth. There5)re, an interview schedule was prepared 5)r all interviews, but with a 

proviso to allow parents to ê qiand on issues as necessary. In the same way, the 

questionnaire was prepared with a series of closed questions to allow comparisons, 

but also some open questions to allow more depth. 

Scott goes on to argue that the way we conceive of the purpose of our research will 

shape the way we approach it and the way in which we use the di%rent aspects. He 

sums up by saying; 

aj' a way q/" refewcA WfA 

q / p w p o f y b c i , aW wAaf fAey fo. TTziw 

ff /wff/Zf/g A) fAg/w. (p.61) 

4.3 Validity 

Trust is a key consideration in any research where the responses of participants are 

involved. There could be a number of reasons why people may answer inaccurate^. 

The respondent may stand to gain in some way by misleading the researcher, or s/he 

may have no interest in the area at all and not be worried about giving inaccurate 

inArmation. Alternatively, the respondent may be simply bored or in a bad mood 

and see it as a bit of Am to invent answers. 
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In some cases, the respondent may be keen to be seen in a good light, or may wish 

Ik) pleBKMBldbe res(%m:h(%\ SVlie niajftlxarefbrtijgrye the answers thai aretlxyujght to be 

required. This could be particularly relevant in the workplace where management 

may see the answers. When asking questions about the past, people may simply 

have diSculty in remembering details. People may Gnd it diGBcult to be accurate 

when being asked to estimate answers. The other Actor which could lead to 

inaccuracies is badly worded questions. Piloting the questionnaire helped to 

eliminate problems of this kind. Using interviews as well as questionnaires gave 

some triangulation which helped with the validity generally. Re&rring to 

documentation, when available, proved the accuracy of answers in some cases. 

Dillman (1978) argues that many of these problems can be overcome by using what 

he calls, VoW /wefAW. This basically involves being aware of all these 

possible difGcukies and giving minute attention to each stage of the research 

process. However, the point that McNeill (1985) makes is very pertinent; 

/"gfgwcA. we are 

fAe/r (p. 13) 

In this instance, there was a relationship of sorts with all the respondents. Even if 

parents did not know the researcher personally, they all had a relationship with the 

school which was in some way being represented. AH parents were &ee to 

participate or not as they wished, so it could perhaps be argued that if they took the 

time to respond their answers ought to be reasonably trustworthy. 

In e^gloring the issues aroimd the 'trustworthiness" of the data which the research 

would yield, the ideas of Woolgar (1988) proved extremely thought-provoking. He 

argues that it is basically inpossible to relate the e}g]anations which might be 

ofkred to the object under study because of three issues which he terms 
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indexicality, inconcludability and reflexivity. Indexicality is the idea that 

explanations are linked to times and places, and will change as times and places 

change. Inconcludability suggests that e)q)lanations can never be conclusive and can 

always be added to. Reflexivity refers to the impact that the researcher and his/her 

previous knowledge have on the explanation. 

He seems to be arguing that research Gndings bear little relation to reality, and 

whilst these ideas clearly have some foundation, it is perhaps extreme to think of 

them as rendering aU research as nuH and void. Certainly, research takes a snapshot 

in time of a particular event or set of circumstances and in the Grst instance it is 

doing no more than that. However, it does enable us to identi^ patterns and make 

some judgements about similar scenarios. It may not o%r proo( but it can of&r 

degrees of probability. If it is not possible to generalise 6om the data, it is certainly 

possible to ask questions about the idea of generalising. Perhaps one of the aims of 

research is not so much to answer questions as to A-ame fiirther questions. 

Indexicality can loosely be equated with external validity which is a consideration in 

all research. It is true that not all Gndings can be generalised, but this is not always 

desirable anyway. The present research was a multi-site case study which was 

designed to highlight some speciGc diKculties in speciGc cases. The possibility of 

generalising is discussed, but it is perhaps enough to flag up areas for future study. 

Johnson (1999) argues that the problem can be addressed by reporting sufBcient 

detail about particular instances and the theoretical 6amework so that others can 

assess how the data link with theory and thus whether or not they can be 

trans6rred to other settings. 

She suggests a number of ways of dealing with the issue of inconcludability. Firstly, 

she suggests welcoming the perceptions of others on the Endings. Secondly, she 

points out that triangulation helps to validate the Sndings and make them more 

conclusive. She also argues that research should develop and change as it 

progresses and that the ideas will alter and become more conclusive through this 
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development. These ^proaches were all incorporated into the design in some form. 

Triangulation was 61t to be a necessary part of the design and so both interviews 

and questionnaires were used as data collection tools. Cohen and Manion (1989) 

describe the advantages of triangulation; 

wA/cA eMvzroMTMgMf M fAey are Mgver 

arfAgorefzcaZ or Mgw/raZ m 

rg/zawcg OM owe /way or 

fAg rgj:gargAgr'.9 /;zĉ wrg q/ z'Ag j7ar/%cwZar jZzcg rgaZz(y Ag zf 

fm'gj'fzgafzMg. (p.269) 

ReSexivity refers to the influence which the researcher has upon the data. Delamont 

(2002) suggests that; rĝ g(7rc/? /7/gA(x fwMĝ f fo fAg /Mfgrrg/ofAoMjA^^ q/" 

Âg zm'ĝ f̂gaf̂ or w/z"/; Âg rgjpoM<3̂ »Ay" (p.8). Research exists as a dynamic between 

the parties involved and can not be looked at in isolation. As Hammersley and 

Atkinson (1983) put it; "̂ Ag rgjgarcAg/)) g^c^g fAg jocW Tî orZaf m or̂ fgr 

fo j'fwafy " (p. 15). In some ways, this has to be an acknowledged part of any 

research, but accepting it and deGning the limitations which it might create is 

essential. In the present study, the researcher's relationship with the school, and 

thus with the parents had to be acknowledged and accepted. 

All the parents involved in the study had children placed at St Catherine's School 

and were 6miliar vyith the researcher, either directly or indirectly. This may have 

influenced the way in which tbey responded to the questions. In addition, all these 

parents were now happy vyith the provision which had been made Ar their child and 

could have 61t that they wanted in some way to be seen to be co-operative. These 

parents had also been through the assessment process and so they may well have 

61t more able to say what they felt now that decisions had been made. If they were 

stiU in the middle of negotiating with the LEA, they may well have 61t cautious in 

case anything jeopardised their case. CareAil wording of the questions was thus 
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seen to be essential. In the initial letter, it was pointed out very clearly to parents 

that the research project, although relevant to the work of the school, was never-

the-less quite separate. The fndings may have an e%ct on processes in the future, 

but would not influence the provision 6)r their own children. It was made very clear 

that participation was voluntary, and that conEdentiality would be observed. 

4.4 General Approach 

St Catherine's School is a residential school for children with primary speech and 

language difBculties. The role of the researcher within the school is as Head of 

Education. This entails day-to-day management of the school, and overall 

responsibility for all matters relating to the curriculum. It involves regular contact 

with parents through in&rmal visits, interviews, annual reviews and open days, as 

well as contact via telephone and letters. The children are placed at the school by 

various local education authorities and there are currently some 53 children on roH, 

with a further eighteen in the Airther education unit The locus of the research was 

the parents' experiences of assessment of their children's special educational needs. 

In order to generate as much in-depth data as possible, a multi-site case study 

approach was adopted. Interviews were used to generate the initial data, Allowed 

by questionnaires. 

4.5 Procedure 

Children at the school come 6om 24 diSerent local education authorities. Some of 

these authorities have only one or two children placed at the school, others many 

more. The spread of parents in aH the diSerent education authorities was looked at 

and then a sample was chosen 6om three di&rent authorities. The idea of choosing 

three dif&rent authorities was to see if there were signiGcant dif&rences between 

them. The basis 5)r the choice was the number of available parents in each 

authority. Parents were contacted by letter to give them the background to the 

study and to ofkr them the possibility of opting out if they so wished. Willing 
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parents were then contacted by telephone, and interviews at their homes were 

arranged, with two being organised at the school when the parents happened to be 

visiting. 

Five initial interviews were set up with parents on the Isle of ^ g h t as a pilot. These 

gave conGdence in the interview technique as well as helping to &ame the questions 

for the mnin interviews. A fiiH schedule of Sfteen interviews across the three LEAs 

was then set up. The data 6om these interviews was analysed and themes were 

drawn out. These themes helped to shape the questions for the questionnaire which 

was piloted with parents of students in the further education unit. Minor revisions 

were made and the questionnaire was then sent to all parents of children at the 

school. 

A second questionnaire was devised and sent to a total of eighteen parents. These 

were parents who had contacted the school during the previous year because they 

were going through tribunal proceedings. 

4.6 Research Questions 

The review of the literature highlighted a number of inqiortant issues worthy of 

further investigation. Coupled with the initial ideas which triggered the research in 

the Brst place, these seemed to A around a number of key themes: 

" parental awareness of relevant legislation 

" parental awareness of their role in the assessment procedure 

" parental awareness of partnership 

Co/M/MWMZCafZOM 

« parental perception of communication between themselves and the pro6ssionals 
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' parental understanding of the issues related to power, empowerment and 

control 

Owfco/nej' 

' the issuing of a statement 

* the provision of an educational placement 

' the role of the annual review 

ZrawTMa 

' the impact upon the parents 

* the impact upon other members of the family 

These themes all seemed important, but needed sharpening in order to A within the 

scope of the project. Eight speciGc questions were drawn up which the project 

aimed to explore: 

What kind of support do parents receive, and 6om whom? 

Do parents receive relevant, and accessible, information &om 

their LEA? 

What kind of relationship do parents have with the LEA 

pro6ssionals involved? 

How valuable is the statement of Special Educational Needs 6)r 

parents? 

What are parents' perceptions of the professionals involved? 
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"=!> Do parents &el that they are partners in the process of 

assessment of their children's needs? 

What are the factors leading parents to consider taking an LEA 

to an SEN tribunal? 

What is the emotional impact upon the parents and/or the ^mily 

of the process of assessment of their children's needs? 

4.7 Sources of Data 

There were 53 parents to choose &om, spread through 24 dif&rent authorities. A 

key consideration was the number of parents who could realistically be visited 

within the scope of the project. With this in mind, it was decided to focus on three 

separate authorities. This approach allowed 6 r the possibility of comparing Endings 

between the three. The authorities were chosen according to the numbers of parents 

in each, making sure there were enough to generate a sample. Some authorities had 

only one child placed at the school; the three authorities chosen had eight, eight and 

ten pupils respectively. It was decided to interview 6ve sets of parents in each 

authority, Wiich was manageable in terms of time, and would produce enough data. 

Much research quotes ten percent as an acceptable sample size, and this number of 

interviews would represent approximately thirty percent. Ary, Jacobs and Razavieh 

(1996) suggest that the absolute size is more important than the percentage, but 

that size alone does not guarantee a representative sample. In the present study the 

selection involved nonprobabiUty sampling because the numbers in each location 

were limited. 

Parents were contacted within each authority and interviews arranged as mutually 

convenient. Parents were chosen on a random basis in that there was no logic 

behind the order of telephoning and the eventual interviews depended upon who 

was successfully contacted, and who was available. In six cases, the parents were 
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divorced and mothers had custody in each case. In all other cases, both parents 

were contacted, but Mhers were present in only four interviews. In most instances 

this was an issue of timing, with 6thers being at work. 

The m^ority of interviews were tape-recorded. Field notes were kept to give some 

background inkrmation about each 6mily. In some instances, documentation was 

made available by parents. This took the form of reports, letters, statements or 

assessments. 

4.8 Instruments 

In the first instance, a standard letter was sent to selected parents. This gave a very 

brief outline of the aim of the study, and meant that the telephone contact was not 

"cold". Any parents not wishing to participate in the study were given the 

opportunity to e^gress this. 

Interviews 

(Seidman 1991, p. 3) 

Seidman e^glains that interview research hinges on an interest in people's stories 

because they are of worth. The present research is concerned with the stories that 

parents have to teU about their experiences in dealing with a Local Education 

Authority. It would not be true to say that it is not concerned with attempting to 

get the answers to questions. There are some very deGnite research questions to be 

answered, but the process of gaining those answers is through parents' stories. 
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Silverman (1993) considers two approaches to interviews which see the interaction 

between interviewer and interviewee as quite dif&rent. The approach is 

concerned with collecting "facts" about the world. It attenq t̂s to generate data 

which is independent of the researcher and the research setting, usually through the 

use of standardised questions in the interview and a very tight interview protocol 

which strictly de6nes the level of interaction in the interview. The positivist is 

interested in comparable interviews which are not influenced in any way by the 

researcher. 

The second approach is This approach sees interviews as examples 

of symbolic interaction. The social setting and the relationship between the 

interviewer and interviewee are intrinsic to understanding the data which is 

obtained; 

/Ae Ziy g'we.yffow, ore 

focW gvgMff OM TMwf/W 

Silverman is not particularly arguing in Avour of one or the other. He does suggest, 

however, that hard and fast Acts are not always going to be the outcome of an 

interview, and that the traditional view on this is to see it in terms of̂  "a mora/ 

OM fAe q/"fAe ". (p. 114) He is re&rring to concealment 

or lack of intelligence, and pre6rs himself to see interviews as, "coTMpe/Zmg 

". (p. 114) He concludes; 

accowMf an zm'o/vgTMgMf m mora/ 

rea/Zf/gf. TT/g)/ a ncA fowrce w/AzcA fo 

Aow jcgcp/g /or fAg/r ybrrwMg. 

(P. 114) 

Borg & Gall (1989) describe steps to be taken to ensure that interviews produce 

comparable data. They suggest that the opening statement, the interview questions 
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and the closing remarks should all be structured. Planning is essential to ensure that 

the interview situation is not altered in any instances. They describe the interview 

as; 

...a WM/gwg m fm'oZvej' fAe coZ/ecffoM q/ 

They go on to explain that this interaction is the source of both the main advantages 

and the disadvantages. Adaptability is seen as one advantage over questionnaires. 

The answers to the questions can be used throughout the interview to alter things 

and to respond to things as they arise; clariGcation can be sought, or further detail 

on an issue. They suggest that this can lead to greater depth in the data collected, 

and go so 6r as to claim that it is possible to obtain inkrmation that the respondent 

would not reveal under any other circumstances. This is likely to be sensitive or 

personal in&rmation, possibly to do with negative aspects of their &elings towards 

themselves or others. This does beg the question of whether an element of coercion 

would be involved in this instance. Respondents who would be unwilling to reveal 

in5)rmation on a questionnaire &ir example, find themselves telling all to a 

persuasive interviewer. There are ethical implications to be considered here. 

Higher response rate is seen as another advantage of interviews. Borg & Gall give 

examples of research showing a greater percentage of responses with interviews 

than with questionnaires, and more complete responses, i.e. less gaps in the 

answers. 

A disadvantage of the interview is the 6ct that it can be misused. Its ease of 

administration can lead some researchers to use it to collect quantitative data which 

would be more accurately measured by other means, 6)r example administering 

tests or checking records. 
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The other mam disadvantage according to Borg & Gall, stems from its adaptability. 

Whilst this has advantages in the right hands, it can lead to errors in the data; 

TTzg Aw/MGM f/zaf are WM/grwe 

j'/rgMgfAj' o/" mfe/r/ew a/fo aZ/ow aW 

ZM fOTMg refgarcA are (p.448) 

Cohen and Manion (1989) discuss the issue of bias in interviews, claiming that it 

can be the source of invalidity. They speciGcally ask, "...wAefAe/- /Ae 

org /Mgaj'wrmg M'Aar fAey cZaz/M " (p.318) The 

questions posed in an interview need to be phrased and delivered very careAiUy to 

generate the data required. According to the authors, 6clors to be aware of which 

can lead to bias are: 

...̂ Ae q/'fAe mfenvmi'gr; a feWgncyybr Âg 

ZMfgrvzewg?" fo fge fAg rgapoM̂ Kewf /« A^ om? f/Moge; a fg»(^Mcy^r 

fAg mrgrvfgwgr fo ^gg^ an^wgr^ fAof̂  A^ ^rgcoMcg;vg(f 

OM fAg o/" /Ag yMfg/Tzewgf 6^ wAaf /Ag 

rgjpoMf̂ gMf M one/ on Âg q/ Âg 

rgjpoWgMf wAaf zf Agwg 6rfAg(f. (p.318) 

In planning the interviews, these points had to be carefiiHy noted and taken into 

consideration. Being personally involved in a project can make it diGBcult to step 

outside of it somewhat and see the possible errors. Being as thorough as possible in 

the preparation, and trying to be aware of all the possible pit&Us goes at least some 

way towards preventing them. 

According to Delamont (2002) there are three types of interview. The Grst involves 

quick questions posed during an observation session. The second type is a 6rmal 

interview with a set interview schedule. The last is a li6 history interview which 

would most likely take several sessions to complete. The present research is mainly 
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of the second type, but there is an element of the third type involved. Parents vyere 

asked a set of questions, but the aim was to discover at least part of their history. 

The interview has many advantages as a research tool. It can be more flexible than 

the questionnaire. If the interviewer is skilled and conSdent, and can develop a 

rapport with the respondent, s/he can draw more inkmrntion 6om them. The 

problem of the question not being understood, or being misinterpreted, can be 

avoided with the researcher present. Likewise, the problem of the response not 

being understood, and therefore mis-coded during analysis, is unlikely to happen. 

Depending upon whether or not the interviewer is sticking to a tight schedule of 

closed questions, s/he can develop each question further, according to the response 

in order to gain the type of information required. A problem with this is that it 

could very easily lead to bias, vyith the interviewer driving things in a particular 

direction. Having a second person, who is less connected \vith the project, 

conducting the interviews, could reduce this risk, but would add considerably to the 

cost and could introduce another unknown dimension to the results. The constraints 

of the present project meant that all the interviews were conducted by the 

researcher. This hopefully gave a clear understanding of the data and any 

misunderstandings were cleared up as they arose. 

Cost can be a serious consideration with interviews. Participants might need paying, 

and travelling expenses may have to be met, (interviewer and/or respondent). In the 

present study, the respondents took part voluntarily and no payment was necessary. 

Respondents were spread over a wide area geographically and thus travelling costs 

were an issue and had to be met within the research budget. 

Interviews are more time-consuming than questionnaires both in terms of carrying 

them out, and analysing the data. Approximately half a day was allocated 6)r each 

interview, which incorporated travelling time. Most interviews were tape-recorded 

with the consent of the participants, and the subsequent transcribing of the data was 

a time-consuming task. 
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The interviews were semi-structured. There was a set of guiding questions prepared 

which ensured that the relevant areas were covered, but parents were encouraged 

to elaborate as necessary and describe any pertinent details as they saw 6t. The aim 

was to gain a clear picture of each parent's experiences and so there needed to be 

flexibility in the structure of the interviews. 

In terms of carrying out the interviews, Drever (1995) proved to be a useful source 

of ideas. His advice about conducting the interviews is to keep things as simple as 

possible; 

Devg/qp a fo zY.... AegzMMgfj' ggf mfo 

M fAe}- /eg/ /o 'gef 

mvoZvecf' m fAe a rgWf foo mz/cA j'o gef 

or (p.49) 

Drever suggests that everyone has a tendency to make initial judgements about 

people when they meet them. Thus, respondents wiD make a judgement about the 

interviewer and it is there&re in^ortant to make a good impression, or more 

importantly, not a bad one; anoMyMowa' 

(p.51) 

Maintaining some distance during the interview can be beneGcial in that it keeps the 

roles of interviewer and interviewee separate. This helps the interviewee to realise 

that he/she has to explain things. It is necessary to make it clear that the role of the 

interviewer is to understand the viewpoint of the interviewee, not to evaluate it. 

Responses back to the interviewee should be of the order o^ "/ wMdgr.ŷ aW', rather 

than, "/agrgg'. 

The process of interviewing is not simply a case of sitting down and running 

through a series of questions. This would be little more than a questionnaire. There 

are a number of skills to be employed if the interview is to am smoothly. Anderson 
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(1990) re&rs to 5)ur particular skills which need to be practiced: 

opgMMgff aW fMg and ĵ w/»7MWM(7fzoM q/̂  coMfeMf. 

Good active listening on the part of the interviewer, demonstrates respect, and a 

sense of being interested in what the respondent is saying. Anderson argues that this 

has the ef&ct of enhancing the respondent's self-respect and secures an atmosphere 

of trust. In this situation, the respondent &els more com6)rtable about expressing 

A-eely his/her views. In order to 6cilitate active listening, a com6rtable setting is 

desirable, and the interviewer should be physically relaxed. To indicate to the 

respondent that one is listening, it is a good idea to give good eye contact, to lean 

Arward sometimes and to respond with relevant comments at appropriate 

moments. 

refers to posture and expression as weU as an attitude of accepting what 

is being said. The aim is to encourage the interviewee to share the inkrmation with 

the interviewer. Anderson suggests that empathy is important as long as it does not 

lead the interviewee; he or she should not feel obliged to go further than they wish. 

Value judgements are to be avoided; the point is to listen but not to take sides. 

The point o f i s to demonstrate to the respondent that the interviewer 

is listening. It also increases validity by checking what has been heard. The 

interviewer repeats back to the respondent what has been said, in a slightly difkrent 

way. The respondent has the opportunity to correct any errors. 

The 6nal point of Anderson's is The aim is to condense and 

crystallise what has been said. It brings together the key points of the interview. 

Whilst it is similar to paraphrasing, it covers a longer period of time, summing up a 

series of points rather than clari^ing one. As well as sharpening the interviewer's 

understanding, it can help focus the interviewee on what 6)llows. 



Drever (1995) highlights three non-verbal devices which are useful. Firstly, eye 

contact is important. It should be intermittent, such that the interviewer is neither 

staring, nor avoiding eye contact. Timing is the second device. The interviewer has 

to judge carefully when to speak, so that the respondent isn't cut of^ but so that the 

interview flows. Long periods of silence can be awkward. The 5nal point concerns 

tone of voice or pace of speech. Drever suggests that a question delivered quickly 

implies a short response, whereas a slow delivery gives the idea that the response 

should be more considered. 

The following questions were used in all interviews: 

* How was your child's problem Grst diagnosed? 

Âg gar(y wAgM fAg wgrg 

' Which professionals were involved? 

7%g fgfgorcA M coMCgr/zĝ f WfA ĵ arg/v/;; '/^gr^gcfzvg^ Âg wAo/g 

procgâ ;̂ , aW OMg aJipgcf zj ̂ Ag fAg rg/a^m/iyA^ AgfM'ggH ^argnf^ aW 

fAg ZMVO/Vgd̂  

' Could you describe the relationship you had with the LEA? 

TTy/j' ^z/gf/zo/; MO/ 0/7^ /Ag Zfg/wgg/; fAg 

aMcf /Ag Z.&4, aZfo fAg ̂ argMf.y ygg/mgy mrA Âe/M. 

7>7gv/fa6/y, wAgM WA/Mg /Ag Âmgy fAaf fAg owfAonfy (or Y 

^wgMff WZ g^j'cr/Z'g /Aof g fAmgj'm /gATwâ  0 / Aow z'Ag); wgrg aj^cfgc^ fAe/w. 

* What is your understanding of the term, "partnership", (and would you say it 

applied to your relationship with the LEA)? 

7%g /gr/M "parZMgyĵ A;̂  " ̂  OMg vcAzcA Â ĵ  Agco/Mg TMorg morg rgggMf̂ . 

7/ zf OMg wAzcA M q/?gM (/ĝ cnAĝ y Ag/Mg ĝ ŷ ygM̂ W, Awf OMg wA/cA, accoA-ffmg fo 

/MwcA q/"fAg Zffgrâ wrg, M wof wg/Z wM(fgr̂ foo(f. ôygM/iy wg fAg ofAgrĵ  m fA/f 
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fo/zW owf wAaf fAezr q/̂ fAe fgnM ;& 

Tif zj /AeM vzfaZ fo aj'A: wAefAer fAey/eeZ fAzf opp/zef fo rAez/- own fffwaf/oM. 

' What kind of inibrmation did you receive about the help your chUd could be 

ofkred? 

ExpZonng fAe Zzrerafwre mffzcafgj fAaf reZevanf zf^rMa^oM lî AzcA owgAf fo 6g 

ybrfAco/Mmg MOf a/w/ayf rgacA /yff. ^ Jo/we zMffawgf, /̂ arg/zAf o/z/y 

recezve zM/br/Mâ oM OMce //ze); /zove acfzve/y fowg/zf zf. 

* Where did you receive the information Aom? 

j(e/evaz7f ZT r̂/zzafzozz oz/g/zf fo cozne (/zrecf̂ OAM fAe i,&4 ZM fAe /zr f̂ z/zffOMce. Tzz 

rgcenf };gar^ a MwzM6gr q/porezzf growpĵ  Aavg cozzzg zzzfo Aezzzg zzz recogTzzfzoM q/ fAg 

ybcf /Ao/ zzf^Z zf̂ r/zzafzoz7 w Z70f a/woyfybrf/zco/zzzzzg. 

« What kind of support was available to you? (From where?) 

^gcaz/fe q/"f/ze (f̂ czz/fze^y wAzc/z are zMVo/vec/ ZM fAzî  wAo/e procej'f, Azzozr̂ / ̂ orezzff 

yzfz<̂  fAgzMj'gZvgj' zzMî gr a /o/ q/"j/rgfj". ŷ gaz/z, /Ag /̂ argfz/̂  groz^j Am'g 6ggzz 

zMj'/nzzMeMfa/ ZM q;^rz/zg ̂ wppozf af we// af aifwzcg fo /̂ arg/zfj'. coz/r^e, fAzj ZA' Mof 

fAe oM(y foẑ z ce q/̂ ĵ zẑ ozV qpezz fo /7az gzz/j:, wẑ f fAw gzzê y/zo/z expZorej wAaf 

avezzzzgĵ  are ovaz/aAZe. 

' When was a statement of Special Educational Needs issued? 

TTze j'fafezTzezzf q/".5^ecza/ Ei/zzcarzozza/ 7Vee(6 zj' ozz zAŷ or/azzf (̂ cz/zzze/zf zzz zzza ;̂ 

woyâ . y 4 a Zgga/ (foczz/zzgzẑ , zf jAoW<:f 6g Âe zzzeazzj' q/"gn̂ zzz-zzzg Âar cAz/̂ êzz wzfA 

^eczaZ Meê k recezve fAe c/eorZy (Zî zzê / Ae^ wAzcA fAey Meetf. 7A /zzoz^ ca êa' fAzf 

zj" gxacfZy n̂ Aaf Aopipgzẑ , Azzf fAe Zzfgrafzzrg zzzefzcafgj' fAaf fAzj' zj A}' Z70 zzzgam a/w(yj 

/Ag cafg. TTzgrg are ca^gj wAgrg /Ag az//Aor/(y â jĝ ^̂ gj' /Ag cAz/̂ '̂j Mggd[y, zfj'zzgf a 

jfafg/zzgMf ozzcf fAe ̂ rocgĵ ĵ  rzzzẑ y rg/afzvg^' .y/zzoofA/y. TTzgrg ĵ ggzzz fo 6g ofAgr caj-gĵ  

wAgrg porg/zfj' Aovg fo Ag vg/y ̂ ro-ac^vg zzz fggAfzzg a j'fafgzzzgMf. Cozzp/g(/ wzfA fAg 

zfj-zzg q/jcargzz/j rgcg^zzzg rg/gva/%f zzz/brzyzâ zozz, /Azj ca/z /?rovg ^fz^cwZf/br zzzaẑ  

j?argzzO'. 
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» What was the ef&ct of the statement? 

Bgcaz/jg yr /.y a /agar/ (/oczz/we/?/, wAa/ zf wr/zreM 0/7 fAe j'fa/gmgMf j'AowẐ f /Mafena/wg 

m pmc^fcg. Z; aZit'̂ zyj' Âg ca '̂g? Do ZjE/4j' WAgrg fo gvg/yfAmg OM f/zg 

ŷfafg/MgMf? ^rg /Agrg (/z/̂ rgMcgf AgAfggM ("Ag (//ĵ rgMf awrAonfYgj"? 7%g ofAgr 

a6ow^ fAaf Âg jfafgmgMf 6gco/Mgj or jgnoz/̂ Zy j'OMgAr-q/?gr 

(focwTMgnf a77(̂  q/fgM fo^gf <3 ZoMg fffwg fo 6g ̂ A-Offwcĝ /. f orgMff Aĉ gâ  wg q/fgM 

n<̂ mg OM aW j'O i/" zf (fog^ MOf Aovg fAg (̂ gjzrg&f ĝ /̂ cA M'Aaf (fog^ f/zzj' /Mgrn; fo 

f/zg /?argM f̂ ? 

* How did the whole process a&ct you personally? 

7%g g/MofzoMa/ zmpfzcf 0 / fAg wAo/g /^rocgff zf owg w/AzcA zf grgorf mfgrĝ A 

Bgcawj-g zf M fwcA aM g/Morzvg ẑ ^wg zf can j7gqpZg grgaf^. TTzg fAaf zf zj-

q/fgM yar^o/?? j'̂ a'zg/zr-̂ /brwarr̂  «/?(/ ca» fa^g a' grgaf f̂gor/ q/̂ /z/»g aW g^grgy, 

/MgaMf f/zaf /̂?g /7rogg f̂ cm? Aorvg vg/y ĵ grzowf r^grcwffzo/zf ybr f/zg /)argMf& 

* Where there any eOects on the rest of your 6mily? 

7%g g/»ofzoMa/ Z7?̂ <7Ĉ  OM fAg ̂ OT-gMff cowM 6g grgaf. 7/ cowM 6g owf ovgr (7 

ZoMg fz/Tzg (7/Z(f Am/g z ^ / z c a / z o w f A g rgj-f 0/f/zg^&7»z/y. 

Questionnaires 

TTzg ^zzg^rzoMMazrg Aa.y 6gcomg oMg fAg zMOff z/ĵ gĉ  w j ^ Z Azzf aZ^o 

<?6Mj'g(/ /»gaw coZ/ggfzMg ZM/br/wa/zoM. ^ wg// co/7j/n/cfg<^ a 

gwg f̂zofznazrg ĝ/TMẐ ^ fAg coZ/gc^on 0 / rgZza6/g ancf rgfZĵ oMaAZy 

v̂ z/f̂ y <3̂ fa rg/a/zvg î/ cAg(g?^ aW /» a jpacg q/̂  ̂ /Mg. 

(Anderson 1990, p.207) 

The questionnaire was devised directly on the basis of the research questions, with 

re&rence to the data generated 60m the interviews. Partly it was designed to see 

whether the themes identiGed in the interviews were general for all parents; partly it 
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was designed to expand on new ideas generated in the interviews; and partly it was 

designed to conqiare the collected data across the dif&rent authorities. 

The designing of the questionnaire had to be done very carefully in order that it 

achieved what was intended. A questionnaire is not a passive instrument, in the 

sense that the responses wiU be a reflection of the dynamic between the questioner 

and the respondent. The structure of the questionnaire, the way the questions are 

worded, the order etc. wilL, in some way, be a reflection of the person constructing 

it. The way that it is responded to will be aSected by the relationship between the 

parties involved, (if any exists), the manner in which it is received, the environment 

in which it is responded to, the timing etc. Shipman (1988) says; 

we m zfj' coMfexA (p.78) 

With this in mind, it is important to recognise that bias could be an issue here. 

Being personally involved with the project, it is hard not to have some pre-

conceived ideas about the kinds of results expected, (or possibly even hoped for). 

The wording of the questions could very easily be leading (and possibly not even 

intentionally so). Recognising the potential for bias goes some way towards helping 

to remove it. Having a disinterested party check the wording of the questionnaire 

will have helped too. 

Shipman's point raises an interesting question about validity. He claims that the 

results of the research are a direct reflection of the interplay between the various 

parties involved. Thus, if the research were carried out by a diG&rent researcher, 

somewhat diG&rent results would be obtained. True, the results may not be 

staggeringly different, but never the less it is an interesting point and could raise 

serious problems in some instances. A questionnaire coming 6om a stranger about 
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a topic which is unknown to the respondent may well produce a di&rent response 

than one 6om a known party concerning a topic of interest to the respondent. 

In looking at the types of questions to be asked, Newell (1993) distinguishes 

between 6)ur main groups; attitudes, attributes, behaviour and beliefs. Questions 

about attitudes are concerned with Ending out what people think about something. 

Questions about attributes are concerned with Actual in&rmation, (e.g. personal or 

socioeconomic characteristics). Questions about behaviour aim to 6nd out what 

people do, or what they might do in the Aiture. Questions about belief are to do 

with what people believe to be true or false. The questions in this research project 

were mainly to do with people's attitudes and attributes, - gathering personal 

information about the respondents themselves and their experiences, but also some 

information about their own views on the issues. 

The structure of the questions themselves can be either open or closed. Closed 

questions are relative^ easy to group and code 6)r analysis. They are easy and 

relatively quick 5)r respondents to complete - an important consideration when 

thinking about response rates. Closed questions can lead respondents, however, 

since possible answers are o%red and the most appropriate one may not be there. 

An advantage of closed questions is that they do not discriminate against less 

articulate respondents. 

Open questions have the disadvantage of producing responses which may be 

ambiguous, wide-ranging and difScuk to categorise. They are time-consuming to 

GU in which could deter some people. They are also time-consuming to analyse 

since the range of possible answers could very broad indeed and bear little obvious 

relation to each other. They do, however, provide the opportunity to coHect data of 

some depth. Stacey (1969) oGers the following advice; 
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gwgj'rfoMj' wAerg aZ/̂ erMafzvg r<̂ Zzgj' are 

A770WM, are ZM MZ/ZM̂ er aW are c/gor-cwA Ĉ gM-eM(̂ e(/ 

g'wgjfzom' are ẑ ecf M̂ Aerg fAg zj'jwg ẑ  co7?̂ Zex, wAgrg re/gvaMf̂  

are Mof Awox??, aW w/zere a ̂ rocĝ ŷ y zf AgfMg gjiĝ /orec/. 

In designing the questionnaires, the advice of Davidson (1970) was borne in mind; 

(7%g /f g/gar, z/Ma/MAzgwoz/Ly a/z^ z//7z/br/M(̂ ; worAaA/g. 

/ff afgj'zgM /MZ/zzTMZfg /?ofgM^a/ grrorf yro/M rg^oWg»/j'. v4M(̂  

fZMCg ̂ gqp/g 'j' j7ar^c^afzoM ZM ŷzzrvgj/̂ y z.9 voZẑ Mrary, a ĝ zzgĵ fzoMTzazrg 

Aaf fo A g ^ ZM g»gagz/7g f/zgzr ZMfgrgj'f, gMcozzragzMg f/zgzr go-

opgrô OM, aW g/zgzfzMg awf̂ pgrf af g/oj'g aj' ̂ of^z^/g fo /̂zg Zrz/̂ /z. 

Charles (1998) emphasises the need for a questionnaire to be well-presente± Once 

a questionnaire has been sent of^ it is out of the hands of the researcher and 

therefore work needs to go into it beforehand to encourage respondents to GH it in. 

The appearance of the questionnaire should be as attractive as possible. It should be 

uncluttered with only as many items on it as are necessary. The directions should be 

simple, and the responses easy to make. To encourage as many responses as 

possible, the covering letter should explain how little time wiU be needed to 

complete the questionnaire, and how valuable those responses wiU be to the 

research project. 

In order to ensure that all these points were covered, the draft questionnaire was 

piloted. BeU (1987) lists a number of objectives for a pilot study: 

* How long does the questionnaire take to conq)lete? 

* Are the instructions clear? 

" Are any of the questions unclear or ambiguous? 

« Are any of the questions too sensitive? 

" Are there any obvious omissions? 

' Is the layout clear/attractive? 
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With these points in mind, and taking into account comments &om respondents, the 

final questionnaire was prepared. Seventeen closed questions were devised with a 

rating scale of one to 6ve. Parents were asked to show how they 61t about a range 

of issues by circling a response. The second part of the questionnaire contained ten 

open questions where parents were asked to give more detail about the issues. It 

was 61t that this approach would ensure that there would be enough data which 

would not be burdensome for parents to provide, but that having completed the 

jSrst part, many parents would be happy to add more in the second part. The 

Allowing questions were devised 6>r the frst part of the questionnaire: 

1. How helpM were the LEA? 

2. How helpful was the Educational Psychologist? 

3. How helpfiil was the Health Service? 

e aye fo gfwe aAowf fAe 

4. How involved did you feel? 

fzoM covert' o' q/" zj'jwej', mc/Wmg (yW 

coTMTMMMZcafzoM. fargMfj" cofM /gg/ fAgy are MorZT^rmecf q/̂ even f̂ 

a/7(/ (/ecmoMj'. More /̂ arew/:; coM ̂ ee/ more mvoZvê f fAej; are fMc/w(fe(/ 

/M fome q/̂ /Ae (/ec/fzoM-TMaAzMg, rafAer f/zaw7M/br/»e(/. 

5. Did you 6el that the LEA did everything they could for your child? 

7%;̂  /A" a_/a;r/y Aroâ ff ̂ wê ŷ oM, gfvmg zâ ea q/"Aow j'afz^ea^^are/7ff /eeZ WfA f/ye 

aĉ o77ĵ  q/"/Ae Z&4. 7/7 fome /f /ea(6 y»fo fAe nexr gwej'fzoM. 
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6. Do you feel the LEA were constricted in what they could do because of 

Snances? 

/M(7Ar); c/gcMfOMj' appear fo 6e 

7. Did you receive inkrmation 6om the LEA without having to seek it? 

7%g Zoca/ E(fwcaf70M Aaf a fo j!7areM/f TT/e 

zf̂ nMa^oM f/zazfZ(f 6g fo /fargMfj- a^ a /Ma êr ayM;zf/zo«rj7areMf^ 

Aav/Mg /o j'geA zf. 

^ ZacaZ g(/ucafzaM awf/zon(y arra/zge ybr ^arenf a;^ 

cAz/(f m area WfA apecW e /̂wcaf/oMa/ /o 6e ĵ ravWê / 

acA'/ce aM(/ z/̂ /TMa^a/z a6aw/ /Mâ ferj- re/a/zMg /a /zegak". 

(DfES 2001, p. 19) 

8. Was the in6rmation you received clear and easy to understand? 

C/ar/fy a//M/br/Mafza?? Aaj' 6geM aw zjfweybr waMy refgarcAer& (7976^ Aâ  

Aeen g'wofê f m cfacwTMgM̂  â ^ fer/MZMg gcfwcaAona/ j7jycAoZagzj'(̂ f, '̂ raZf/Fc 

gewerafar̂ y a/yargoM fareM/f weecf /a rece/ve fAe ZÂ r/MafzaM, 6wf aZfa 6e a6/g fa 

/Mâ e j'gMje a/̂  ẑ . 

9. Did you feel supported by the LEA? 

TTze a/̂ a c/zzWf Meê /y azẑ / fAe /̂ racef̂ y a/yzMt/zMg ĵ wzfaA/e g(/wcafzaMa/ 

ĵ z-ai'Mzazz cazz Ae a ẑzTze /ar /7argMf& farezẑ .? fzaf a/z^ /zeecf z/̂ rzTzaî aM, 

a/fa Mee(/fo/Me /eve/ a/̂ fwpparA TTze /way 6e ZM a /?afẑ aM fa ̂ ravz<^ f/zzf. 

10. Was your main source of information other parents? 

âzA7fg(/ azzf a6ave, Aave a (/w(y fa ̂ ravz(/e z/̂ nMafzaz? fa ̂ areMff. Tz? fa/zzg 

aajef, f/zzf ̂ agj fzaf feeo? fa aW af/zer ̂ argzzff Agcame a vaZzza6Ze fazzrce 

Zẑ /Tzzafzazz. 
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11. Was your main source of support other parents? 

^ MOf j7rovf< (̂f Zy /Ae ZE/4, 

ofAer vyAo /Mzve AW ̂ yf/MfZar gjî er/gMcgĵ  can /frov/cZg a goocZ ĵ w ôrZ 

Hĝ orA:. 

12. Did you feel like a partner in the process? 

fw/TyerfA^ Ao'f 6egM fowcAĝ Z OM a/rg(3a[)/ 77?^ ŵĝ rfoM owAiy (ZfrgcfZy w/Aĝ Agr 

^arg/z/f yg// // (TpypZ/ĝ / /o /Ag//- j//w<7/zo;7. 

13. Were you kept AiHy inkrmed throughout the process? 

7%g j?rovM;o» q/ /j a/? oM-gomg ĵ rocgyŷ . TTzg aĵ ĝf̂ TMgM̂  ĵ rocgĵ ^ caM 

6g a ZoMg aW co/7 /̂fcaZg(f jprocgcfwrg. f argMf̂  Mgg(/ fo Ag wp-fo-(fafg af aZZ 

ffaggf. 

14. Do you 6el that the interests of your child were at the heart of the matter as 

6r as the LEA were concerned? 

TTzgrg arg /Mafrk' ̂ rocgj'jg.y aW^rocg<^«rg^ mvoZvgf̂  ancf fAg cAf/cf af fAg cgn^g q/ 

zf g(7M Ag aZ/MOj/ ovg/'/oo^g(^ FmaMc/a/ z/gf Am;g Agg» /MgM̂ OMĝ / a/rgaa^, aW /f 

TMoy Ag fAg cgfg fAaf cfgcmoMj' arg madg ybr/zMaMcW rgaj-om' rafAgr fAaw /or wAaf 

M Agf fybr ̂ Ag cAzZf/ 

15. Was a statement produced 6irly quickly? 

TTfg ffafg/Mg f̂ q/̂ jpgc/aZ g(ZMgaf;oMa7 Mgg(& ca/? Ag a vgry //T̂ orra??̂  cfocw/MgMf Âaf 

Aâ y Âg j70wgr To gwÂ wrg fAaf cgrfam ̂ rovmoM provẑ fgtf. caw, Aowgvgr, on 

fMor̂ /marg (TmowM̂  q/fzTMg To j7ro(fwcg. 

16. Did the statement have an immediate impact? 

7%g JfafgfMgMf a /ggaZ (foCM/MgM̂  gW OMgA/̂  fO gMĵMT-g fAof wAafgVgf Aoj' AggM 

agyggcZ WZ AgRpgM. TAg Zf̂ gmfwrg Âaf fA/f ^ Mof /Ag cafg. 
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17. Did you ibel that the process overall was straight-ibrward? 

w afMOf/zer g/ve OM ovgm/Z q/Aow 

/Ag Z)g. TTzgfg <3rg a q/̂  zj'jz/gj ZMVo/rĝ  

77̂ /7Me<f wzfA z/p-/o-(f<7fe re/evo'Mf z;̂ r7MaffOM, (/W gMZ f̂g/fngf 

on w/ygf fo (/o wo;/Z(f^erAqpf Ag^ fo 7M<7Ae co/^fZMg aW co/y^Z/ca^e(/. 

The second part of the questionnaire consisted of ten open questions, covering the 

same kind of areas as the closed questions, but designed to elicit responses with a 

little more depth. The questions were devised as Allows: 

18. What were your main sources of information? 

^gcgfvmg 6eeM /z/gAZ/gAfef̂  aw wfwg. 7/ 

j-AowW come^o/M fAg ZocaZ E f̂wcafzoM v4w/Aonz)/; <fogj' 

co/Mg m j?r(7c;Ycg. 

19. What were your main sources of help/support? 

^j' w;g// j?(zrg/7/iy a'/fo ^gg /̂ 7%g g/MO/;o«a/ q/" f/rg 

q/"5^gc;a/ JVgĝ k can 6g M̂f̂ g AzgA aW fAgzr org 

q/^rmg fw^or/^ fo ̂ orgw f̂ fAg Z&4 /f qj^rmg M̂c/z a fg/rzcg. 

20. How did you 6nd out in&rmation about appropriate courses of action? 

/» Mafwrg fo ĝ wĝ ôM 7 ,̂ fA/f ĝ wgj'fzoM gxp/orgf fAg j'owrcgf q/"7M/brma/Z0M 

wA/cA ĵ argMAy rggg/vg. 

21. What sort of relationship have you had with the LEA? 

f o r fo/Mg /)(7rgMff (?// rww j'/MoofA/;; aW/Ag Z&4 cwng^ ow/̂  /ff (fwf/gj wg/A For 

o/̂ Agr j)argMff fAg rg/o^owAzp mfA fAg OMfAor/̂ y /j' vg/y 
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22. Can you describe any involvement you had with the Special Educational 

Needs Tribunal? 

fArowgA fAe 7yf6«MaA TTzw wybr m ̂ wcA a 

23. Can you describe the level of partnership which you experienced with the 

LEA? 

/KZf 6egM af ZgMgfA. 7%e govem/MgMf a /of q/^ffore z» /Ag 

;(/ga o/^orfMeryA^, Awf ^ »of a/wcryf m gv/deMce. 

24. What mechanisms did the LEA employ to keep you fully informed? 

grwgj:/70M ̂ rfAgr ga^/orgf fAg arga q/̂  fAg j?rovwzoM q/̂  ;7̂ r/Ma/zoM. 

25. Can you sum up the e%ct the whole process has had on your child and on 

your whole 6mily? 

TAg gx/ff/Mg //fgrg/Kre j-Aowv /Aa/vMaMyya/M/Z/gj fAgrg /j- a vg/y rgg/ 

fg/VMf q / ^ T T z / j caw Ag OM fAe gA% OM a/Ty OM /Ag /?arg»ff or 

0/7 o/Agr /MgwAgry q/̂ /Ag 

26. How could the process be made easier for parents? 

^MgffiOM a ^ r o a c A g j /Ag proA/g/wf j^o/» a c / ^ r g / z f (/zrgcf/oM. fargMff arg /Ag 

ORgf wAo Aai'g g;ig7grzgMCgcif a / ^ /?roA/g/Mf a^ f A ^ arzjg. 7 % ^ arg m a goo^f 

/)OfffzoM f wgggj^f f0/w/70Mf. 77?g Mafwrg q/^ fAg ^o/wf;o»f W / a/a^o caff %Af OM fAg 

MafMrg q/^ fAg ̂ roA/g/wf fAey Aavg gMcoM»fgrg<^ 

27. What single thing would you change about the system if you could? 

QFMgfffOM gap/orgf ffM7fZar fgrrffo/y fo fAg ̂ rgvfozty gweffyoM. 
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Non-respondents 

In any research undertaking, it is important to try to ensure as high a response rate 

as possible. Every person who 6ils to respond, 6)r whatever reason, is threatening 

the richness of the data, so efkrt needs to be put into encouraging those who do 

not respond Grst time around. 

Interviews do not present quite such a problem. Participants agree be&rehand to 

take part in the interview, and short of changing their minds or Argetting, the 

interview should take place as scheduled. In an instance where this does not 

h^pen, the respondent could be contacted again, and unless there was sonK 

reason, an alternative interview arranged. Of course, &r interviews arranged at 

some distance, the travelling time needed might preclude this eventuality. 

With questionnaires, there is a very real problem of possible non-responses. 

Anderson (1990) discusses three problems; namely and 

moAfZzfy fo The frst problem of is concerned with people 

who are inaccessible. They may have moved, or changed their telephone number. 

The information held about them is incorrect in some way and thus delivering the 

questionnaire in the Srst place is a problem. Unless the inaccuracies can be 

corrected, it is hard to see what could be done in these cases. 

are a diOerent kind of problem, in that they have been successfully 

contacted, but 5)r whatever reason have failed to respond. The term re/waZ is 

perhaps a little misleading as it encompasses not on^ those who actively refuse, but 

those who passively 6il to. This latter group may just be busy or Airgetful and need 

prompting. Anderson quotes research indicating a refiisal rate for telephone surveys 

at 24 percent. Telephone surveys diSer 6om postal questionnaires in many ways, 

not least of which is an intrusion factor. People phoned up out of the blue are not 

always going to be as responsive as the recipient of a postal questionnaire who can 

fU it in at leisure. There is also the question of whether the respondents are "cold" 
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i.e. unknown to the researcher. If the respondent knows the researcher, it may be 

more of an incentive to respond. 

The third problem highlighted by Anderson concerns an //zaMrz)/ /o This is 

usually caused by respondents not understanding the questions because they are 

poorly phrased or 5)rmatted. 

In order to enhance response rate, there are a number of strategies. A pre-letter can 

prepare people Atr the imminent questionnaire and put them in the 6ame of mind to 

respond. A letter with the questionnaire is important to explain the nature of the 

project and its value. The respondent should be personally named in the letter and it 

should be individually signed. A stamped-addressed envelope can encourage a 

response; Anderson makes the interesting point that most people would not 6el 

comfortable throwing away a stamp. The questionnaire itseW should be clear, 

reasonably short with easy to understand instructions. A retum-by-date gives 

people an actual deadline to work with, which should help. A vague request like, 

"please respond as soon as possible", can be put ofF indeEnitely. The disadvantage 

of a retum-by-date is that once the date has been passed, respondents are unlikely 

to return the questionnaire. A 6)llow-up letter is recommended 5)r all non-

responses. 

Cohen & Manion (1989) make the point that postal questionnaires can elicit a good 

response rate if prepared carefully; 40 percent could be obtained in the 8rst 

instance, and this could be increased to 70 or 80 percent with reminders. They do 

envisage up to three reminders to elicit this level of response. This has implications 

in terms of cost and time. Cohen & Manion argue that questionnaires do not 

necessarily need to be short; 

w/gA/ appear Ao we 

ya/MfZ/a/". (p.Ill) 
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Clearly, careAil consideration of the audience is paramount when the questionnaire 

is designed. The present research is aimed at parents who are not specialists in the 

Geld, but who are certainly knowledgeable. The questionnaire was piloted in the 

frst instance to eradicate any obvious errors. It was 5)ur pages long, the questions 

were well-spaced, and it was typed. It was accompanied by a personalised covering 

letter explaining the nature of project and its possible usefulness. The research 

related directly to issues pertinent to the parents and this was 61t to be a 6ctor in 

favour of a good rate of response. After two to three weeks, a second letter was 

sent to non-respondents encouraging them to rep^. 

A copy of each instrument can be found in the appendix. 

4.9 Analgia of data 

Da/o ayzaZyjTfj; M owe ZM/grgffmg oapgcff fAa ffwafn /or 

f/ze rgfewcA (Cohen & Manion 1989, p.81) 

Questionnaires 

A three-stage model of data analysis was used for the questionnaires as outlined by 

Miles and Huberman (1984). Through the process of data reduction, the response 

categories were combined to give a picture of positive, neutral and negative 

responses. The numbers of respondents in each category were calculated and 

presented in table form, which were then used to produce graphs. The responses to 

the open questions were put into a spreadsheet. Some initial grouping of categories 

of responses enabled a summary table to be drawn up. 

The second stage of data display involved a more comprehensive combining of 

categories of response. Themes were drawn out and percentages of respondents for 

each of these themes were calculated. 
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The full analysis of these two stages is presented in chapter Gve. The third stage 

involved drawing conclusions. The responses were related back to the research 

questions to provide a summary of findings. This part forms the basis of chapter 

seven. 

Interviews 

The work of Drever (1995) was used as a basis 5)r the analysis of interview data. 

He suggests a three-stage model consisting of data preparation, data analysis and 

summarising results. For the Grst stage, transcripts of the interviews were made 

6om the tapes. In order that the depth of this data was not lost, mini case studies 

were produced. 

In the second stage of analysis, interview data 6om each of the three separate Local 

Education Authorities were combined and compared to see if there were diGkrences 

between them. Themes relating to the interview questions were drawn out of the 

data and parents' responses were calculated. This in&rmation was tabulated and 

graphs drawn. 

Chapter six provides a detailed account of these two stages of data analysis. The 

third stage of summarising the data involved relating it to the research questions 

and drawing out some conclusions. This part of the analysis is presented in chapter 

seven. 

4.10 Limitations 

This research was looking at a very selective group of parents, all of whom have 

certain things in common. All the children were at the same special school The 

nature of the special educational need identiGed for each child was necessarily the 

same. The population was relatively small. The number of educational authorities 

involved was limited; in some authorities there was only one family represented. It 

was accepted that the research was aiming to identi^ some patterns vyithin this 
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group only, and thus the limitations were identifed but did not detract unduly 6om 

the project. 

4.11 Ethics 

va/wef fAg rgfgwcAgr...../-efgwc/z w a 

/zowAere i; /Mora fn/g /Aa/z m /Ae area q/̂  g//z(c& f gryo/W 

vo/we^ wfZ/ (̂ fg/7Mmg wAaf oMg coAKf(/grf wwgfAfca/ m f/ig cowA/cf 

q/̂  Aw or Agr dbf(y Zf/g awf m fAg cowA/cf̂  q/̂  Aw or Agr rgfgwcA. 

(Langenbach, Vaughn & Aagaard 1994, p.279) 

Ethics is about moral choices and the values that lie behind them. Educational 

research involves an interplay between researcher and participants in the research. 

In order that the research is meaningAil there needs to be honesty on the part of the 

researcher. Those who agree to involve themselves in the project must be able to 

make a decision about it based upon reliable 6cts. They need to be aware of the 

nature of the research and the intended audience. Of course, for the research to be 

truly meaningfiil, it requires honesty on the part of the participants and this can only 

be hoped for. This reminds us of McNeill's comment about surveys merely 

collecting people's answers to questions. 

Wolfendale (1999) considers a number of ethical considerations when conducting 

educational research. She cites 'informed consent' as an important factor, but one 

which .AagA6W/;/Mffg(̂ appZ/ca^zoMiwfAmg6&/caf!o?M/̂ ^^ (p. 166) 

WolAndale goes on to discuss politeness, the shiA 6om the term 'subject' to the 

term 'participant', honesty and what she calls 'the ethics of intrusion'; 
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...fAg a rgjewcAer wfo f/rg/̂ erfOMaZ or j^rfvafg (foTMrn/z q/̂  

f/;g ^arfzc^oMf M fwwW fo zM/ZwgMce fAe yg^garcA W7(/ f/ze 

rg^garcAgr-refgarcAgg rg/afzoM^Ay, wAfcA M a/j'o a fMg /̂zoc/o/ogica/ 

^cfor. 7%g ZMvaf/oM q/̂  ̂ gr̂ OM̂ ?/ Ziy /-gfgarcAgrf cm; 

^zfom/fg, af Ti'or̂ f, fAg /wwgr zmAa/aMCg; aff 6gff, xvfA fAg M?/ZzMg 

gMgagg/MgMf q/̂  fAg rgfgwcAggf mfo fAe ^rocgf^, fAg /"gfgarc/fgr 

6gco/»gf a ^wffCTpaMfrgfgwgAg/"'. (p. 166) 

Bogdan and Biklen (1992) refer to two issues dominating guidelines on ethics in 

research with human subjects: 

' subjects enter research projects voluntarily, understanding the nature of the 

study and the dangers and obligations that are involved; 

' subjects are not ê qxDsed to risks that are greater than the gains they may derive. 

The participants in the research were all made aware of the nature of the project 

before agreeing to take part. They were invited to take part and were given the 

opportunity to express a desire not to be contacted flirther if they so wished. The 

Research and Graduate School ofEducation Ethical Guidelines for Research 

provided clear responsibilities and were adhered to throughout. 

Parents of children with special needs have a lot to cope with. For some, they may 

fnd the process of talking about their children's difGculties cathartic. However, it 

needs to be borne in mind, that some parents might Gnd the idea quite traumatic. In 

her research into the views of Bangladeshi parents, Warner (1999) quotes 6om the 

work of Scott,& Johnstone (1990); 

Tĵ wg accgpf fAgrg M a /rg/MgWozty 6wrafgM /)/acg(^ wpoM ̂ arg»/:y 

wffA fgygyg /gorMmg f/;gM <^gf awy ̂ grfOM, m 

f/zg Momg q/ rgj'gwcA, Aovg ngAf ffz/Z /^fAgr? 

(p.223) 
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Chapter 5: Questionnaire data 

5.1 Introduction 

co//gcZzo» 

wAergZyy eacA rgĵ poWeMf w afAef/ mMcA fAe f(7/Mg 

Bgcaztyg gweff/OMMazref ^roWcfe a vg/y ^c/gM^ 

crggfzMg a vwza6/g 6y ca^g zMaA-zx ybf /argg ^ya^/gf. (de Vaus 

1991, p.80) 

Westmeyer (1994) refers to four stages in the process of analysing questionnaire 

data; 

Reducing the data 

The large bulk of data has to be Grst of all reduced in size to make it more 

manageable. Some possibilities 6)r achieving this are: combining similar 

inArmation; tabulating in&rmation in terms of 6equency; calculating single 

descriptors like mean or standard deviation; or classifying into categories. Data 

reduction is the Grst stage in making sense of the data. 

RplAfinp the data 

InArmation in one unit is related to that in another. It is a question of comparing 

data and looking Ar connections. With numerical data, this can be relatively easy as 

long as the values are comparable. Numbers have real value and provided the units 

being con^ared are the same, then it is possible to look for similarities or 

dif&rences. It is in^rtant not to try to make interval data out of nominal data. For 

example, it is not necessarily possible to conclude that something is Gve times as 

important as something else. With data vyhich is not numerical, relating it may not 

be so easy, but it might be possible to relate it chronologically, logically or causally. 
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Comparing the data 

It might be possible to cong^are the data G-om one or more units with a "standard", 

to see if a theory is correct. The standard might be the research hypothesis. 

Combining units 

It may be possible to combine data 6om several units to describe events, sequences, 

trends or cause-efkct relationships. This may enable the original question to be 

answered. It is particularly in^rtant here to separate what has been Ibund out 

A-om mere in6rence. 

Hopkins (1993) describes the difBculties of analysing qualitative data because there 

are 6 w agreed formats. He there&re suggests that the truth claims and validity 

underling a lot of qualitative work are uncertain. This view is supported by Miles 

and Huberman, (1984); 

Dgjp/fg growVMg m .yfWfgj', we a 

/Mg/Aoisk /or 

(fafor. fFe fAaf are /?rac^ca/, Mof 

(p. 147) 

In an attempt to address the problem, Hopkins re&rs to work by Becker, who 

outlined &)ur stages in analysis. These stages are: the selection and defnition of 

problems, concepts and indices; the check on the 6equency and distribution of 

phenomena; the incorporation of individual hidings into a model of the 

organisation under study; the presentation of evidence and proof Hopkins goes on 

to reSne these and suggests the 5)ur stages represent: data collection and the initial 

generation of categories; validation of categories; interpretation of categories; 

action. 
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Hopkins suggests that the act of data analysis is not static but rather a dynamic 

process. As the data is being collected, hypotheses are developing, so that by the 

end of the data-gathering stage, there are constructs and categories which are 

starting to make sense of the data. 

Miles and Huberman (1984) describe an interactive model of data analysis, 

identij^ing three stages in the process: 

Data reduction 

This is the process of selecting, Acusing, simpli^ing, abstracting and transkrming 

raw data. During this process, some sense is being made of the data. Patterns or 

trends might be emerging which will influence the further collection of data. 

Data display 

Data display involves an organised assembly of information that allows 6 r some 

conclusions to be drawn. This leads to some understanding, which in turn can lead 

to some further analysis. 

Conclusion drawing / VeriGcation 

Ideas, patterns, trends wiU have been emerging and tentative conclusions will have 

been forming throughout the process. The fnal stage is the 6rmal drawing of 

conclusions and then veriGcation. Although this is essentially the last stage, it can 

still lead back into further data collection and/or analysis. 

Munn and Drever (1990) describe a model of data analysis involving three stages of 

data preparation, data description and interpretatioiL In the Srst stage, the aim is to 

make the mass of information collected more manageable. Their idea is to draw up 

a grid and code all the responses. Depending upon the size of the questionnaire, this 

can make it possible to display all the data on one page allowing for identiGcation of 

patterns. The second stage of data descr^tion is concerned with looking closely at 

the completed grid and counting the number of times each code appears. It is 
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possible to compare columns and look for combinations of responses or other 

patterns. The third stage is that of interpretation, where some real meaning is 

sought 6om the data. 

Munn and Drever (1990) o8er some cautionaiy advice: 

* Do not read anything into the data that is not literally there; 

« When in doubt, look to the wording of the original question; 

* Do not in&r anything about motives of respondents for giving a particular 

answer; 

' Do not treat people's opinions about something as if they were attributes of the 

thing itself; they teU you about the people, not about the sul^ect of the question; 

' Remember: the research is not measuring, but merely counting responses. 

These models o%r possible 6ameworks for organising and carrying out the data 

analysis. The nature of the beast, however, prevents a prescriptive method 

encompassing all research designs. The dynamics of the process will inevitably 

redeCne things as the analysis progresses. The initial design of the questionnaire 

remains paramount in shaping the analysis and directing the flow of data. 

5.2 Anajysing the research data 

The 5rst two stages of data reduction and data display are presented in this chapter. 

The third stage of drawing conclusions Arms the basis of chapter seven. 

5.2a Data reduction 

The questionnaire used in this research was in two parts. The Srst section consisted 

of seventeen closed questions which required a response on a 6ve-point scale. The 

second part of the questionnaire consisted often open questions which allowed 

respondents the opportunity to give more detailed responses. 
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Closed questions 

For ease of re6rence, the Grst part of the questionnaire is reproduced in the box 

below (Figure 5.1): 

Please answer each question by circling a rating &om 1 to 5 

(1 = not at all; 5 = completely) 

1. How helpful were the LEA? 

2. How help All was the Educational Psychologist? 

3. How helpful was the Health Service? 

4. How involved did you feel? 

5. Did you feel that the LEA did everything they could for your child? 

6. Do you feel the LEA were constricted in what they could do because of 
finances? 

7. Did you receive inforaiation from the LEA without having to seek it? 

8. Was the information you received clear and easy to understand? 

9. Did you feel supported by the LEA? 

10. Was your main source of information other parents? 

11. Was your main source of support other parents? 

12. Did you &el like a partner in the process? 

13. Were you kept fully informed throughout the process? 

14. Do you feel that the interests of your child were at the heart of the matter as 
6r as the LEA were concerned? 

15. Was a statement produced fairly quickly? 

16. Did the statement have an immediate impact? 

17. Did you 6el that the process overall was straight-6rward? 

Figure 5.1 First part of the questionnaire: closed questions 
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A grid was drawn up listing each question in the Hrst column, and each of the five 

possible responses across the top row. The responses on each questionnaire were 

transferred to the grid to give a summary. Of the seventeen questions, fourteen 

were felt to be directly about the quality of service being oSered by the Authority. 

The other three, questions six, ten and eleven, were about finances and other 

sources of help and support. In each case, respondents who had given a rating of 

one or two were indicating a negative response. They were an indication of a poor 

quality of service. Respondents who had given a rating of four or 6ve, on the other 

hand, were responding favourably. 

The categories were collapsed so that ratings of one and two were combined, as 

were ratings of four and 6ve. This gave a three level response, broadly equivalent to 

a negative response, a neutral response and a positive response. (See Figure 5.2). 

The total 5)r the numbers of responses in each of the three categories was 

calculated and a pie chart drawn. (See Figure 5.3). 
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Question Combined 
Ratings 1/2 
(Negative) 

Rating 3 
(Neutral) 

Combined 
Ratings 4/5 
(Positive) 

Total 
responses 

Qi 18 6 7 31 

Q 2 16 0 14 30 

Q 3 17 6 7 30 

Q 4 6 6 18 30 

Q 5 20 3 8 31 

Q 6 11 4 16 31 

Q 7 23 4 3 30 

Q8 15 9 4 28 

Q 9 20 2 8 30 

Q 10 9 8 13 30 

Q l l 10 3 17 30 

Q12 20 5 4 29 

Q13 20 1 9 30 

Q 14 15 7 8 30 

Q 15 20 3 7 30 

Q 16 14 3 11 28 

Q 17 21 3 6 30 

Total 275 73 160 

Figure 5.2 Summary of responses for closed questions 

Positive responses 

Neutral responses 

Negative responses 

Figure 5.3 Overall ratio of responses tor closed questions 
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This visual representation of the data provided a useful summary and starting point 

for examining the data. The pie chart shows that 275 responses out of a total of 

508, (54 percent), were negative in nature; 73 were neutral, (fourteen percent); the 

final 160 were positive responses, (32 percent). Thus, over half of the responses 

were negative and about a third were positive. 

The responses for each individual question were displayed in the form of a 

histogram. (See Figure 5.4). Out of fourteen questions, thirteen showed a higher 

level of negative responses than positive responses. This represents 93 percent of 

the total. 

Responses for questions 1-17 
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Question number 
• Negative responses I Neutral responses • Positive responses 

Figure 5.4 Breakdown of responses for closed questions 
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open questions 

For ease of re&rence, the second part of the questionnaire is reproduced in the box 

below (Figure 5.5): 

Please answer the Allowing questions in as much detail as you 6el able: 

18. What were your main sources of information? 

19. What were your main sources of help/support? 

20. How did you find out information about appropriate courses of action? 

21. What sort of relationship have you had with the LEA? 

22. Can you describe any involvement you had with the Special Educational 
Needs Tribunal? 

23. Can you describe the level of partnership vAich you experienced with the 
LEA? 

24. What mechanisms did the LEA employ to keep you fully informed? 

25. Can you sum up the effect the whole process has had on your child and on 
your whole family? 

26. How could the process be made easier 6)r parents? 

27. What single thing would you change about the system if you could? 

Figure 5.5 Second part of the questionnaire: open questions 

The Erst stage of ana^sis for the open questions consisted of siAing through the 

answers for categories of response. These were entered in a grid and the numbers 

of responses for each category were calculated. (See Figure 5.6). 
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Category No. Category No. 

Information from I-CAN , 3 Drawn out process 1 

Information from ACE 2 2 Good partnership 1 

Information from AFASIC 3 11 Average partnership 2 

Information from IPSEA 4 5 No partnership 21 

Information from LEA 5 3 Intimidating meetings 2 

Information from psychologist 7 No information given 15 

Information from parents 8 LEA sent leaflets 11 

Information from teachers 14 Late information 3 

Information from books 7 No mention of therapy 1 

Information from Careers 1 Stress for family/child 25 

Information from therapist 4 Siblings felt pushed out 4 

Legal advice 5 Very fair process 1 

Information from SCOPE & 1 What would help? 

Help from AFASIC 3 8 More funding would help 8 

Help from IPSEA 4 2 Information would help 16 

Help from therapist 5 Openness would help 7 

Help from Careers 1 More speed would help 9 

Help from parents 6 Partnership would help 6 

Help from school 9 Liaison would help 4 

Help from friends 2 Things to change: 

Strained relationship with LEA 13 Better information 5 

Better relationship with LEA 3 Diagnosis of problems 3 

Poor relationship with LEA 1 Teachers more involved 1 

Very good LEA relationship 4 More frmding 9 

Average relationship with LEA 5 More approachable LEA 3 

"LEA not listening" 3 Listen to parents 4 

IPSEA helped with tribunal 1 Speech therapy 2 

1 National Educational Charity for Children with Speech and Language Impairments 

2 Advisory Centre for Education 3 Association For All Speech Impaired Children 

4 Independent Panel For Special Education Advice 5 Local Education Authority 

6 Organisation for people with cerebral palsy 

Figure 5.6 Responses to open questions 
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5.2b Data display 

Closed questions 

The previous table shown in Figure 5.2 shows the numbers of responses for each 

question. What is apparent is that for each question, the majority of responses were 

either positive or negative, rather than neutral. Parents seemed to feel strongly one 

way or the other. The questions showed some overlap in terms of the themes being 

addressed. They were thus combined together to provide data about these themes. 

(See Figure 5.7). 

Theme Negative Neutral Positive Total 

A Help and support from the 
professionals (Questions 1/2/3/9) 

71 14 36 121 

B Involvement/Partnership 
(Questions 4/12) 

26 11 22 59 

C Information from the LEA 
(Questions 7/8/13) 

58 14 16 88 

D Information and support from 
other parents (Questions 10/11) 

19 11 30 60 

E LEA doing their best for the 
child (Questions 5/14) 

35 10 16 61 

F Production of the statement 
(Questions 15/16) 

34 6 18 58 

G Funding issues (Question 6) 11 4 16 31 

H Straight-forward process 
(Question 17) 

21 3 6 30 

Total 275 73 160 

Figure 5.7 Themes from closed questions 

The data was converted to percentages to facilitate comparison, (Figure 5.8), and 

displayed as a histogram, (Figure 5.9). 
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Theme Negative 

(%) 

Neutral 
(%) 

Positive 
(%) 

A Help and support from the 
professionals (Questions 1/2/3/9) 

59 12 29 

B Involvement/Partnership 
(Questions 4/12) 

44 19 37 

C Information from the LEA 
(Questions 7/8/13) 

66 16 18 

D Information and support from 
other parents (Questions 10/11) 

32 19 49 

E LEA doing their best for the child 
(Questions 5/14) 

57 16 27 

F Production of the statement 
(Questions 15/16) 

59 10 31 

G Funding issues (Question 6) 35 13 52 

H Straight-forward process 
(Question 17) 

70 10 20 

Figure 5.8 Themes from closed questions as percentages 

F G H 

Positr/e Neutral (%) 

B C 

S Negative (%) 

Figure 5.9 Graph of themes from closed questions 
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The graph gives a Airly clear picture of how parents 61t about the various themes. 

All bar two of the themes have a much greater percentage of negative responses, 

and in all of them it is a very marked difkrence. The only two wiiich do not Allow 

this pattern are D and G. As already mentioned, questions six, ten and eleven did 

not ADow the pattern of the others. Questions ten and eleven, (theme D), asked 

parents if they received help and support 6om other parents. A positive response 

thus indicated that they did not receive the in&rmation and support 6om the LEA. 

In a way, therefore, this question could be interpreted backwards with the negative 

and positive responses juxtaposed. Reading it this way showed 49 percent of 

parents being in the position of receiving help and support 6om other parents, (i.e. 

not 6om the LEA). 

Theme G was a straight-forward question about funding. A positive response 

indicated that parents 61t the problems were caused by lack of Anding. 52 percent 

of parents Alt that this was the case. 

Theme A was concerned with how helpful the various professionals were. Almost 

twice as many people Alt that the proAssionals were unhelpAl as those who Alt 

they were helpAl. This would seem to be a signiGcant diGkrence. 

The question of partnership was not so clear cut. About 44 percent of parents Alt 

that there was no partnership, or that it was poor, compared with 37 percent who 

were satisGed with their relationship with the LEA. 

The next theme was concerned with inArmation &om the LEA. It probed the 

question of whether inArmation was readily Arthcoming Aom the LEA and 

whether that inArmation was easy to understand. The ratio of positive to negative 

responses was nearly Aur to one. Almost Aur times as many people were 

dissatisGed with the provision of inArmation as those who were satisGed. 
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57 percent of the respondents 61t that the LEA did not have the best interests of 

the child at heart. This compares with 27 percent who 61t the opposite, less than 

half the amount. 

The statement of special educational needs is often seen as the vital key to securing 

the appropriate provision A)r children. Many parent have to fight long and hard to 

get a statement. There were twice as many parents who feh disappointed with the 

statement and its inqmct as those who were happy with it. 

In a way, the summary of these issues was the question of whether parents felt that 

the whole process was straight forward. Only twenty percent felt that it was. 

Seventy percent of parents who responded felt that the process was complicated. 

This represents three and half times as many people. 

Open questions 

The open questions gave parents the opportunity to answer in whichever way they 

saw 6t. They were able to answer favourably or un&vourably in terms of the 

service provided by the LEA. The data was looked at in two ways. Firstly, it was 

analysed qualitatively, with the various responses used as a basis 6)r discussion. 

Secondly, an attempt was made to analyse the data quantitatively. This proved very 

difBcuk because the responses were not speciSc answers to a particular question. 

Many parents included more than one of the responses shown in Figure 5.6 as the 

answer to one question. For this reason, simply adding up totals S-om the table 

would be meaningless. Converting the data to percentages thereAre proved 

problematic. It was necessary to sift through the responses to each question very 

carefully. Where responses contained more than one category they were combined. 

If one respondent had given two diSerent organisations as sources of in&rmation, it 

was important to bear in mind that this did not represent two responses. Regarding 

it as two responses would have com^ted the data, swaying it towards more 

negative responses. In truth, this example would simply indicate one parent with a 

negative e)q)erience even though they had in&rmation A-om two dif&rent sources. 
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The data was brought together into some broader themes akin to those used for the 

closed questions, (refer back to Figure 5.7). These attempted to reflect whether 

parents were responding positively or negatively. Neutrality was only an option 

sometimes, because the questions were not asking for a score, simply a factual 

answer, and this could usually be interpreted one way or the other with no middle 

ground. Thus, in the question about sources of information, where the response 

indicated the LEA, this was interpreted as a positive response for the purposes of 

this exercise. A response which indicated a private body or other parents for 

example, was interpreted as a negative response, since the information was not 

provided as it should have been. In order to calculate percentages, the total number 

of responses had to be counted and this varied for each theme. Not all of the open 

questions could be analysed in this way. For example, questions 26 and 27 were 

asking parents for their thoughts on how the system could be changed. Figures 5.10 

and 5.11 show the results of this stage of the analysis. The percentage data was 

then displayed as a histogram, (Figure 5.12). 

Theme Negative Neutral Positive Total 

A Information from the 
professionals 

52 0 10 62 

B Help/support from the 
professionals 

26 0 4 30 

C Relationship with the LEA 20 5 5 30 

D Level of partnership 21 2 1 24 

E Kept informed by the LEA 15 9 5 29 

F Stress-free process 25 2 1 28 

Total 159 18 26 

Figure 5.10 Themes from open questions 
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Theme Negative 
(%) 

Neutral 
(%) 

Positive 
(%) 

A Information from the professionals 84 0 16 

B Help/support from the 
professionals 

87 0 13 

C Relationship with the LEA 66 17 17 

D Level of partnership 88 8 4 

E Kept informed by the LEA 52 31 17 

F Stress-free process 89 7 4 

Figure 5.11 Themes from open questions as percentages 

A B C D 

I Negative (%) • Neutral (%) Positive % 

Figure 5.12 Graph of themes from open questions 
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Grouping the responses into these themes in this way shows a preponderance of 

negative responses. In all the areas there were many more negative responses. In 

the case of information 6om the professionals, there were 6ve times as many 

respondents who did not receive appropriate inArmation, as there were those who 

did. A similar ratio experienced a poor level of support 6om the professionals. In 

terms of the relationship experienced with the LEA, 66 percent of respondents &lt 

that it was poor, compared with seventeen who 61t that it was good. This is a ratio 

of about 5)ur to one. One parent had the following to say; 

/ f / z e / M ve/y ay aw orgawj-f/fro/z are 

/More m evWmg rafAer fAan 

Although there were many negative responses, some parents could see the 

problems that the LEA experienced; 

/ MO/ /wf a/y A/a/Mg OM /AgyM /y/ze Z&4y a/ a/Z 

Partnership was an idea which few parents felt manifested itself in practice. 88 

percent of respondents claimed that there was a poor level of partnership, or no 

partnership at all, compared to 6)ur percent who considered there to be a good 

level of partnersh^, a ratio of twenty-two to one. One parent commented; 

Mof AeZfgvg ZM Tif zf a/z aROMy/Mowf 
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Another parent felt that there was no partnership in evidence, but that the 

pro&ssionals are often constrained in what they can do; 

A Mever /g/f fAe /Mggfmgy were vg/y 

mfA ybwr or /zve f/zere, w/;o faW fAey were m ow 

akzwgAfgr mfgrgj-f Aw/ a/Z fAey on oAowf w<%y MLD 

fcAooA TTfg jpeec^ f/zercp/ff garve a /of q/̂  a// fAe 

rgco/"!;̂  a'Mf/ af /Ae /MggfzMg agree^f wz/A fAe Z,&4. 

In terms of parents being kept informed by the LEA, the ratio of negative to 

positive responses was three to one. A selection of comments 6om parents; 

fo e fAe/M o» eve/y occaf ;oM. 

fFe fo fo / f W 

/ /o cAafg ybr gvg/y/A/Mg ifAgrg /Ag 

wgf fo /rawaporf provmoM. 

^ wgrg fT /̂TMĝ  q/̂  f̂ gcmoMĵ . M) (fWogz/g ^nor fo a!gc;j/oM-

JVb affg/Mpf arr/Wwg af fAe gfgcmoM m fAg 

mfgrgff. 

Some parents had a positive story to teU; 

7%g ca^g wor^r //̂ r/Mg^f TMg q/" w/?gM fMggfzMgj- wgrg fg^Mg 

^/acg aW rang /Mg w/f/? //M/Mg6fmfg(y. 

The Gnal category showed almost the same result as &)r the question of partnership. 

Four percent of respondents 61t that the process was stress-6ee. The percentage 

who felt that the process was stressful was 89 percent. This again represents a ratio 
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of twenty-two to one. The Allowing comments 6om parents illustrate the eSects 

that such a complicated process can have upon 6milies; 

f.e. (foM Y agree mfA Wzaf lye jyow VZ gef 

MOfAmg. TWw were owf q/" ĵ cAooZ ybr fAree /MOMfAj mfA MO Ae^. 

7%e OM e/^cf w/fA fAe eZdizr hvo cA/Za&'eM aj^cfe^f Âe wAo/e 

ya/»f^ a»(Z MearZy apZ/f Âe /Marrzage. 

ferrz/zc jYrazM, ZMOĵ Ẑy o» zwofAer aâ ya/̂ Aer z.y am^; worAzMg. ZoMg-

ferzM ej^c^ wpoM oZ(/er fz6/zMg wAo ZM re/rojpec^ êZf Aerfe(/̂  

(^rzveff q/̂  zMwcA a%»/zoM. 

Devaj'fafzMg o» ZM}' fozz; Azf wAa/e Zz/e Aaf Aeezz aĵ ĉfeiŝ  6}' 

fAe Zafe (ZzagMOJZf q/̂ wAaf zf a ve/y ferzoKy Zeamzzzg (Z^cwZfy. 

f/ref,^Z aW^̂ -z/ĵ rrâ zzzg 077 fAe >yAoZe ̂ /wzZy. 

Fe/y, very AarfZ vwrA: Ibw ̂ eZ Zz^ gzvz/zg «p, 6wf ŷow mztyf carry 

on. 

Deva^fafzMg/ y4ZZ wy fzzne aW energy ww jpe/zf f/ymg /a ge/ /Ae 

rzgAf Ae(qybr Mawrzce, w z?^ Aa/we aW/azMzZy were »egZecfe<^ aZfo 

z?^ AeaZfA azzf/ weZZ-Aezzzg. A/awzce ^ragre^f waf aẐ o (/eZ<̂ e(Z 

aM(Z Ae ZacAiĝ Z coz^f^Mce. v4Zfa, A/azzrzce .y fzfZer Aaj Aeezz 6a<#y 

â ĉrê Z &y aZZ zAaf Aaj- Aappezzê ^ aW _/ar _yearf Aay (Zẑ fazzcec/ 

AerfeZ/̂ azM aZZ /azwzZy aĉ zvzfzeâ . 

Ozzr fozz rezMazzzê Z wẑ A a» zzzap^rqprzafe /?eer groz/p /or /̂ Aree 

jyear^ /ezz(/e(Z wp wzfA acwfe azzyze;)/ aZfac^. M/af a Awge/zMaziczaZ 

f/razz? OM fAe yazMzẐ  
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gc/wca/zoM ybr f/zree 

j/earf. f o r WÂ  /f vwzf c/ofe fo a nervowf AreorWoiî M. 

There were some positive comments 6om parents Wio had experienced a trouble-

A-ee time; 

/zavg 6eeM aW j)/eayg(/ mfA o w JeaZmgy WfA 

5%efZaW aW Dor^ef 

7% /?ry cafg fAe vg/y egjy. /KZ(f Âg 6ac^»g q/" 

gyg/y^of/k" wA/cA fcAooA- werg 

In summary, parents were asked 6 r suggestions as to how the process could be 

made easier. A &w comments are shown here; 

TTfe/'g Y 6g a przce fag OM cAz/gKrew mf/z jpecW Mgg<6. 

wp fAe /)rocgff. 

/ wow/c/ ZzAe fo ĝg an E&fwcaf;oM y4wfAor;(y wr/rg a ĵ fa/gmgMf fo 

fMggf a c/zz/Â '̂  Mggak rafAgr /Aa» MT-ffg a f̂afg/MgwC fo fwf/ 

wAaf fAg AorowgA cwrrgMf/y Aaf OM 

Matg fAg prq/gj-ĵ m/za/ĵ  wAo fgacA /Ag c/zz/g&'gR Aavg a ;» f/zg 

Z&4 (/gc;j'WM-/MaA7»g fgg/M. v4//owmg fo (/gc^zoMf 

6afg(/ W7 r^orff a/oMg a rgc^g /br (/zfaffgr. 

ff%gn ff waf rga/Mgff Ag Mggâ ^ Agj(p, ff fAow/(f Am;g 6ggM avazZoA/g 

z/M/?zg(/Wg^ aW fo/a//); govgrwg /̂ Zy /Mvo/vgÂ . ^ g / 

foW/v Zgf <A)TW7 Ay fAg jŷ fgTM, aW vg/y 6z%r foww(6 f/zg A&4. 
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Chapter 6: Interview data 

6.1 Introduction 

M /Ag reWroM AeAvgeM mfg/rzeweef' accouMfj' gwcf 

v4/"g fwcA accowMff ̂ ô eM/yaZ/x '/rwe' or y^Zye' or M 

Mgf̂ Aer coMc^f o/woyj: f%prqpna/e /o fAem? 

/Ag reWfOM 6g/wggM mfgrv/ewe/" aW mfgyr/eivee fo 6g 

wWerf^ooff? A govgrMgĝ  ^ q/̂  'goo(f 

mfgrvzê wMg j^racf/ce ? Or w //, yMevz/a6(y, OM /arAe»;/br-

gra»fe(f ^oWe<^g q/̂  mfg/pgrj'OMaZ rg/afzoTW? (Silverman 1993, 

p. 90) 

Silverman is asking about the notion of truth in the interview context. Is it possible 

to generate truths about the world as it is 6om interview data, or does one simply 

end up with one person's point of view? Baker (1982) suggests that; 

wg aAoz/f fAe wor/ef we Z/ve m, we e/zgagg m fAg acf/Wfy 

q/̂ g/v/Mg ff a ̂ arf/cw/ar cAaracfgr. (p. 109) 

She suggests that in the interview process, the interviewer and interviewee actively 

construct a version of the world. Thus, it is a dynamic which could generate 

difkrent sets of data according to the interviewer/interviewer pairing. Silverman 

suggests ways in which these dif&rences could be minimised which include random 

selection of the interview sample and the administration of standardised questions. 

He does ofkr an alternative theory based on interactionism which embraces the idea 

of these diGkrences. It argues that the primary goal of interviewing is to generate 

data which gives an insight into the way people experience the world. This theory is 

concerned with people as experiencing sutijects who construct their own social 

worlds. 
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Scott and Usher (1996) argue that the only way we can come to understand a 

situation is at least second-hand and will depend on some kind of interpretation 

according to who the interviewer and interviewee are. Again, the dynamic is 

important in shaping what actually unfolds. They suggest; 

rea/pwrcAayg we coM Aore OM M fAmwgA 

j'g/fzMg Tfg TiVj'A j-wcA a refearcA 

co?? oever /wZ/y wf mfA fAe foo/f /o 

q / " r e a / f f y . (p. 66) 

The suggestion is that a researcher will never gain Grst-hand knowledge of an area 

of interest. In some ways, this has to be accepted be6re deciding upon interviews 

as an appropriate method of research. First-hand data can be collected by 

observation, action research or perhaps by analysis of historical records. Interviews 

by their very nature are concerned with a human perspective. Scott and Usher 

fWher suggest that analysis involves interpretation by the researcher. Interviews 

involve two layers of interpretation; one by the interviewee and one by the 

interviewer. 

TTzz/j" rej'garcAgrf fArowgA fAezr aW 

(p.67) 

Interviews diSer from questionnaires, not so much in the type of data they collect, 

but in the nature of the collection. Questionnaires are somewhat removed, whereas 

interviews are very personal. In some ways it is this personal aspect which makes 

them unique. It could be argued that in some cases, the difBculties inherent in the 

interview technique could be the very reasons 6)r choosing that particular data 

collection tool in the Erst place. The present research is concerned with the 

experiences of people. Collecting the data 6ce to 6ce was a relevant approach. 
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Interviews can generate a lot of data. The answer to an interview question can be 

long and rambling and require sensitive handling in terms of extracting the meaning 

6om it. Seidman (1991) suggests that an open mind is necessary; 

w //zaf reeifwcmg fAg (Azfa cfoMg raf/zaT-

TMaferW m/A a fg/ or wzfA a f/zgo/y ̂ /evgZqpgf/ 

ZM aMO /̂zer coMfgxf fo w/zzc/z /ze or ĵ /ze wzjAgf mafc/z fAg Jafa. TTzg 

rg-ygarc/zgr znzwf comg fo /̂zg ^afzfcr^^f wzfA OM qpgM af̂ ẑ ẑ ĝ, 

fgg^Mg w/zaf g/Mgrggj Of z/?^orfaMf a W zMfgrg^f f/zg fgxf. 

(p.89) 

It seems inq)ortant to let the data speak 5)r itself and tell its own story. Seidman 

goes on to warn against bias infusing the analysis of the data, by allowing the pre-

conceived ideas to influence the researcher. He overstates the case a little though by 

suggesting that interview research has no link to a hypothesis or theory. The 

interview has to have a Acus and an aim; it has to be attempting to uncover some 

particular issue. 

When analysing interview data, Hycner (1985) has put forward a fairly complex 

model involving some Sfteen stages. These can be combined and summarised as 

Allows: 

® Transcription; 

» DeGning units of meaning; 

* Relating these units to the research questions; 

' Clustering units of meaning to determine themes; 

' Conducting a second interview to check and modify themes. 
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This is a useAil model and is not dissimilar to that explained by Westmeyer 6)r 

questionnaire data analysis. Within the constraints of the present research it was not 

possible to conduct a second interview. That aside, the analysis of the present 

research data &)Uows some of these themes. 

Drever (1995) suggests a more succinct analysis model involving three stages. The 

frst stage of f/afa involves tidying up the raw data and putting it into 

some kind of form which is easy to work with. He stresses the importance of 

spending time carrying out this process carefully. If the data has been well prepared, 

it will make it easier to become 6miliar with it and locate speciGc parts. The aim is 

to eliminate the superfluous material whilst retaining the key points in the data, as 

Drever points out; 

mam m/n f/zg TnafgrW 

The second stage is aMa/yjzf. During this stage various methods are used to 

categorise and reorganise the data in an attempt to draw out patterns which have a 

bearing on the research. Drever is not particularly speciSc about exactly how the 

data should be categorised; that will depend upon the nature of the data and the 

research questions themselves. He does suggest that the categories should relate 

directly to the research questions, winch will be easy if the interview questions have 

been carefully Aamed to reflect the research questions. 

reWf j' involves the use of the developed patterns to draw 

conclusions. The data is related direct^ to the research questions to see what 

answers have arisen. 
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6.2 Analysing the research data 

Data preparation and analysis are presented in this chapter. The third stage of 

summarising results 6)rms the basis of chapter seven. 

6.2a Data preparation 

As Silverman (1993) observes; 

/zove fo fo/Mg way. (p. 117) 

In this research, interviews were recorded on tape. Two sets of parents asked that 

the interviews were not taped, so in these cases, Geld notes were kept. The tapes 

were played through and transcripts made. Because the interviews provided such a 

wealth of data, it was decided that condensing it in the form of mini case studies 

would be an appropriate Grst step. These gave a broad picture of the experiences of 

each of these parents. The case studies are presented here : 
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Case Study One: MrsWdsleofAA^ghtl 

Laura had a St very early on in her life. A number of pro&ssionals became involved. 

Laura saw the doctor, the paediatrician, the health visitor and various specialists at 

the hospital There were various tests carried out and a diagnosis of a prioencephaly 

cyst was given. Mrs W was not given any in&rmation about this diagnosis. She had 

to End out about it and what it meant herself She said that it was, "vf/y 

yrfgAfeMZMg, / AW MowAefg fo go." 

When Laura was about two and a half years old, Mrs W was advised to try to get a 

statement of Special Educational Needs; she was told that there was a lot of money 

about at this time 6)r statements. The Educational Psychologist started the 

statementing process at the nursery where Laura was attending. Despite the 

statement, no support was o&red to Laura. InArmation Technology was identiSed 

as a speciGc need for Laura, but this was ignored. 

Laura went into a mainstream nursery followed by a mainstream primary school 

Mrs W &lt that both of these provisions were very good and they were well 

equipped. She particularly 61t that the Headteacher of the primary school was very 

good which made all the dif&rence. A support assistant was employed by the 

school, even though this was not funded by the Local Education Authority. This 

meant that Laura was able to manage. However, Mrs W was not impressed with 

what was happening generally, and didn't feel that what was being provided was 

sufBcient. She herself felt veiy unsupported. As she put it: 
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- gacA OMg zY OM fo Âg »exA 

7 AW fo /fg/zf fo <3/̂  f;{Rpo7fybr Zawra. M)w ggf a 600^ 

q/̂  fM/brmaf/oM, 6wf no more fAa/i fAa/. fare/z/^ Mee(/ fo 6e pro-

ac/h'g. 

When Laura trans&rred to middle school, things changed dramatically. Mrs W 6 h 

that the middle school was totally unprepared because they had had very little 

experience of children with statements. They also seemed to have very &w 

resources. She also felt that the Act that parents are generally less involved in 

middle school lik than they are in primary school li&, made a diGkrence. 

Laura coped in Year Gve but had real problems in Year six. A speech and language 

therapist came to visit Mrs W and e^glained things to Mrs W which had never been 

e^glained be&re. This meant that Mrs W bad to Eght again 6r what she now felt 

Laura needed. A new statement was recommended and this named an MLD school. 

Mrs W opposed this, feeling that speech and language was a primary need and was 

not being addressed. The paediatrician explained to Mrs W that she could choose a 

school. This was news to her, never having been pointed out be6re. She visited St 

Catherine's and 6ught 6)r a place there. 

Once Laura was of&red a place at St Catherine's, Mrs W felt that things settled 

down. She felt at last that the statement reflected Laura's needs, and that those 

needs were being met, but it had been a long hard struggle. 

Mrs W 61t that parents had to be willing to go through a lot of Gghts with the LEA 

but that many were lightened to lose any good will that might exist. They did not 

want to jeopardise their child's education. 
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Case Study Two: Mrs H (Isle of Wight) 

The first concerns were expressed in 1989 when Maurice was two, and had yet to 

make any coherent speech. All other milestones were normal, but in terms of 

speech, he was merely ''babbling". During the next six months, Maurice was seen 

by a paediatrician, an audiologist, specialists at the NufBeld Centre, a speech and 

language therapist and a home teacher. He was seen by the home teacher on a 

weekly basis, and six months later was re&rred to the Educational Psychologist. 

This led to Maurice starting at the nursery of the local school 5)r moderate learning 

difGculties. 

The statementing procedure started in June 1991, a year after frst seeing the 

Educational Psychologist. Another paediatrician saw Maurice and described him as, 

"a a " He said; 

A school Ar children with severe learning difRcukies was recommended, but this 

was not Allowed through. Instead, Maurice started at a school for children with 

moderate learning difBculties, in January 1992. Mrs H accepted that this was a 

good school, but that it was not appropriate for Maurice. 

/g/f /Aaf fAgre waf more f/zaf 6g JoMg ybr 

;6Zg waf 6gmg (/oMg, Marwncg wof ngAf/y 

Mrs H was then informed by a Mend about ICAN and AFASIC, two organisations 

dealing with children with speech and language difGculties. She 6)und out some 

inkrmation about the nature of these difGcukies and about schools speciGcaUy set 

up to help these children. Through the GP, Mrs H requested a referral to a 

specialist at Guy's Hospital. She then visited two special schools for children with 
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speech and language problems, and made a request that Maurice be placed at one of 

them, but to no avail. A draft statement was written in August 1992 which still 

recommended the MLD school. Mrs H was becoming very Snstrated; 

In January 1993, Mrs H paid for an independent psychologist to assess Maurice. 

She 5)rwarded copies of the report to the school and the LEA and asked for 

Maurice to be reassessed. She visited St Catherine's School and requested a place 

for Maurice. Mrs H received another statement in July 1993 but again, the same 

school was named. Mrs H carries on the story; 

pjycAoZogfff, a Ze/fer /M_y Gf, OM arfzc/e m fAe /oca/ 

fo a W f / z g / a/fo fAe/M aW / C 4 # 

7 cow/cf MO/ ge/ fArowgA fo fAof Maz/nce 

f/MaZZ more jpeecA fAgrqpy, To WfA a 

pZe»(y q/̂  VMwaZ awe/ fo fawgAf 6); /)eqp/e 

/Ae fcAooZ fooA: q;(̂ MCg fo aZZ q/" fZ/M awcZ /we 

Mof fo Ae^ oMy /More wAZcA me greof^ oj way /Mj/ onZy 

coM/ac/ wZ/Zz A/awnce j worZtZ oz/AfZaKg Zzomg. A/awZce j 6gZzavZowr 

waj zZZ 6a<y af ZzoTwe wZzZcZz ATarg/z /M^z/rzce 

/ waf fo over fAe Zo,yf q/̂  coMfacf mf/z A/awrZcg af fcZzooZ, 7 

grzg(Zybr aM(Z /y'zAyf ̂ gZf Zẑ g gzvzMg wp. Gf rgg07?z7MgMdlg(Z 

Ti'gg^ fZzgrapy fgff zom wZzzcA Zâ fĝ Z over Ẑzree j/earf. 

Mrs H &lt that at this point, she didn't have the Gght in her &)r an appeal. Her next 

strategy was to approach the Advocacy Consortium. This gave her a pro6ssional 

on her side who accompanied Mrs H to meetings. Mrs H 61t that the big dif&rence 
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was that this person was treated as professional and therefore listened to. 

In December 1993 there was another draft statement produced which was not 

accepted by Mrs H. Mo A CafAermg 

Maurice started attending the local primary school one day a week, increasing to 

two days a week with some ancillary support. 

In December 1995 Mrs H asked the LEA to organise a reassessment of Maurice. 

This was duly completed and in summer 1996 a statement was agreed and signed 

with St Catherine's as the named school 

ygarj' mfA 7?̂  waj very 

/off A/f yoA rAmwg/z 

aw/ Aea/fA fgvgrg/y. / (fo 6y fAg 

orc/ga/. 
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Case Study Three: MrsGrisleofWipht) 

JefF was recognised as having speech and language problems \\iien he was four 

years old, but he didn't receive a statement until he was nine. He was assessed 

because he wasn't coping in school, but the recommendations &om the report were 

initially ignored. A year later he started attending the tutorial unit three days a week 

where things were okay. However, when he transferred to high school, Mrs G 

described it as "a " There was some SEN provision in the school, but not 

really enough for Je& Mrs G puts it down to a question of funding; 

ZfggM <7 or (fgffn/cf/ve we W Aove AMwc/; (/oMe 

Jeff suffered a lot of teasing and bullying at school. He attended 6om September 

until April, and then he was admitted to hospital suf&ring &om stress. AAer that, he 

did not return to school. He was out of school for two years, during vvtich time the 

Wel6re OfBcer threatened Mrs G with court action. Mrs G did not give up, and 

eventually secured six hours a week home tuition. She e]q)lained; 

/ fo /z&Af aW yzgAf. Tow Mgecf ggf 

JefT was seen by an Educational Psychologist and a Health visitor. His case then 

went to the Review Board for the issuing of a statement. Mrs G explained; 

j/y Aaef go /o ei'gr 

pro^a^/y Y OM f/ze 6oor(f a/zyway. 
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A new statement was produced, but it said nothing new. It still recommended a 

mainstream school 

a q/"/Amgy gfvmg a . 

Jeff was promised a computer for use at home, but this did not materialise. JefT was 

now quite ill and would be sick at the mention of school. Mrs G was worried about 

what would happen to JefT once he got to sbcteen. JefT went to behaviour unit on 

the Island. He attended Ar half a day and never returned. Mrs G was given no 

support and no advice. She was given the booklet, "Special Needs on the Isle of 

Wight" in 1996; she should have received it in 1989. 

foW /Mg aAoMf & CafAermg'j'. / yoMMc/ aAowf 6y 

cozmcz/ };oM owyfAmg. 

(foM Y or awyfAmg. 

She felt that she got no support or advice &om anybody except her immediate 

6mily. Mrs G has a mentally handicapped sister, so her mother was quite 

experienced at fighting with the local authority. Mrs G &lt that the only reason she 

eventually secured a place for JefTat St Catherine's was that she kept on at the 

authority and eventually wore them down. 
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Case Study Fow: Mrs J fisle of Wightl 

From birth, Colin had problems sleeping. He had an operation 5)r a hernia when he 

was nine months old. He didn't speak much. His hearing was tested and no 

problems were identified. Mrs J was not convinced, so she managed to get him 

tested again when he was three years old, and a signiGcant hearing loss was 

diagnosed. He was given a hearing aid. 

Mrs J reported that Colin had no sense of danger. He received a statement when he 

was 5)ur years old, labelling him as '̂ backward". Colin's behaviour was getting 

worse. Mrs J couldn't get a second opinion so she paid to get a private assessment 

done. He then had an assessment done at the hospital and was re6rred to 

Southampton. He was diagnosed as having ADHD. Ritalin was prescribed, but 

nothing more was done. Mrs J 61t that this was totally inadequate. 

At Middle school, Colin received Gve hours a week of in-class support. He was 

experiencing a lot of bullying during this time. Mrs J felt that he was 

misunderstood. The other children were bullying him, but it was Colin who ended 

up getting in trouble. He often had to spend time standing outside the 

Headteacher's ofBce. This was partly for his own safety, to keep him away &om the 

other children. 

The Education Department didn't want to know according to Mrs J. The Health 

visitors said there was nothing wrong. Mrs J went to a solicitor to try to get some 

help. Colin's behaviour was deteriorating so he went for an MRI scan. This did not 

reveal anything so Mrs J continued to push jbr further tests. After a lot of asking, 

Colin eventually had another test which indicated that the tip of the tenth 

chromosome was missing. Nothing was really known about this condition, and so 

nothing happened about it. The middle school 61t that Colin had a speech and 

language impairment which was being masked by his hearing problems. 
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Mrs J was finding Colin very difGcult to manage and was pushing 6)r respite care, 

but none was forthcoming. Mrs J &lt that she was not a priority case because she 

was not a single mother, and on the surface at least, she was managing. Mrs J 

attended an ADHD support group &r a while, but was not particularly in^ressed. 

She again had to go to a solicitor for he^. The solicitor approached the LEA and 

succeeded in gaining four community nurses to help Mrs J. This was the first help 

which she had received. As she puts it herself; 

a ybr Avg/ve omg /zgAf q/fer anofAgr. /of 

fAe are wAo f poymg ybr fAmgy. 77?ey 

af fAe deMfzaf wAeMever / rmg wp./ 

AAer much asking and arguing, another statement was produced. Colin was placed 

at St Catherine's and things improved. Mrs J 61t that the previous statement had 

only really addressed the hearing loss and not touched on anything else. 

TTzgre vtw rgaZ(y MOf/zmg (foMe a// Azf ofAer 7 waj-

Ultimately, Mrs J feels that the Authority lied to her. For example, she says that the 

respite care was promised full-time, but was never delivered on that basis and only 

came at all because of extreme pressure being applied to them She does, however, 

have a good word to say 6 r the child psychologist at the hospital whom she &els 

helped her by writing letters supporting her case. 
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Case Study Five: Mr and Mrs G fisle of Wipht) 

Problems with Allan's speech were 6rst noticed at about age two. He saw a speech 

and language therapist and the paediatrician at the hospital, and gained a very quick 

placement at a pre-school. There was a Special Needs Assistant assigned for Sfteen 

hours a week, but she was shared with others. He did not, however, receive any 

speech and language therapy. Mr and Mrs G therefore arranged private sessions of 

speech therapy and drama 6)r Allan. They also arranged extra tuition, twice a week 

during school assembly time, which they again paid 6)r. 

Mr and Mrs G argued with the LEA and had an independent representative who 

helped them to put their case across. As a result of this, Allan received a statement 

when he was four. Mrs G felt that it was useful as a point of reference and because 

it actually had things written down in black and white. However, she was quick to 

point out that Allan stiH didn't receive the help he was entitled to. Mr G suggested 

that once the statement had been written, it was more or less forgotten; 

When it was time 6)r Allan to move to Middle School, 25 hours of support was 

initially of&red, but after only six weeks, this was reduced to ten. Allan coped, but 

was not getting what he needed. The school reports were initially good, and there 

was no indication that things were going badly wrong. In the February of his second 

year, Mr and Mrs G were suddenly told that they should be looking for a new 

school &r Allan. They were told that AUan, " At 

this point they were advised to get a second opinion and to gather together some 

evidence. As a result, Allan had ten assessments done in a couple of months. 

At the beginning of the third year of middle school, the parents were told that the 

school did not have any help available Ar Allan. They therekre refused to send 
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Allan back to school. When Allan did return, Mrs G arranged to go into school as a 

helper. A couple of hours after she arrived Ar her frst day, the school managed to 

5nd some support for Allan. Mr G explained that the changes in what was 

happening 6 r Allan came down to money in his opinion. 

were fo (fo iwfA /zMaMce. 

The special needs panel met to discuss Allan's case. Despite the extra assessments 

which had been carried out, the panel said that there was not enough 

documentation. Mr G said that the meeting went one way, but the report said 

something diGkrent. As he put it; 'fAey were " A school 6 r 

children with Moderate Learning DifBculties was recommended. The Deputy Head 

there explained that the school had a waiting list of twenty pupils so that Allan 

would not have got in anyway. 

Mr and Mrs G had another private assessment done which clearly showed that 

Allan had speech and language problems. When this was presented to the LEA, 

they came up with their own report which was very similar. Allan then gained a 

place at St Catherine's. 

Mr and Mrs G 61t that the only way that things happened 6)r Allan was by paying 

for support and assessment themselves. 

fAg we ybr TTwrg waf ve/y 

/or wf. 7b gef j/ow 

OM (ZMf/ 077. 

They felt a lot of anger for the way the LEA had managed things. Mr G summed 

things up by saying; cowM Aave f (/wcafzoM " 
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Case Study Six: Mrs L (Sussex) 

Adrian's developmental milestones were normal up to the age of two, apart 6om 

the fact that he was very quiet. Adrian was assessed by the doctor who e^glained 

that his social development was poor, but that otherwise, he was Gne. Nothing 

happened 6)r the next three years. Adrian was still very quiet and although his 

speech was starting to develop, it was very bard to understand. 

/ (f/ak Y Azzow wAaC n w TTzgre 

MO or 

At the age of Gve he attended a school for children with learning difSculties. There 

was not a lot of support available, although the teacher there was veiy helpful to 

Mrs L. This particular teacher suggested to Mrs L that she thought that Adrian had 

a language disorder. When Mrs L approached the Local Education Authority, she 

did not 6id them as helpful as the school had been. 

/ Mgygr Aarrmg fo /br /A / 

fomeoMg TTzey one fo Mgxf. / 

yz/f f /AgTM f eve/y (fay. 

It was a long drawn out process which Mrs L found very tiring. She admitted that 

there were many times when she 61t like giving up, but she just kept going. AAer a 

lot of efbrt, Adrian received a statement, but it had very little ef&ct. 

/eeZ //Ae /W 6eeM 
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She received no reports or information 6om the LEA and always had to contact 

them herself She 5)und it hard, knowing where to go and ielt that it would have 

been very useful to have had a designated person to speak to. 

Adrian was then placed at a special school for children with speech and 

communication difSculties. Mrs L reported that S-om that point on, things became 

very positive. The school was well set up to help Adrian with his diGBculties. He did 

well at this school and in Year 7 transferred to St Catherine's School. Since being 

placed there, Mrs L has had very little to do with the LEA. 

/oMger /Mfergf W. 
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Case Study Seven: Mrs G (^Sussexl 

Karla's speech was delayed. By the age of three she was not speaking as expected. 

The speech and language therapist said that it would pick up later. The doctors said 

the same thing. Things seemed to progress very slowly at Grst, and Mrs G &lt that 

things were just dragging. However, once the Educational Psychologist became 

involved things moved quickly. Karla was given a statement, but Mrs G was of the 

opinion that it made very little dif&rence to what was already happening. 

very /o Aowea't f/zmgy weye 

Mrs G felt that the LEA were very helpAil to her and that she didn't have to go 

searching around 6)r support or advice. They suggested things to Mrs G and she 

just went along with them. "A (z/Z f/MoofAZy. " Support groups were 

mentioned to Mrs G, but she was not interested. She felt quite satisSed with the 

way things were progressing and didn't &el the need 5)r help. 

Karla attended three special schools, all of which were day schools. The Authority 

then suggested St Catherine's 6 r Karla. Once Karla was in school, Mrs G had little 

contact 6om the LEA. 

/ywf/ vygMf aZoMg m/A Tir aZZ ro go 

very j'/MoofAZy reaZZy. 

The main concern for Mrs G and her husband, was the nature of the reports. They 

61t that they were too long and that the language used was much too complex. 

They 61t that they used unnecessary jargon. Mr G commented; 
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/ f o o /oMg aW ve/y fo wWerâ fa?%/. / W Ze/ 

7?̂  wf/g rgaf/ fAgTM. 7%ey wfgf/ a /of q/̂  wordly wAzcA wg (/((Ai 'f 

wM(/grj'faM<f 7%g /MazM coMcgfM M jpggcA Zangz^gg; Âow/<y 

coMcgM/rafg OM fAaf <?M(f cwf OMf fAg jwgoM. 7%g /Mggf/wgf wgrg fAg 

fa/Mg. TTzey wgrg Aĝ R/wZ, 6wf Aw(/ fo 
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Case Study Eipht: Mr and Mrs H fSussexl 

For the Srst nine months of her life, Helen gave no eye contact. The health visitor 

said that they shouldn't worry. At two years of age, her speech was delayed. Again, 

her parents were told not to worry, this time by the doctor. Mrs H reported 

constant visits to the health visitor, the doctor, the casualty department when Helen 

was around age two or three. Helen was referred to a speech and language therapist 

whom she visited 6)r two years without ever speaking. At this point, her parents 

were advised to let Helen see a psychiatrist but they refused. 

PFej'f were vg/y Y 

a were wof 

Mr and Mrs H were getting very desperate and decided that they would reAise to 

send Helen to school until they got more help or advice. They felt that nobody was 

helping them at all. 

fwpporf group q / " m fFbr/Amg wAo wf gw/fg a ZoA 

f f f g W Mgver fAg/M 6^rg . 

At some point, it was suggested that Helen go to Kings Cross Hospital for tests. Mr 

H was very upset by this; "/ ngar/y fAg (/ocfor " Mr H described how he 

went to a meeting at which the Director of Education was speaking, and made a 

point of speaking to him about Helen. He e^glained that it was desperation that led 

to this decision; he felt he had no other way of getting his message across. He got 

quite angry and this was out of character for him. Shortly afterwards, Helen was 

o%red a place at John Homiman School - a school 6 r children with speech and 
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language diGGculties. Once Helen started at that school, Mr and MrsHhad very 

Httle contact with the LEA. 

TVb yrom fAe ever came fo a/zMwa/ reviewj, - nof 

eve» ^Ae Zaj'/ owe. 

Mr and Mrs H felt that the school reports and the statement were hard to 

understand and that they were full of jargon. Mr H said that he had to read one 

report 6ve times. They also 61t that the reports, and indeed the annual reviews 

themselves were depressing, - Reusing on the negatives. 
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Case Study Nine: Mrs V (Sussexl 

Things seemed to be 6ir(y normal until Jason was three. He'd started to develop 

some speech but it wasn't very coherent. Mrs V didn't worry at Erst, thinking he 

was just developing slow^. Everything else seemed to be developing as expected. 

The doctor did not seem to be concerned at that point. When Jason went to 

nursery, he had difSculty getting on with the other children. He was isolated. The 

teachers were concerned and asked Ar some assessments to be done. Nothing 

happened 6)r a long time. By now, Jason was growing and his speech was 

noticeably delayed. His brother was nearly two years younger but was speaking 

more Guently and conGdently. 

fbr a ZoMg f/me, we Y wAaf way 

Jason went to primary school and was given some individual help in class. It wasn't 

a lot, but it was the frst time that anybody seemed to be actual^ doing anything. It 

took about a year before Jason saw an Educational Psychologist. At Grst he was 

of&red extra help in class and then it was recommended that he attend an MLD 

school He did go there 6)r a year, but he made very little progress. 

/or fomeoMe fo fe// fAe Twaffer 

A statement was produced, but not until about six months after the assessment. Mrs 

V &lt that everything just seemed to take a long time. 
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After this, Jason attended a special unit at the primary school and things picked up 

6om there. The unit was 5)r children with speech and language diGBcukies. Jason 

made good progress there, and Mrs V felt happy for the Grst time in a long while. 

PFAgM zf way ybr w/izyon cAamgg we Aggan fo wo/Ty 

ogam, f/zmAfwg we were go/Mg fo AfTve fo go fAroz(gA a/Z agam. 

f/zg Z&4 were ve/y gooaf JajoM way a 

af A CafAerme 'f WfAowf foo A»wc/z 
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Case Study Ten: Mrs H (Sussex^ 

There were problems with Janet 6om birth. At Grst they were told she was blind, 

but later on the surgeon explained that it was some kind of brain problem that was 

causing the symptoms. At Sfteen months she couldn't sit up. She was re&rred for 

an assessment to see if she had Fragile X Syndrome. Nobody seemed able to say 

what was the matter with Janet. She went 6om one assessment to another in a short 

space of time. She was seen by specialists at Harley Street, North Middlesex 

Hospital, the Maudesley Hospital and the Fragile X clinic. From all of these, there 

were no conclusive results. 

These assessments did not happen automatically. When nothing seemed to be 

happening, Mr and Mrs H decided to pay for the Grst assessment themselves. They 

61t that the only reason that the other assessments were made at all was because 

they started the process o8i They got very little done without a Sght. 

a// /Ae way a/oMg. 

Janet was displaying extreme behaviours at home which were very difBcuk to cope 

with. She slept very little which had an enormous efkct on her parents. She was 

prescribed medication so that the Amily could get some sleep. They moved from 

the house they were living in, to a bungalow, because they believed that Janet 

would never walk. 

After one assessment at the Maudesley Hospital, it was decided that Janet had 

Autism so she was placed in a special nursery. She was given a statement which 

recommended a school 6)r children with moderate learning difBculties. Mrs H said 

that she 61t there were fnancial reasons why Janet was described as MLD rather 
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than SLD, (severe learning di&culties). It would have been more expensive to send 

her to an SLD school. Mrs H went to the education ofGcer and asked for a 

language assessment. This turned out to be another Gght. In her own words; 

Awow Aer oiwi W wever CafAenw 'f '̂cAooZ, 

wAergaj /W Agarcf a// jpecW j'cAoo/̂  Aecaaye q/" 

She did eventually have an assessment which suggested a language problem with 

autistic Matures. Mrs H was unhappy with this decision and argued with the 

authority. A report 6om the Maudesley Hospital suggested a language problem, so 

Mrs H was very keen to have the statement changed. 

Janet then went to John Homiman School for a language assessment. Mrs H said 

that they were misled into believing that there was a place available at John 

Homiman when the authority knew that there was in 6ct no place there; Vf waj 

yw,;/ fo Aoppy." Mr and Mrs H paid to go to St Catherine's 6 r a visit and 

were advised that they would have to go through the LEA. They thereAre went to 

the authority and threatened to go to Tribunal The authority then paid Ar an 

assessment and Janet was of&red a place at St Catherine's. 

TTzg fArowgAowf x w gnormozty. m fAg 

qi^rg(f Ag(D or a<fvfcg. 7 o/?/)/ gof / wcM ĝc/ 6gg<7Wfg q/̂  /M)/ 

MWffmg 7 OM/y ww/gr̂ y/oof/ /Ag rgporAy 6gcawj;g q/̂  

it. 
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Case Study Eleven: Mrs D ^Dorset) 

Problems Grst occurred with Tony when he went to school. He wouldn't settle at 

all. The teachers couldn't work out what was wrong. It was suggested that he have 

a brain scan. He received some help at school but it was not enough. Tony had 

some assessments done and it was agreed that he had a speech and language 

problem. Even so, Mrs D ibund that it was very hard to get the help for Tony that 

he needed. 

fvgM wAeM gveryoMg wAa/ waf 

77?grg ywf̂  M̂ rgM V gMOWgA /)Zacgf mfaf/oA/g. 

There was a language base attached to the school but there ^vasn't a spare place. 

Tony did eventually receive some help at the language base, but Mrs D felt that it 

would have helped him a lot had there been a place available earlier. Tony was very 

disruptive at the language base. 

The professionals involved were telling Mrs D that she needed to get a statement 

for Tony, but she didn't know what this really meant. Nobody explained anything to 

her. Tony was assessed and eventually received a statement when he was in the 

second year of junior school. It was a drawn out process, and difBcuk 6 r Mrs D, 

because she &lt that she was in the dark about things. As she put it; 

EvgM W/A /Ag rfmg /or /Amgy ro /%g7pgM. 

o»g Ag W Am;g gof wowAgrg. 
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The next step for Tony would have been a senior school language base, but one of 

the special needs teachers told Mrs D about St Catherine's School. She had not 

been given this information by the LEA, nor indeed in&rmation about any other 

provision. 

Mrs D did hear of some parent support groups, but said she was too ill to go by 

then. 

^ fmg groz/pf were Y go. / waj" OM 

aW fo a ZrearMo}*??. 77;e OM /Me aW /Ae 

MO fz/Mg ybr fAem. 
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Case Study Twelve: Mrs B (Dorset) 

Robert was very slow to develop in most areas. He didn't walk until he was nearly 

two years old. He wasn't speaking, but Mrs B thought he was just a late developer. 

The doctor and the health visitor told her much the same thing and advised her not 

to worry. He did start to develop some speech, but it was difGcult to understand. 

Robert got on reasonably well at primary school. It was a good school and Robert 

got a lot of help. 

TTzg were ferry/zc aAowf 

we fAowgAf /ze 

waf yzwf AeW cafcA wp 

When Robert transferred to secondary school, there was not the level of support. 

Mrs B &lt that Robert 6)und the busy environment of the big school difGcult to 

cope with. He had trouble making Mends and he had trouble with the work. 

Without the support, he was veiy soon struggling. Mrs B bad many meetings with 

the Head, but not much changed. The Head agreed that Robert was Aiding things 

difScuk, but did not have the resources to ofkr any additional help. It was agreed 

that Robert should have an assessment, but this took a long time to happen. 

veyy / Merer/eZf f/zej; were 6emg 

(/(jfyfcwZ/ OM j7w/pofe. ^ewever we jpoAe fo axyoMe f/ze}' 

fee/Meff ve/y Aê R/wZ. Mof /MwcA .yee/mecf fo Aqp̂ ew. fFe AW /o 

OM WMf/Z eveMrwoZ/x fo/weoMe (Z;(Z fo/MefAz»g. fAe 

wAoZe ayffe/M w<7f WMaWe fo cope, ^veryowe way overw/orAê ^ 

Robert had been at the school for nearly two years beAre he saw an Educational 

Psychologist. A speech and language problem was diagnosed but no school was 
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suggested. Mrs B said that there wasn't anything locally and so she knew she'd 

have to start looking around. She knew of some other parents who had a child with 

special needs and they gave her useM advice. Some extra support in class was 

given to Robert, but it wasn't enough. Mrs B had to keep on at the authority and 

End out about schools herself She visited tour schools before deciding that St 

Catherine's would be the right place. 
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Case Study Thirteen: Mrs H (Dorset^ 

By the time Peter was 6ur years old, he still had not developed any speech. Up to 

that point, there had been various professionals involved, and they'd all told Mrs H 

not to worry. The Health Visitor was involved, and did give Mrs H some helpful 

advice. The Health Visitor changed, and so did the opinion of what was wrong with 

Peter. He was re&rred to Poole General Hospital. He did gradually start to talk. 

When he went into the reception class the problems became more pronounced. He 

was there a year be&re he started receiving ancillary help. 

Peter was seen by the Child Development OfScer and it was suggested that he 

needed to go to a language unit. However, there was not a junior language unit 

locally. There then Allowed a series of meetings with a range of pro6ssionals. 

/ AW a AorreWowj' fz/Mg m/A ZfW. 7 fAe CAf/c/ 

fAg ofAgr aw/ /Ae aMCf/Za/y 

/ gof f/?g fô wg fAg/M 

ymf wgz-gM Y mfgrgffg^y. 

Peter received a statement when he was seven which stated that he needed speech 

and language therapy. It was carefully worded, saying that he needed this help, but 

not how much. Despite this, speech and language therapy didn't materialise at all. 

Mrs H involved a solicitor, who wrote to the LEA 6 r her. On the strength of this, a 

place was 6und at a language unit. However, the day beAre Peter was due to start 

at the unit, Mrs H received a telephone call to say that there was no longer a place 

6 r Peter. 

7 yg/̂  //Ag / a// ovgr agam. 7%g Z&4 waf 
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By secondary school age, there was still no language place available, so Mrs H 

decided to start looking 6)r a residential placement. Nobody in the LEA ofkred any 

kind of help. Mrs H joined AFASIC, but they weren't a lot ofhelp to her. She 

found out about St Catherine's herself and arranged a visit. She telephoned the 

LEA every single day in order to ensure that Peter got a place. 

/ A evg/y mcA (Azy wAew / rang / 

- /ve/y a AreaWoim. 

Once Peter started at St Catherine's, Mrs H had nothing more to do with the LEA. 

They didn't send anyone to Peter's frst two annual reviews. 
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Case Study Fourteen: Mrs W fPorset) 

Matthew suf&red 6om 6ts when he was three years old. He had a three-year check 

and it was suggested that he had a speech delay. He received speech therapy at the 

clinic. Matthew attended the local nurseiy followed by a mainstream junior school. 

He then went to a school Ar children with Moderate Learning DifGcukies, where 

he received speech therapy once a week. 

Mrs W had concerns about the help that Matthew was getting. She didn't think that 

it was enough. Matthew's speech at home was not improving as she thought it 

should. Mrs W had never received any advice 6om the authority about statements, 

but a friend whose son had Special Educational Needs explained about them. Mrs 

W then telephoned the Education Department to ask for a statement. Up until this 

point, she had had no contact with the LEA - they had never contacted her. Mrs W 

explained; 

Caf/zermg'f ybr A/TM. we Awew 

aAowf ^ we W fAe/M we W 

Aave /or a f fafeTMenf. 

Mrs W felt that the whole process took a long time, but wasn't particularly difBcult. 

They just hadn't been given the inArmation that they needed Wien they needed it; 

and they hadn't been given it by the people who should have given it to them. 

Matthew was assessed and a statement was issued 6irly quickly. 

fFe vm/e^/ A Caf/zerme aW _/e/f zr wowW 6e a 

^ wowM V geffmg ewowgA apeecA fAerqpy wAere Ae 

wof (7/ 6"̂  CafAeA/we Ag ge/ly evg/y 
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The LEA agreed to a place at St Catherine's and Matthew started in Year ten. Mrs 

W 6 k that it was a good move, but that k should have happened sooner. She 6k 

that they weren't given the information. 
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Case Study FiAeen: Mr A (Dorsetl 

At the age of about two or three years, it was recognised that Patrick had some 

kind of delay with his speech. The G.P. said that he was simply a little immature 

and that it really wasn't a cause for concern. He saw a speech and language 

therapist who said that there was clearly a problem, but she didn't know what it 

was. 

Patrick attended a mainstream school until he was six. At this point, the 

Headteacher said that Patrick needed a statement because he had learning 

difSculties. The G.P. re&rred Patrick to the NufBeld Centre where he was 

diagnosed as having dyspraxia. A residential school was recommended, but the 

parents were unhappy with this idea. 

Patrick transferred to secondary school and a new statement gave Patrick ten hours 

a week of support time. The annual reviews around this time gave Patrick's parents 

the impression that things were in^roving. Suddenly, and without any warning, Mr 

A was told that Patrick couldn't read, and that he needed a special school. Mr A 

was totally taken aback by this. He Alt that; m/A zw. " 

Shortly aAer this revelation, Mr A decided to keep Patrick out of school because he 

was getting bullied. 

Mr A read in the newspaper about another boy who seemed to be in a similar 

position to Patrick. He went to see the boy's parents, and 6om this meeting found 

out a lot of information that he hadn't been given by the LEA 

fAaf we gof c a f M g o f A e r 

Patrick's parents arranged an independent Educational Psychologist's report. This 

again indicated that Patrick had dyspraxia, and would need speech and language 

therapy as well as occupational therapy. Patrick's parents visited four diEkrent 
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residential schools which they heard about 6om the support group AFASIC. They 

settled on St Catherine's, but the LEA refused to agree. They recommended a 

school &r children with moderate learning difBculties. Patrick's parents decided to 

go to the Special Educational Needs tribunal. 

waf a/fg/zf aZZ fAe were yar 

w were fo go. Gomg To fAe a ve/y 

Eventually the Authority gave in when it became clear that Patrick's parents were 

not going to. Up to this point though, they'd had to spend a lot of money on 

independent reports and solicitor's fees in order to make sure their case was strong 

enough. Not only was the fnancial cost high, the impact on the family was also 

severe. 

OM f afr/cA; mf/z Aer 5'Ae 

fAgM i:^vg/c^g(/ M& 
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6,2b Analysis 

It will be recalled that the research involved interviews with parents in three 

different Local Education Authorities. The data from these interviews was analysed 

in two ways. Firstly, for each of the three counties, the data from the five interviews 

was combined to give a picture of the experiences of parents in that county. A 

summary of the key points is shown in Figure 6.1. 

Isle of Wight Sussex Dorset 

No support/advice 
from the LEA 
Lack of information 
about statements 
Decisions driven by 
frinding 
Statement not always 
translated into action 
Large emotional costs 
The need for single-
mindedness from 
parents 

Lack of information 
Misinformation 
Other parents offering 
support 
Statements ineffective 
Reviews very useful 
LEA attendance at 
reviews erratic 
Dense language used 
in reports 
Some children kept out 
of school 
High levels of stress 
for the families 

Lack of help from the 
LEA 
Perseverance required 
Emotional problems 
for the whole family 
Ineffectual statements 
Lack of funding 
Help from other 
parents 
Some children kept 
out of school 

Figure 6.1: Key points relating to each county. 

All three counties showed a similar picture, with the themes being the same in each. 

Parents in all three counties felt that they were not supported or helped by the LEA. 

In two of the counties, other parents were cited as sources of help. In all three 

counties, the statements of special educational needs were not felt to be useful. 

Parents felt that the statements were inefrectual and not translated into action. 

Parents in two counties claimed that they were not given appropriate information, 

and in one of those counties, parents went so far as to suggest that they were 

actually misinformed. Funding was cited as the problem in two counties. In all 

three, emotional problems and stress were quoted as consequences of the whole 

process. 
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The second stage of analysis involved drawing out a list of themes directly related 

to the interview questions, and scoring each interview accordingly. This information 

is shown in Figure 6.2. 

Theme Negative 

responses 

Neutral 

responses 

Positive 

responses 

Total 

A Relationship with the LEA 12 2 1 15 

B Level of partnership 12 2 1 15 

C Relevant information 
received from the LEA 

10 1 4 15 

D Support from the 
professionals 

12 0 3 15 

E Effectiveness of the 
statement 

8 2 5 15 

F Emotional impact 13 2 0 15 

Figure 6.2: 1 hemes from the interviews 

This information was converted into percentages, (Figure 6.3), and histograms were 

dravra, (Figure 6.4). 

Theme Negative 
(%) 

Neutral 

(%) 

Positive 
(%) 

A Relationship with the LEA 80 13 7 

B Level of partnersliip 80 13 7 

C Relevant information received 
from the LEA 

67 7 26 

D Support from the 
professionals 

80 0 20 

E Effectiveness of the statement 54 13 33 

F Emotional impact 87 13 0 

Figure 6.3: Themes from the interviews as percentages 
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H Negative (%) • hfeutrat (%) • Positive (%) 

Figure 6.4: Graph of themes from interviews 

For all of the six themes identified, there were many more negative responses than 

positive ones. Neutral responses in all cases counted for a small percentage. For 

both the relationship with the LEA, and the level of partnership, twelve times as 

many parents were dissatisfied as those who were satisfied. Over twice as many 

parents were unhappy with the information they received, if they did indeed receive 

any, as those who were satisfied. 

When questioned about support from the professionals, the ratio of negative to 

positive responses was four to one. There were no neutral responses; parents felt 

either one way or the other. The area in which the responses were the closest was 

in relation to statements. Of those parents interviewed, about half were dissatisfied; 

the other half were either satisfied or non-committal. Some 33 percent were 

positive about the provision of a statement. In some ways, the provision or not of a 

statement, and its subsequent effectiveness, is one of the more concrete areas. 

Either there was a statement or there wasn't, and it either had the desired effect or 

it didn't. 
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Perhaps the most striking result was in relation to the ejects on the 6mily of the 

process. 87 percent of parents claimed that there were serious emotional ef&cts 

upon members of the 6mily. This was sometimes the parents, sometimes the other 

child/children. In some cases it was claimed that the whole Amily sufkred. None of 

the parents interviewed made any kind of positive response to this question. 
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Chapter 7: Findings 

7.1 What kind of support do parents receive, and from whom? 

Fumeaux (1988) claims that parents need a number of things 6om the professionals 

in order to fulGl their role in their children's education adequately. Among these 

are; fAg /or .ywRporf aW fAe y b r ( p . 41). 

The questionnaire data indicates that very few parents received support from the 

Local Educational Authority pro&ssionals. In answer to the closed questions, 29 

percent of the parents &lt positive about the support 6om the LEA, conq)ared with 

59 percent who 61t negative. When asked about support 6om other parents, half of 

the respondents agreed that this was their main source. When responding to the 

open questions, parents were able to be more 5)rthright. 87 percent of parents gave 

a negative picture of the support received 6om the LEA. 

Data 6om the interviews gave a similar picture. In all three counties surveyed, 

parents complained that there was little support available to them ofBcially, and that 

they only received it &om other parents. Four out of Gve parents were negative 

about the LEA with respect to support services. 

The main sources of support cited by parents were: 

' Association For All Speech Impaired Children (AFASIC) 

" Independent Panel for Special Education Advice (IPSEA) 

* Speech and Language Therapists 

* Other parents 

' Schools 

The government has a duty to provide information to parents; it is not quite so clear 

about their duty to provide support. The new Code of Practice states categorically 

that aU LEAs must make arrangements 5)r parent partnership services. They do not 

have to set up these services, but they need to in&rm parents about the 
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arrangements. These services have a role in supporting parents, so LEAs have some 

responsibility in this area. The research by Vaughan (1989) showed some 86 

percent of LEAs failing to mention the concept of parent-professional partnerships. 

This Ggnre is about the same as the result in the present research. It would seem 

6om the information here that the LEAs in this survey are not providing as 

comprehensive a service as they ought. 

7.2 Do parents receive relevant, and accessible, information from their LEA? 

The questionnaire data showed a similar picture to the previous section regarding 

support. 66 percent of parents in the survey were unhappy about the level of 

in&rmation provided by the LEA, compared with eighteen percent who &lt positive 

about the provision of in&rmation. Half of the parents received the inArmation 

6om other parents. 

The data 6om the open questions revealed 84 percent of parents as not receiving 

in&rmation 6om the LEA. 52 percent of parents that they were not kept 

in&rmed by the authority. 

The main sources of in&rmation 5)r parents were: 

' National Educational Charity for Children with Speech and Language 

Impairments (I-CAN) 

* Association For All Speech Impaired Children (AFASIC) 

' Independent Panel for Special Educational Advice (IPSEA) 

' Teachers 

' Other parents 

* Books 

Almost half of the respondents quoted teachers as their main source of inkrmation, 

and about one third received their in&rmation 6om AFASIC. This compares with 

one tenth of respondents who did receive in&rmation 6om the LEA. 
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The data 6om the interviews showed 67 percent of the parents in the survey as 

dissatisGed with the level of in&rmation provided. Seven percent were in the 

middle, and 26 percent were positive about the provision of inkrmation by the 

LEA. 

The new Special Educational Needs Code ofPractice has this to say: 

apecW (D@S 2001, p. 16) 

The government places great emphasis on providing parents with relevant 

information, but it is clear 6om this research that LEAs are not meeting their 

obligations. As with support, parents are having to actively seek the in&rmation 

they need. This is diGBcuk Ar many parents as they do not know what it is they are 

looking 6 r in the first place. One parent e^glained her e]q)eriences; 

Once m fAe mvare fAaf we go owf 

/ f W owf ybr owr coWaf we// 6e 

wf fo /FgAf o w oRprqpnafe/)/. 

7.3 What kind of relationship do parents have with the LEA professionals 

involved? 

Z&4Meec/ fo g»fzfre arg acceMfMe, weZco/Mmg va/we 

Wgm- aW //7vo/vg/y?gw^ ^̂ argM/̂ y. (ZyES" 2007, /?. 7 ^ 
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The data 6om the questionnaires showed that nearly half of the respondents (40 

percent) &lt that the relationship with the LEA was strained. At the other extreme, 

thirteen percent felt that they eqoyed a very good relationship. Parents whose 

relationship was good did not elaborate on this, whereas parents who were 

dissatisged oAen went on to explain in more detail bow they ielt; 

were fo wAaf we were - Aqpmg 

we AacA (fowM oW were faymg waj'm owr 

^MgAfer6eff mferefff. 7 were ŵẑ e j'/zocAee/ wAe» 

rea/Mecf /Aaf we AW ybwW owf wAa/ waf m;a//(76/e were 

/)r^are(f fo go fAe fr/Z)W77aZ fo gef /f. 

./././ wf^e fo f/;e Dfrecfor Ecfz/ca/zoM awf Zofe 7?̂  own 

/» orc^r fo gef owr m^e /zeor</ of oz/r wof gomg fo 6e 

jwf /» 077 5ZD fcAooZ wrfA aw Tg q/̂  &0. ybwMcf (/zfgrac^Z 

af fo cAz/f̂ eM zf wow/(/ ĵ ee/» are 6emg mo^rqpr/afe/x 

The data 6om the interviews showed that 80 percent of parents 61t that the 

relationship which they had with the LEA was negative. For a government which 

places such store on eSective relationships with parents, these Ggures do not show 

it in practice. 

7.4 How valuable is the statement of Special Educational Needs to parents? 

The statement of Special Educational Needs is potentially a very in^rtant 

document. It details precisely what provision is required Ar a child's education, and 

as a legal document should act as a guarantee of that provision. Paige-Smith (1996) 

explored the issue of statements and concluded that in reality the statement was not 

always translated into practice. 
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The data 6om the questionnaires in the current research showed 59 percent of the 

parents as 6e]ing that the statement was not a valuable document compared with 

31 percent who valued it. The interviews showed a similar picture with 54 percent 

of parents 6eling that the statement was inefkctive and 33 percent feeling that it 

was useful. One parent said; 

f z f (/My wf e. 

Another parent explained how she 5)ught for 6ve years to get a statement written. 

Her son attended a variety of schools which she 61t were not meeting his needs. 

Once the statement was signed, everything went smoothly, but it had taken a 

massive struggle to get there. The ef&ct of this was a stain on her marriage and 

family relationships. Another parent had this to say; 

For the m^ority of parents in this survey, the statement was not the immediate 

solution to their problems. 

7.5 What are parents perceptions of the professionak involved? 

This question is a little more difBcuk to answer, dealing as it does with a more 

general view of things. In some ways, it is a summary of the fndings 6om the other 

questions. For most parents, the perception seems to be a rather negative one. 

There were some parents who 61t very happy with the way things happened 6 r 

their children. The kUowing examples 6om the open questions illustrate this; 

7%^ were ve/y aW wgrg fwppo/Y/vg 
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fFe a mfA DerAyfA/rg, Wzo were 

exce//eM)/ywRpor^e ÂrowgAoŵ  Âe proceff q/̂  y?Wmg a 

/?/acgMgM(4"gvfewj' ê c. fg/f "coM Ẑ̂ ĝ f" fArowgAow^ aW fAaf 

7766(6 werg ̂ aro/MOWMf. 

/ rga/^g oz/r gzpgngMcgj' arg MÔ  fAg Morm, wg Am;g 

6ggM faf/^gf/ aW p/gayg(/ WfA o«r dleo/mgy WfA 5%gffaW aW 

DoMgf Z&4& 

One thing which is apparent is that there is a great discrepancy between difkrent 

authorities; and that within an authority there are variations in the provision. It is 

interesting that even in the quote above which is very positive, the parents are 

somehow aware that their positive experiences are unusual. Another parent who 

had a good experience with the LEA explained how things had happened and 

Gnished by adding: wo vg/y wMMyz/a/ /Z'g/zgvg. " 

However, in this survey, there were certainly more parents whose experiences were 

negative than those for whom it was positive. 

/ f A g / M vg/y af aw 6gZ;gvg /Aey org 

/MOfg MfgrgffgcZ m gva(/mg fAg ^ro6/gw, rafAgr f/zaM //ymg /o /zW 

aw occ^faA/g foZwfzoM. 

TTzg fjycAoZogz.yf a W ^ g g c A 77zgr(^zff w o f g fAgzr 

7%g ^focgf.y ywr^Agr 6y fAg 

TMOMw/ocfwrg ^rovwmM. 

A Mgggfj'a/y fo wfg fAg Vron m a vg/vgf gZovg " 

aW /"g/MzW fAg/» q/̂ /Ag/r fWwfo/y o6/(g<7 f̂ow. 
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This last comment is a telling one. How many parents would be well versed enough 

to know the statutory obligations, and how many would be conSdent enough to 

explain them to the authority? Many parents would be much too intimidated. There 

is certainly a need for parents to become more conGdent in dealing with 

professionals, but also a need Ar pro&ssionals to be more approachable. One 

parent explained how she gained satisAction 6om the LEA because she grew in 

confidence; 

TTzay Aave cb/ie wAaf / ayAec//or 7 wAaf fo 

arW Aow /o Of Aybr // 

Another parent explained how she had to be very determined in order to get the 

answer she was looking 6)r; 

came am a6ove Aer fo 

7.6 Do parents feel that they are partners in the process of assessment of 

their children's needs? 

Partnership has been an important theme for the government. The new Code of 

Practice makes many re&rences to it. 

//? m/A /oca/ aw/ vo/z/M/a/}' 

orgaw/faf/oMf, we// of fAe fo ĵ me/wce 

mâ ena/̂ y g/zywrg /Aaf recgfve Mgwfra/, 

yocfW aW (%p/"cy?nafg Wwfcg. (DfES 2001, p. 18) 

The data 6om the closed questions in the questionnaires showed that 44 percent of 

respondents 61t that there was no real partnership in evidence. This compares with 

37 percent who felt that there was a positive feeling of partnership. This is not a 
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great diHerence and indeed is the narrowest margin between positive and negative 

responses for all the questions. The open questions gave a difkrent picture with 88 

percent feeling negatively about the concept and only 6ur percent &eling positive 

about it. 

fFg Aaaf fo a apecW w/zc/ror TTzere li'ay MO 

ZTze}' zMvo/vg z/j'm fAe f/ecmoM pmcgj'j' 

/ Am'g a// fAe wor^ fcAoo/f ybr VayoM. 7%gy've 

jViever fo /Ae farywe OM fw/cg. 

Most ofthe other comments were, "poor", 'W/"or "/zom-gx/ffeMf". ThediGkrence 

between the open and closed questions is quite striking. In the closed questions, the 

data comes 6om two distinct questions, one about partnership, and one about 

involvement. In analysing the questionnaires, there were more Avourable responses 

to the question of involvement, so perhaps the diSerence comes down to 

terminology. 

The data 6om the interviews showed the same pattern as Ar the open questions; 80 

percent of interviewees were negative in their descriptions of partnership, compared 

with seven percent who were positive. The themes were of struggle and of lack of 

communication or discussion. 

Aâ A? Y AofAered̂  ffz/Z wAere Ag 
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way a a// fAg Zo ybr rAe fAmgi', aZ/ fAe 

a f f g f a / / fAe way o/oMg. 

/ (̂ Wn Y rea/^ ^Mow wAâ  (fo aW fAgre wa^ Mo6o<3(y fo TTzgre 

wa,y MO j^wp^rf or 

Tir'f 6eeM a 6a#/e ybr fwe/ve j/ewf, owe _/7gAf q/?er aMOfAer 

The idea of partnership, which the literature indicates to be vital, and which the 

government certainly seems to be championing does not seem to be in evidence in 

the LEAs involved in this research. 

7.7 What are the factors leading parents to consider taldng an LEA to an 

SEN tribunal? 

Very few of the parents in this research had cause to turn to the tribunal. Many 

parents had, however, considered it, and thought that they would have used its 

services if they had not eventually gained a successful outcome. 

Tif Acrve 6ee» owr Mgjc/ AofA? Y 6eeM 

af & Ca/Aermg w/zgM Ae 

For these parents it was about the struggle that they were having with the LEA and 

whether or not they felt it would be resolved. The question of cost was one which 

deterred many. 

Gomg fo fAg /r/Az/MaZ M a vg/y g:)g7gnj:h;g Az/j'mgj'j' wowZcf /MgOM 

Ag^gg^ wj fo/wW f/zg /gga/ 
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Those parents Wio did become involved in tribunal proceedings had mixed stories 

to tell For some it was further turmoil; 

TTzg A'egdiy waj Aarrowmg (/we 

/gMgf/ry /egaZ j;. 7%e akwM ow owr 

f / g f c n 6 e ( / a apggcA Zar̂ gMagg ĉAooZ. 

Fgyy /M0M6}yy«M(fyMg w<%y /Morg q/" fAaw 

apprqp/'y(7fg /?r0VW70M. 

For other parents the tribunal process was more &vourable; 

A waj' vg/y yazr ffg, aa' j9aygM/;y, w r̂g a//owg(f ĵ pgâ  

g/vg (7M accowMf owr cA/Zc/'̂ y Mggf̂  Aow fAg)/ 6g ^gf, 

fo g0/M07gMf fAroMgAoMf fAg f̂6wMaZ. 

vgry^/gWZy o;? f/?g fg/^Ao»g ^ ^ r g /Ag Agarmg. 

7.8 What is the emotional impact upon the parents and/or the family of the 

process of assessment of their children's needs? 

The hterature revealed much research detailing the stresses upon parents of children 

with special needs. The data 6om the current research conGrms this picture and 

shows very clearly that the emotional cost of the assessment process is very high. 

The open questions revealed a 22 to one ratio of negative to positive responses. 89 

percent of respondents felt that the assessment process was stressful. Only &)ur 

percent felt that it was stress-6ee. Chapter Gve gives many examples of parents' 

6elings towards this issue; here are some further examples; 
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TrawTMaf/c aW OM fAe wAo/g z/MffZ f/ze 

//iAwMa/ f/ecmoM m7(/ eveM a/?en4W(6 wAe/? fAg Z&4 /zave fo 

gg/̂  fAe/r oim 6ac^ 6eci7«^g fAey /off fo Aaâ x 

S'/rgĵ ^Z. jEvg/}'/Amg wg (f/ff fo fgcwre am ap^proprmfg /)Zacg/Mg»f 

waf a 6aff/g. 

cAzZ(f waf (/gZ<̂ g(f m gg/fzMg fAg oppropnafg gafwcaf/oM ybr fArgg 

}'gwf/ For wĵ  ff waf c/oâ g fo a '/ygrvowj: 6rgaMoM;» ". 

What is striking with these and the other comments is their passion. Words such as 

'Wgvâ fafzMg" and "A;gA(y " are unequivocal in how they portray things. 

Phrases such as; "ngrvowj' ^ r g a W o M ? ; A o m g wgrg MggZgcfg<f", 

"vg/y f frgf^/ OM /My WM make it very clear. The great m^ority of parents in this 

research suf&red a variety of ill efkcts because of the system. 

The interview data was much the same as for the questionnaires. All three counties 

revealed the same picture of high levels of stress 6 r 6milies. Overall, 87 percent of 

interviewees felt that it was a stressful experience, and none felt it to be positive. 

This is the most stark picture in the whole survey. The comments which parents 

made hi the interviews were very similar to those quoted 6om the questionnaires, 

and again, most paint a very extreme picture; 

/ T4W o» cZoî g fo a ArgaMoim. 77?g OM 

TMg fAg 6ggM gMO/TMOMf. ofAgr cA/Zf̂ gM 

ff/Mg ybr f/zgm. 

7.9 Conclusions 

There is certainly evidence of good practice revealed by this research. Those 

parents who were impressed by the service they received were very impressed. 
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Clearly, in some cases, the Local Education Authority has been able to meet the 

needs of the children in question. However, this is not consistent, and indeed, seems 

to be the exception rather than the rule. By 6r the m^ority of parents in this study 

were not content with the level of service they received, nor with the provision 

made for their children. Most parents felt that partnership was not a feature oftheir 

relationship with the LEA and that for the most part they were in opposition with 

the authority. The processes for helping their children did not happen naturally, and 

generally only when the parents were prepared to Gght did they happen at all. 

The impact of all of these issues is that 6)r 6milies which have children with speech 

and language difSculties there are enormous stresses and strains. Some of these are 

a natural result of the 6ct that their children have special needs; but they are 

compounded and exacerbated by a system which seems resource-driven and 

impervious to the human suffering. The evidence suggests that parents of children 

with speech and language diGBculties have to take on a number of additional roles 

and go to great lengths to demand the things which, by law, should be provided 

automatically. 

7.10 The way forward 

The themes that come out of this research suggest a number of areas 5)r change. 

Parents were asked to contribute suggestions for change. Broadly, these can be 

summarised in the following four points: 

" Better in&rmation. Parents are entitled to accessible and relevant information. 

This should be provided as a matter of course. 

" A speedier process. The length of time 6)r assessment and provision to be made 

is very stressful for parents and the children involved. While it is going on, 

children are very often out of school, or in an inappropriate school 

" More empathetic professionals. The stresses on parents are great and 

professionals who understand this and can work to help reduce them would be 

extremely important. 
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More funding. For most parents, their perception was that this was the ultimate 

barrier. In some ways, this governs all the other points. If the fimding isn't 

there, it doesn't matter vdiat else happens, the appropriate provision isn't going 

to materialise. Two comments 6om parents sum this up; 
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Appendix 

i) Interview Questions 

These questions were asked in each interview session. Some parents were 
more forthcoming than others, so elaboration was asked for in some instances 
with extra questions or comments. 

• How was your child's problem first diagnosed? 

/Ag /77'o6/g^j' M/grg co/MMg ow/. 

® Which professionals were involved? 
7%e ygfewcA coMcerwef/ mfA fAe wAo/e 

aW OTze w fAe nafwrg q/̂ f/ze aW 
fAg ̂ r q / g f / M v o Z v e ^ / . 

* Could you describe the relationship you had with the LEA? 
7%/f ejigp/oref Mof o?7(y fAe (/efaf/f q/̂  6efiveeM fAe 

aW fAe Z&4, 6z/f aZw fAe pargMf'/eg/rngj^ a f m f A fAeof. 
7Mgv;fa6(y, lyAgw WA/ng a6owr fAe fAmg^ fAa/ fAe awfAonfy (or Y (/q ,̂ 
/?weM/y W/Z (/eâ cnZfe fAofe fAmgf m q^Aow fAgj; were qj^cfec/ 6y fAe/M. 

a What is your understanding of the term, "partnership", (and would you say it 
applied to your relationship with the LEA)? 

7%e fe/TM "par/Mefĵ Afp " ff OMe wAzcA Aaî  AecoMg /More aW more /TqpwZar receMf(y. 
M owe wAzcA M q/few (/efcn6e(^ af 6emg effeM/zo/, owe wAzcA, accor(/mg To 

TMWcA q/̂ fAe fzYemfwre, iy MOf we// we fAe ofAer /fZoryerf 
fM fAw /̂ w/Mer̂ Aî , zf fee/Mf zmporfaMf ^o/?«(/ owf wAof fAezr wWerffaM(/z»g q/̂ fAe 
ferm f& M Âew vzfa/ wAefAer fAey^ee/ Âaf fAw opp/zeĵ  fo fAezr OWM 
j;z/MafzoM. 

* What kind of information did you receive about the help your child could be 
of^ed? 

&p/orzMg fAe /zferafwre zWzcafef /Aaf re/eva«f z/̂ rma^zoM wAzcA owgAf /o 6e 
ybr/Aco/MZMg &ief «of reacA ̂ areM/f. ^ fome mffa/zcef, ^weMff ow/̂ ; 
recezve ZA /̂7»afzo/7 owce fAe); Am'e aefh;e^ fowgAf zA 

# Where did you receive the inArmation 6om? 
jZe/evoMf zf̂ rzMafzoM owgAf fo come (/zrecf^om /̂ Ae Z&4 zzz fAe/zr^f zMffawce. Tw 
receMf }'gwf a Mz/mAer q/pareMf groẑ pĵ  Am'e come ZMfo 6ezyzg ZM recogMẑ zoM q/̂ fAe 
/aef fAaf ZT r̂ma^oM w Mof a/mzyfybrfAco/MZ»g. 
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# What kind of support was available to you? (From 
wA/cA ore m f/z/f wAo/e /?rocgff, 

/?»(/ ^Agmyg/vê  a Zô  q/ j'A'gjj. v4gam, fAg pargMf groz ĵ̂  Aove AggM 
mf/rzwigMfo/ m qj^rmg ^wRporf of weZZ af a(A;;cg fo (ycoMffe, fAff zj" Mof 
Âe on/y fowrcg q/̂ ẑ{ppo/Y qpew fo aW Âzf gwgffzoM g;cpZorgf w/zaf 

m/g/zẑ gf arg m/az/a6/g. 

® When was a statement of special educational needs issued? 
TTzg ffa^g/MgMf q/^jpggW gf/z^cafzo/za/ Mgg(6 zĵ  a » z/?^o/faMf < 0̂czz7z7g»f m ZMW^ 

woyf. v4f a ZggaZ (/ocz/zngMf, zf ĵ AowZcf 6g fAg ZMgo/M q/̂ g/ZMzrzMg fAaf cAzAa&'g» mfA 
jpggW Mgg(& rgggh'g fAg c/gar(y (%9Mg(/ Ag^ wAzcA fAay /zgggf. ̂  AMo?̂  caî gf fAzf 
M gzoc^/y wAof A(̂ ppg%9, Az/f fAg Zzfgrafzzrg m f̂zcafgĵ  fAaf /Aẑ  zf Ay Tzo mgoMf oZwcrŷ  
fAg cafg. TTzgrg org cofĝ y wAgrg fAg ozzfAonfy Offgffgf fAg cAzM'f Mggd[y, zf̂ z/gj" a 
ffafg/Mgfzf ofzc/ fAg j^rocgj^ rz^w r g / a ^ g ( y j7?zoofA(y. TTzgrg ^gg/zz fo Ag o/Agr caygj' 

wAgrg j^orgMff Aovg fo Ag vg/y jpro-acffwg ZM fggtzMg o ffafg/wg/zA Coz(p/g(/ wzfA fAg 

M̂ z/g q/̂ org7zf:y rgcgzvzMg rg/gvoMf z/^rwafzozz, fAw cazz ̂ rovg (/zj^czz/fybr /zza?^ 
^orgMff. 

# What was the efkct of the statement? 
^gcowfg z/ zf a /ggo/ (A)cz//MgMf, wAof zf }wz/fgM o/z fAg ffafg/Mg/zf fAoz/M TMgfgrWzĵ g 
m /froc/zcg. / /TZfgrgĵ fĝ y m ZooAz^g 0 / WzgfAgr fAzj M m ybcf aZwqyj' /Ag ca^g. D o 

ZjE/4f of^grg fo gyg/yfAmg o/z fAg ffafg/Mg»f? Xrg fAgrg (/zj^rgMcgj^ AgAygg/z fAg 

(/zĵ rgTzf m/fAorzfzgf ? TTzg ofAgr z/Tzpo/Ya/zf /?omf aAoz/f fAz.y w fAof f/zg ffofg/Mgzzf 
Agco/zzgf 0 fgrzoz/.y(y foz/gAf-q^gr (/ocw/Mg/zf a W q/fg/z a Zong fz/zzg /o Ag 

^ro(/z/cg(f f wgM/f Aqpgf org q^g/? n̂ /zMg o/z /̂ Azj fo z/ &)gf fzo/ Aovg /Ag 
(/g<yzrg(/ g^cA wAof (Zbgĵ  /Azj ZMgo/z /o fAg /)orgMff ? 

# How did the whole process afkct you personally? 
ZAg gzMozYoMo/ z/z^ocf q/̂  fAg wAo/g /?rocgĵ y zf o/zg wAzcA z/ẑ grgf mg grgof/y. 
^ggowfg zf zf ĵ z/cA OM g/zzofzvg zffz/g zf COM o j ^ c / ^gqp/g grgofZy. ZTzg ybcf fAof z/ zf 

q/^g/z /̂̂ -o/zz f/rozgA/^/bnvor^^ OMf/ coM foAe o grgof (ZgoZ q/^ fzz?zg o W gzzgrgy, 

zMgoMf fAof fAg j7roggf,g COM Aovg vg?]/ fgrzom rgpercwffzoMf ybr fAg j7orgM/& 

# Where there any ef&cts on the rest of your 6mily? 
TTzg g/TZofzoTzoZ //y^ocf OM fAg ̂ org»f^ c o » Ag grgoA coM Ag owf ovgr o W g 

/zzTzg OM(Z wAzcA cozzM Aovg z;?^/zcofzowybr /̂ Ag rgf / q/^fAg yozzzz/y. / ' m m/grgj^fg^/ m 

gjgz/orzMg Aow grgof fAg zz?^ocf MzgAf Ag. 
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::) Questionnaire 

T^awA / o r a ^ e g m g j?aff M f̂ Aw fg^earcA pro/ec^ ^ 
c o w y / g ^ g f / g a g g g /ve of wiwcA fM/orww^ow a$ 
j /ow/gg/ a6/gf «#:</ «$e (Ae 6acA^ fAg «gg<f fworg apacg. 
v4// rggpofwe^ wf// 6g m ^(ricif cof^^kwce. 

fergoM cowy/g^Mg ̂ wg^^/fwafrg; Mother / Father / Carer 

Zoca/ y4M^Aor:(^; 

f / g a g g aw^wgr eacA ^wgg^w &y c/rc/mg a ra^wg ̂ rom 7 5 
^ = /f <?/ aA^ J = co/yy/g/g(K^ 

1. How helpful were the LEA? 
1 2 3 4 5 

2. How helpful was the Educational Psychologist? 
1 2 3 4 5 

3. How helpful was the Health Service? 
1 2 3 4 5 

4. How involved did you 6el? 
1 2 3 4 5 

5. Did you feel that the LEA did eveiything they could for your 
child? 

1 2 3 4 5 

6. Do you feel the LEA were constricted in what Aey could do 
because of Gnances? 

1 2 3 4 5 
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7. Did you receive information S-om the LEA without having to 
seek it? 

1 2 3 4 5 

8. Was the information you received clear and easy to understand? 
1 2 3 4 5 

9. Did you feel supported by the LEA? 
1 2 3 4 5 

10. Was your main source of information other parents? 
1 2 3 4 5 

11. Was your main source of support other parents? 
1 2 3 4 5 

12. Did you feel like a partner in the process? 
1 2 3 4 5 

13. Were you kept fully informed throughout the process? 
1 2 3 4 5 

14. Do you feel that the interests of your child were at the heart of 
the matter as far as the LEA were concerned? 

1 2 3 4 5 

15. Was a statement produced fairly quickly? 
1 2 3 4 5 

16. Did the statement have an immediate impact? 
1 2 3 4 5 

17. Did you feel that the process overall straight-forward? 
1 2 3 4 5 
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aAfwgr fAg m a$ wwcA a$ j;o« 
a6/g; 

18. What were your main sources of information? 

19. What were your main sources of help/support? 

20. How did you 6nd out information about appropriate courses of 
action? 

21. What sort of relationship have you had with the LEA? 

22. Can you describe any involvement you had with the Special 
Educational Needs tribunal? 
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23. Can you describe the level of partnership which you 
experienced with the LEA? 

24. What mechanisms did the LEA employ to keep you fully 
informed? 

25. Can you sum up the e@ect the whole process has had on your 
child and on your whole 6mily? 

26. How could the process be made easier for parents? 

27. What single thing would you change about the system if you 
could? 
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